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DTU International Energy Report 2019 presents DTU’s perspective on the issue of the transformation of urban mobility. The transport sector connects people across space and enables goods to be exchanged, but it also consumes energy and contributes heavily to CO₂ emissions and local air pollution, with huge impacts on the human, environmental and economic costs. With more people, and with more of them living in urban areas, cities offer opportunities for transforming urban mobility. The report presents recent research on three interrelated areas that will be decisive in developing sustainable urban mobility solutions: how to avoid unnecessary transport, how to shift to eco-efficient transport modes, and how to improve technologies, fuels and infrastructure. The report also describes the future educational needs of urban mobility and presents a network analysis of the areas of research that are influencing urban mobility solutions.

International collaboration is an integral part of DTU’s activities and a prerequisite for its status as an international elite university, a status that is consolidated, and continuously developed, through the work of its researchers, students and administration. Our objective is for DTU to become one of the five leading technical universities in Europe. Our ambition is to attract the best researchers and research students from both Denmark and abroad, as well as to maintain DTU as an attractive collaboration partner for other leading research environments worldwide.

A strong network of partner universities strengthens DTU’s position as an international elite university. DTU is a member of alliances and strategic partnerships with universities from the Nordic countries, Europe and Asia. Furthermore, it also has a number of close collaborators from different parts of the world, covering many of the C40 Cities.

DTU International Energy Report series presents global, regional and national perspectives on current and future energy issues. The individual chapters in the reports are written by DTU researchers in cooperation with leading Danish and international experts. Each report is based on internationally recognized scientific materials and is fully referenced. The reports are also refereed by independent international experts before being edited, produced and published in accordance with the highest international quality standards. The target readership for the report is DTU colleagues, collaborating partners and clients, funding organizations, institutional investors, ministries and authorities, and international organizations such as the European Union (EU), International Energy Agency (IEA), International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), World Bank, World Energy Council, C40 Cities, Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI), Partnering for Green Growth and the Global Goals 2030 (P4G) and the United Nations (UN).
Transforming urban mobility is the focus of DTU International Energy Report 2019. Urban areas are home to more than 50% of the world’s population and are the site of most of its built assets and economic activities. As more than two billion people are added to the global population in the coming decades and as urban populations continue to grow (70% by 2050), the question arises: how can people and the goods they require be moved more efficiently and effectively than they are today?

The existing transport system faces significant challenges. Traffic congestion, noise, air pollution and traffic accidents impose tremendous human and economic costs on society. Also, transport accounts for more than half of global oil demand, making it a key contributor to climate change. In many places, access to affordable and convenient transport is far from equitable.

Cities will require mobility solutions that are sustainable, affordable, secure, inclusive and integrated with customer-centric infrastructure and services. This transformation rests on the intertwined pillars of mobility and energy, both of which will require radical changes to a low-carbon economy able to cope with increasing populations and economic growth.

This transformation will require a holistic, systemic approach, one that acts in the intersection between technology, infrastructure, multi-mode mobility and behavioral changes and that seeks to achieve significant GHG emissions reductions, reduced energy consumption and less congestion, the ultimate objective being to create livable and sustainable cities. Research and innovation are playing a major role by developing portfolios of low-carbon, cost-efficient, high-performance technological and non-technological solutions at different scales and time-frames (short-, medium- and long-term).

Transforming urban mobility and getting transport on track to keep the global increase in average temperatures well below 2°C will require a broad set of measures, like those analysed in the International Energy Agency’s (IEA) Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS). This comprehensive strategy can be broken down into three distinct areas:

- Avoid/reduce travel activity
- Shift to more efficient modes of transport
- Improve transport technology, fuel efficiency and infrastructure

Avoid/reduce refers to the need to improve the overall efficiency of the transport system and thereby the need to travel.

New economic and technological trends are influencing land-use patterns and people’s lifestyles. Digitalization, on-demand mobility and flexible and cleaner energy production can increase the chances of higher density development and a more balanced mix of land uses (residential, commercial, production, schools, parks), potentially reducing the demand for unsustainable modes of travel. This is not a straightforward path for mega-cities in emerging economies such as Beijing, Delhi, São Paulo and Cape Town, each of which has its specific development trajectory, density and increase in motorized modes of transport. What is interesting, however, is that non-motorized transport seems to have remained stable in cities like Delhi, São Paulo and Cape Town, for underlying reasons yet to be explored. Further, car use in Beijing has peaked due to a combination of investment in public transport infrastructure, regulatory constraints and the roll-out of (shared) bicycle concepts and bike paths.

There are numerous bottlenecks within and across transport modes resulting in system-wide capacity constraints, traffic jams and increased levels of environmental impact. With new digital technologies and connectivity, it is easier for consumers to make more efficient choices when going from A to B - take the cycle or public transport or just select a slower but more energy-efficient route - and thereby influence real-time demand in time and space. Cities can enable greater public transport capacity and efficiency by having a door-to-door perspective in the overall organization, planning and operation of public transport, providing door-to-door mobility information and guidance systems and by facilitating intermodal travel chains.

If individual mobility services can be integrated with public transport systems, the overall efficiency of urban mobility systems can be enhanced, thus helping to avoid unsustainable modes and enable efficient demand management. Although smart mobility may fill the gap between the individual solution and mass transit, thereby impacting on congestion, air pollution, road safety, noise and costs, recent studies show that this is not always done in a resource-efficient way. For example, car-sharing subscribers may reduce the individual vehicle mileage but increase their own weekly mileage.

With regard to freight, logistics and delivery services, digitalization and smart mobility services enable unnecessary vehicle movements to be avoided by optimizing deliveries, consolidating goods flows and moving towards smaller and lighter freight vehicles. Truck platooning are also relevant for urban freight transport, using semi-automated technology to coordinate traffic flow and transport and the flow of goods to and from the warehouses and terminals. On the down-side, the deployment of new technologies and vehicles will require costly new investments by operators and urban consolidation centers, while the additional handling needed will increase the unit costs of the last mile.

Shift means improving trip efficiency by means of a modal shift from the most energy-consuming transport mode towards more environmentally friendly modes.

The transition towards an advanced multi-modal transport system requires the effective optimization of the entire transport network across a number of performance areas. Active network management and a better orchestration, organization and optimization of traffic flows in the system may play a key role in this process. Information and communication technologies, big data and real-time information on supply and demand may promote such modal shifts efficiently.

A reduction in personal-use and single-occupancy vehicles requires adequate options for public transport, other shared forms of transport, cycling and walking. Cities around the world are trying to increase the share of active transport modes, but they are having to face the challenge that this shift is influenced by many factors. Cycling is considered an everyday mode of transport for all age groups and genders in Copenhagen and Amsterdam, while walking is popular in some East European cities. Walkability and bikeability are closely related to accessibility, environmental qualities, safe sidewalks and bike paths for pedestrians and cyclists.

Future mobility is expected to be autonomous, connected, electric and shared and to contribute to the efficiency and safety of transport systems. Smart mobility solutions impacts congestion, air pollution, road safety, noise, intermodality and costs, but not always in a resource-efficient way. Whether car-sharing is more eco-efficient than individual car ownership is a matter of whether it increases total person transports. Car-sharing in combination with autonomous driving may result in a rebound effect due to possible increases in the number of potential users and the ease and convenience of the system. Smart mobility solutions should be part of a much broader mobility revolution that puts alternative modes of transport to the forefront. Substantial gains in energy consumption and emissions can be achieved through significant demand shifts and integration of the entire smart mobility eco-system where stronger public-private partnerships may foster and promote transport solutions, increase the efficiency of goods transport and shift greater volumes of passenger traffic toward public transport or other shared modes.

Improve focuses on vehicle and fuel efficiency, as well as on better infrastructure.

Transport electrification can substantially contribute to breaking transport’s dependence on oil and to decreasing CO2 drastically, as well as emissions of air pollutants. The increasingly decarbonized generation of electricity will provide cleaner electricity to propel electric drivetrains and electric vehicles (EVs) and vessels, while electric vehicles will be able to provide storage services to the grid, favoring the further penetration of renewables. Urban living labs such as Energilab Nordhavn and Frederiksberg Forsyning, working in close cooperation with university labs, have demonstrated that EVs can effectively provide frequency control to support more renewables entering the power system and even 100% EV penetration, with only limited additional load at peak.
Recommendations:

- Opt for a mission-driven RD&D approach to transforming and decarbonizing urban mobility.

  These problem-specific challenges of how to avoid, shift and improve transport can only be solved by working together across all technical, natural science and social science disciplines, as well as across institutions and national borders, as the interconnectedness of DTU research demonstrates. By definition research does not recognize boundaries, and as Pasteur’s quadrant illustrates, it is possible to conduct research that contributes to both the quest for understanding and considerations of use. Such integrated energy and transport solutions are not a question of picking technological winners but of enabling decision-makers to facilitate, create and shape markets so that the best, most eco-efficient and most socially acceptable options are chosen. The prospect of smart mobility is raising ethical challenges and cybersecurity concerns, which also need to be addressed by researchers and practitioners alike.

- Facilitate urban living labs in cities around the world.

  Urban living labs provide an ideal opportunity to test different aspects of integrated energy and mobility solutions, including by allowing regulatory exemptions from the existing legal framework in a sandbox setting. They allow the impact for both technologies and frameworks to be evaluated before rolling out regulatory schemes for the whole country. Across the world, urban living labs are providing a great opportunity for in-depth policy learning, and they can be fed back into decision-making for urban planning, new regulatory frameworks and business models.

- Step up policy support and innovation to reduce the costs of alternative fuels.

  While future urban mobility may to a large extent be electrified, other parts of the transport sector, such as aviation, shipping and heavy-duty vehicles, will rely on competitive, low-carbon, sustainable fuels.

- Engage actively in matching the supply and demand of skills relevant for future mobility solutions.

  Insights, together with educational shifts, re- and upskilling, are needed to manage the radical transformation of urban transport sectors that is required. Education needs to race ahead of technology, not vice versa.

- Strengthen partnerships: engines of change.

  Transformations of urban mobility are made by and for people, making cities more liveable and sustainable. They will need to be co-created by multiple stakeholders by means of dialogue, participatory processes and accountable, engaged and committed partnerships.
Transforming urban mobility

DTU International Energy Report 2019 focuses on sustainable mobility and transport systems in cities. The transport sector connects people across space and enables goods to be exchanged, but it also consumes energy, contributes heavily to CO₂ emissions and local air pollution, and imposes tremendous human and economic costs on society. Cities also offer opportunities for transforming urban mobility. Cities will require mobility solutions that are sustainable, affordable, secure, inclusive and integrated with the wider urban infrastructure and services, the ultimate objective being to create liveable and sustainable cities. For this to happen, a systemic transformation is needed, which will take place in the intersection between technology, infrastructure, multi-mode mobility and behavioural changes. This is summarized in three interrelated areas: how to avoid unnecessary transport, how to shift to eco-efficient modes of transport, and how to improve technologies, fuels and infrastructure. The report also addresses future educational needs in the area of urban mobility and presents a network analysis of the areas of research that are influencing urban mobility solutions.

Global outlook on transportation

The global energy outlook on transportation addresses the energy- and climate-related challenges in the transport sector and analyses two pathways through which the sector can contribute to a low-carbon future. Today the transport sector accounts for almost two-thirds of final energy consumption, produces approximately one-third of global energy-related CO₂ emissions and is primarily responsible for urban air pollution. Cities are expected to increase the impact on global energy demand and energy-related emissions. This represents a challenge but also an opportunity in transforming urban mobility. Growing population and income levels, flexible freight transport, e-commerce and digital technologies in cities are key drivers of transport activities. However, thanks to high population densities and travel patterns characterized by shorter distances, cities can be leaders in achieving active transport modes, public transport and the uptake of sustainable transport technologies such as electric vehicles (EVs). Getting transport on track to keep the rise in average global temperatures to well below 2°C requires putting into practice a broad set of “avoid, shift and improve” measures.

In this chapter, the outlook for a low-carbon transport sector is analysed in two scenarios: the New Policies Scenario (NPS) and the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS). The first scenario (NPS) analyses the outlook towards 2040, taking into consideration officially declared policy measures and regulations, including Nationals Determined Contributions under the Paris Agreement, and taking known technologies into account. In this scenario, total energy-related CO₂ emissions rise by 10% in 2040 compared to 2017, which will result in a temperature increase of 2.7°C. The second scenario (SDS) analyses how the energy and transport sectors can meet the Paris Agreement while also achieving a drastic reduction in air pollution and wider access to energy by means of the large-scale adoption of “avoid/shift/improve” measures in transport. The main mitigation levers include regulations to reduce the frequency of use of and distance travelled by energy-intensive modes of transport, a shift towards more efficient modes of transport, and the adoption of energy-efficient technologies for vehicles and of low-carbon fuels.

Mobility in cities in emerging economies

Future mobility trends will be determined by how cities in emerging economies address the huge challenges associated with increasing urbanization and growing per capita incomes. This chapter analyses mobility trends and challenges in four megacities in four emerging economy countries in three continents: São Paulo (Brazil), Beijing (China), Delhi (India) and Cape Town (South Africa). These four cities are quite diverse in terms of their demographic and economic characteristics and belong to C40 Cities. The four countries differ in terms of their respective developments, trajectories, mobility choices and impacts. All four cities have historically been densely populated and with time have further densified, except for Beijing.

In terms of mobility trends, Beijing has witnessed a decline in walking and cycling, whereas in other cities mode shares for nonmotorized transport (NMT) have remained stable. São Paulo has most of its employment heavily concentrated in its central areas, while its low income residents have settled on the peripheries, where a significant proportion of the poor population still walks. The situation in Cape Town is similar, with a large proportion of the population being poor and making many walking trips. Delhi is similar to many Indian cities, with mixed land use and a high share of walking and cycling trips (around 40%). The shift in modal shares from NMT is mainly to modes of public transport, whereas in other cities a significant proportion of the poor population still walks. The situation in Cape Town is similar, with a large proportion of the population being poor and making many walking trips.
whereas Cape Town has traditionally been a car-based economy, meaning that the share of car trips remains high. Delhi has a better public transport system than other Indian cities, despite which modes of private transport account for 30% of all trips, and car ownership has risen 3.5 times in ten years.

CITIES IN EMERGING ECONOMIES ARE QUITE DENSE AND PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND FOR SHARED AND ON-DEMAND MOBILITY SOLUTIONS. CITIES ARE INVESTING IN TRANSIT SYSTEMS, MAINLY RAIL-BASED SYSTEMS, TO INCREASE PUBLIC TRANSPORT. ALTHOUGH THE RIDERSHIP OF THESE TRANSIT SYSTEMS HAS INCREASED, THE SHARE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT HAS NOT INCREASED SIGNIFICANTLY, EXCEPT FOR BEIJING, WHICH HAS A HIGHER SHARE OF Rides, AS WELL AS OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT. CHINA AND INDIA ARE WITNESSING A TRANSFORMATION TOWARDS ON-DEMAND TRANSPORTATION, ACCOUNTING FOR THREE-QUARTERS OF THE MARKET FOR THIS MOBILITY SERVICE. IN CHINA, RIDE-SHARING IS CONSIDERED A MODE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND IS LED BY THE COMPANY DIDI CHUXING. IN INDIA ON-DEMAND TRANSPORTATION HAS BECOME AN IMPORTANT MODE OF TRANSPORT, PROVIDED BY COMMERCIAL TAXIS SUCH AS OLA AND UBER.

FUEL EFFICIENCY HAS IMPROVED ACROSS ALL VEHICLE SIZES, BUT EFFICIENCY IN SIMILAR VEHICLE-SIZE CATEGORIES VARIES ACROSS COUNTRIES. MEDIUM-SIZED VEHICLES ARE NOW IN PLACE IN ALL FOUR COUNTRIES, BUT NONE OF THEM, EXCEPT FOR CHINA, HAS ANY SIGNIFICANT SHARE OF EVs. CHINA IS THE FOREFRONT OF EVs, WHICH MAKE UP 23% OF THE HOME MARKET BUT 50% OF THE GLOBAL EV MARKET. CHINA HAS IMPLEMENTED POLICIES AT ALL LEVELS, INCLUDING AT CITY LEVEL, PLACING RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF FOSSIL-FUELED CARS AND PROVIDING INCENTIVES SUCH AS ACCESS TO BUS LANES, FREE PARKING, TOLL EXEMPTIONS, INSURANCE EXEMPTIONS AND LOCAL TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES.

INDIVIDUAL FACTORS ARE CONTEXT-SPECIFIC. IN HIGH-CYCLING COUNTRIES ALL AGE GROUPS AND GENDERS ARE WELL REPRESENTED, WHEREAS IN LOW-CYCLING COUNTRIES WOMEN AND THE ELDERLY ARE UNDERREPRESENTED, WHICH MAY BE LINKED TO DIFFERENCES IN SAFETY PERCEPTIONS. HOUSING MOBILITY NEEDS MAY FACILITATE CAR USE, BUT BIKES CAN COMPETE WITH THE CAR IN A CITY LIKE COPENHAGEN THAT FACILITATES CYCLING. TRAVEL MODE DECISIONS ARE INFLUENCED NOT ONLY BY FUNCTIONAL BUT ALSO BY SYMBOlic AND AFFECTIVE MOTIVES, AS WELL AS BY SOCIAL RULES. CYCLING INITIATIVES SUCH AS ON-LINE PLATFORMS CAN FULFIL Both FUNCTIONAL AND SOCIAL ROLES, WHILE HEALTH-RELATED MOTIVES ALSO SEEM TO BE AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN CYCLING.

MODE SHIFTS FROM CARS TO ACTIVE TRANSPORT MODES ARE INFLUENCED “By HARD” MEASURES SUCH AS IMPROVEMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND CARRestrictive POLICIES, AS WELL AS “SOFT” MEASURES SUCH AS INFORMATION AND AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS. INFRARED OR MENTAL IMPROVEMENTS AND MAINTENANCE ARE NOT JUST ABOUT SAFE AND COMFORTABLE ROADS, BUT ALSO ABOUT CYCLE TRACKS AND SIDEWALKS THAT ARE SEPARATED FROM MOTOR TRAFFIC. CAR-Restrictive POLICIES AND PARKING MANAGEMENT POLICIES ARE LIKELY TO INCREASE THE COSTS AND DIFFICULTIES OF TRAVELLING BY CAR, THUS FAVOURING OTHER Modes. ALSO, THE TAXATION OF CARS AND FUELS INFLUENCES CHOICE OF TRAVEL MODE. IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE VOLUNTARY CHANGES IN MODE CHOICE, THEORETICAL INTERVENTIONS THAT INCLUDE SELF-MONITORING AND INTENTION FORMATION TECHNIQUES HAVE SHOWN THE MOST PROMISING RESULTS.

Many different factors play a role in the uptake of cycling and need to be addressed. What is required is an integrated package of complementary interventions that address people differently, taking account of their current travel behaviour and intentions, as well as the existing urban layout and infrastructure.

SMART MOBILITY

New, smart mobility solutions are designed around individual needs, usually with operations using new technology and often with resource-shares. “Smart mobility enables many solutions, ranging from shared on-demand mobility (car-sharing, bike-sharing, ride-hailing etc.) to integrated solutions (mobility as a service, apps for informed multimodal trip planning).”

Smart mobility is primarily rooted in recent technological progress and digitalization where sensors, information and communication technology, and developments in computer science define mobility smartness. The sensors constantly monitor the main constituents of a transport system, namely vehicles, infrastructure and people. The sensors in a car monitor the hardware, driving, position and environment. Infrastructure sensors are used for intelligent traffic management systems, whereas urban sensors in smartphones and wearable electronics can also be used as personalized mobility services. The totality of digitalization produces a giant digital footprint, which can be used to monitor online transactions and smart-card usage and to predict transport supply and demand. Information and communication technology in this context relies on wireless data collection from vehicles, infrastructure, people, the digital footprint and communication between them. Vehicle-to-everything communication expands the technical options and includes sensors on the platooning of trucks and autonomous fleets, as well as facilitating intelligent traffic management, parking assistance, driving assistance and remote diagnostics and positioning. Analysing the vast amounts of data from sensors can support decision-making in respect of smart mobility, including user behaviour, transport demand prediction and autonomous driving.

These technological features are giving rise to four operational features of smart mobility: flexibility, responsiveness, personalization and efficiency. From a traveller’s perspective, flexibility relies on cost-effective gains in terms of modal, spatial and temporal accessibility for handling anticipated changes in the operating environment. Responsiveness is achieved through demand prediction, supply optimisation and the interplay between the two. Personalization is achieved through interface design, product offering, payment and other service integration or information provision. Privacy challenges requiring data-processing and complexity are challenges addressed by research. Lastly, efficiency in smart mobility is related to resource allocation, mobility performance, safety, energy and the environment.

New mobility trends are based on rapid technological progress and are rooted in completely new business models. Shared and on-demand mobility are booming in densely populated cities and are particularly popular with the younger generation and medium to high-income urban populations. Future mobility is expected to be connected and autonomous, synchronized into fleets and using V2X communication and artificial intelligence. Traditional public-policy instruments such as investment, pricing or regulation can be supplemented by nudges that redirect behaviour through slight interventions. Coordination among mobility providers will increase the availability of services, with smooth multi-modal transitions and the integration of payment and information.

Smart mobility has impacts on congestion, air pollution, road safety, noise, intermodality and costs, but not always in the efficient ways, as shown in recent studies. Nonetheless, substantial gains in energy and emissions can be achieved through significant changes in demand and the integration of the entire smart mobility eco-system, where stronger public-private partnerships may dramatically impact on modal shifts, mileage, emissions and accessibility.

FREIGHT, LOGISTICS AND DELIVERY OF GOODS

The transport of freight and goods in and out of cities spans a wide range of industrial supply chains and returns. The main challenge is how to minimize operating costs while minimizing the negative effects of urban freight transport. Private, public, commercial and industrial consumers demand goods to be delivered for consumption or further refinement, generating waste and other returns to be sent in the opposite direction. Urban freight and logistics are subject to the unit costs of the last mile due to low or medium fill rates in small- and medium-capacity vehicles operating in congested areas. The sector involves many different stakeholders, ranging from consumers living in the city, commuters and tourists to commercial businesses and industry, transport operators and shippers. Cities face the dilemma of how to make the city liveable with restricted or regulated traffic and access to good infrastructure while also allowing for activities economic activities.
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The freight transport and logistics sector is exposed to an increasing demand for efficiency, availability services and sustainable solutions, while increasing levels of traffic and consumption are making freight logistics in cities even more complex. E-commerce and on-demand delivery further impact on freight patterns both positively and negatively. In particular, same-day delivery services may lead to lower vehicle fill rates and more freight movements. As the freight logistics sector consists of a relatively high number of operators, many delivery vehicles may be servicing neighbourhoods and households, with impacts on congestion, noise, traffic safety and energy consumption. Operators are investing increasingly in new digital solutions such as booking platforms, track and trace features and on-demand services, helping operators deliver goods within strict time limits. New concepts and technologies are giving rise to interesting opportunities: automation facilitating cost-effective last-mile operations, freight delivery drones and even sidewalk robot drone technology, and highly automated operations in freight terminals and logistics hubs.

Today most freight transport is operated by diesel trucks, but they may be replaced by EVs or alternative fuels such as biofuels, hydrogen etc. Urban freight movements are ideal for deploying such alternatives due to the limited driving ranges and capacities of both the vehicles and urban areas. Semi- or fully automated vehicles likewise offer interesting opportunities to bring down costs and reduce energy consumption and emissions. Truck parking is relevant not just for long-haul transport, but also for freight transport in cities, by using semi-automated technology to coordinate traffic flows, infrastructure and the flow of goods to and from warehouses and terminals. City logistics based on urban consolidation centres aim to bring down last-mile costs by consolidating goods from various shipper’s to the same delivery vehicle.

Regulation plays a key role in making the sector more sustainable and efficient by banning certain vehicle types, favouring environmentally friendly vehicles or imposing road-charging schemes, all of which may also add to the last-mile costs. The future development of the freight logistics sector may take place in an urban living lab setting where operators invest in green vehicles (EVs and/or alternative fuels) while at the same time utilising municipalities and others co-fund new infrastructure. In a similar setting, semi- and fully automated vehicles may be tested, providing operators with knowledge about off-hour deliveries. Finally, digitalization facilitates efficient planning and management and makes possible the consolidation and coordination of freight transport and logistics in city transport corridors.

**Living lab for integrated energy systems**

In a low-carbon energy society, the power system is continually being challenged by variable power generation and increased demand. This calls for demand response in power consumption and for storage solutions. Although electro-mobility in urban settings represents an increase in electricity demand, it can also be used as a variable storage solution through the integration of EVs into the grid using so-called "vehicle-to-grid" technology (V2G). Thus EVs are flexible resources and as such offer flexibility to the electric power grid. Rapid developments in mobility, particularly urban electro-mobility, have already significantly impacted on the current power system. Autonomous transport, electric bikes and scooters for the last mile, delivery of goods by drones, shared vehicles and mobility as a service may likewise influence the electric power system. At the distribution level, the massive deployment of electric vehicles (EV) may generate local voltage excursions and grid congestion, but if EV charging and de-charging are being controlled, EVs can potentially help mitigate the self-inflicted adverse effects.

Models, laboratory tests and proof of concepts are steps required in order eventually to roll out and scale up solutions supporting sustainable developments in urban mobility. In this context, living labs and super-lab settings represent the final step towards industrial and commercial realisation. Coupling two or more energy systems and infrastructures is a prerequisite for a future with sustainable urban mobility. EVs and chargers can be used to create a coupling between transportation and the electric grid. Electric vehicles, sharing of transport facilities, customer interactions, the roll-out of charging infrastructure and the integration of EVs are key elements driving achievements in sustainable urban mobility.

EnergyLab Nordhavn addresses multiple facets of new developments. Electro-mobility is one of several interconnected systems being highlighted. Chargers and fast-chargers for EVs have been installed in a multi-tenant car park and are closely monitored. PowerLab DK includes a multiple location lab integrated with field testing areas on Risa (SYSLAB) and Test Zone Bornholm. The labs are interconnected through monitoring and control and boast a dedicated EV lab with several chargers and EVs. Various technical solutions for electro-mobility are being tested and validated at different levels of maturity. Results showed that EVs can effectively replace conventional power plants in supporting the use of renewables in the electric power system. In addition, a 50% EV penetration would not pose a serious threat to the 400V distribution grid. However, to fully leverage the flexibility of EVs, the local grid should be moderately reinforced and smart grids must be expanded.

Other national demonstration projects are currently being undertaken in real-life settings. The Frederiksberg utility and partners are conducting commercial tests focusing on scaling up, real grid support, and DE operations and the business aspects of how, when and how much to use EVs to support the electric grid.

These living labs have generated results and enabled learning otherwise difficult to obtain. This includes staging experiments in real-life conditions with real-life interactions and human behaviour. In order to improve technical developments and develop new business models taking note of human behaviour, it may be beneficial to exempt living labs from the ordinary legal and regulatory frameworks for a limited period. Further research also includes ethical and safety measures related to such smart, integrated energy and mobility systems.

**Alternative fuels**

Alternative fuels are important building blocks in reducing energy intensities and decarbonizing the transport sector. Liquid hydrocarbons like diesel, jet fuel and gasoline will remain essential fuels for transport, especially for shipping and aviation, and in urban contexts especially for heavy transport of goods. For urban transport, candidate fuels are hydrogen, methane, methanol, ethanol, dimethyl ether (DME), synthetic gasoline and bio-diesel. They differ with respect to overall well-to-wheel efficiencies, production facilities, fuelling infrastructure and adaptations of vehicles and engines. Methane and methanol are promising fuels with view to the ease and efficiency of the synthesis while Fischer-Tropsch diesel, biodiesel, methanol to gasoline, upgraded pyrolysis oil and bio-ethanol are promising fuels with view to existing vehicle fleets.

Hydrogen is a promising transport fuel, also being important in alleviating shortages of biomass. Electrification is a well-known technology for producing hydrogen from renewable resources. Promising technologies include alkaline electrolysis, which is characterized by low-cost per-unit areas and excellent durability, but also low efficiency and production capacity per unit area. Polymer exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysis has matured rapidly and has recently been scaled up to ~1 MW. It is characterized by high production capacities and rapid response times. Solid oxide electrolysis is still at an early stage, with units of around 50kW and plants of 300 kW under construction. It is characterized by high levels of efficiency and modest cost per area, but improvements are needed in long-term durability and robustness. Improvements in the manufacturing processes of cells, stacks and modules are further needed to bring down overall costs and increase capacity.

Methane, a natural gas, is already widely used in the transport sector and can be produced from biomass via several thermal gasification routes or anaerobic digestion. Thermal gasification involves the high-temperature thermochemical conversion of biomass into a calorific product gas. It is scalable, efficient and fuel-flexible, but requires expensive and complex gas cleaning and is still in the demonstration phase. In a recent gasification-based SNG production project, its efficiency was doubled by integrating electrolysis to let hydrogen convert CO₂ to methane. Methane can also be produced via the anaerobic digestion processing of organic residues and liquid effluents from the food industry. Pilot-scale development and demonstration are still being undertaken to optimise the process. Not widely applied but very promising is the production of methane through the biological conversion of synthesis gas.

Alcohols and DME (Methanol) are energy-dense liquids. They have been produced commercially for nearly a century, but methanol derived from biomass gasification is still at the development stage. As with SNG, adding hydrogen to the process may boost the production per unit of biomass and thereby double output. Several projects aim at integrating electrolysis into the biomass-to-methanol process, as well as finding solutions to the problem of reducing the tar concentration. A full concept demonstration of electrolysis-assisted straw-to-methanol is currently being conducted at DTU. Ethanol is a widely used fuel produced from biomass, mainly sugarcane and corn. Concerns that biofuels may compete with food production have shifted the research effort towards second-generation bioethanol production from ligno-cellulosic residues. Another promising route for bioethanol production from ligno-cellulosic residues is via a syngas platform where high-temperature gasification is combined with downstream fermentation, creating high levels of energy efficiency and a high degree of carbon exploitation.
Higher hydrocarbons and other heavy fuels are fuels with properties close to those of diesel and gasoline. Synthesis can be converted into liquid hydrocarbons, for example, diesel by the Fischer-Tropsch process, or to methanol, which then can be converted into gasoline in the methanol-to-gasoline (MTG) process. The large-scale gasification of biowaste and synthesis is currently at the demonstration stage. Historically biodiesel has been produced from plant oils, but its can also be produced from waste oils such as cooking oil and fats. However, due to shortages in the supply of waste oils for bio-diesel, alternative feedstocks have been explored, such as micro-algae and single cell oils.

Environmental sustainability of different transport modes
Modern society depends on transporting people and goods from A to B, but it comes with substantial negative impacts on the environment, such as the extraction of resources to the end of life. Therefore the full consequences of changes to the existing transport system should be analysed at the planning and design stage to ensure that all relevant elements have been assessed.

For internal combustion engine vehicles, the life-cycle environmental impact of the fuel typically predominates over the impacts of the vehicle itself. With regard to vehicles using biofuels, the environmental burden may remain for the vehicle but shift from a climate-change impact to a land-use impact for EVs. For EVs, the fuel life-cycle may be as important as the vehicle, depending on the supporting electricity mix. The environmental impacts of infrastructure (e.g. charging stations) seem to be insignificant compared to the impacts of any other life-cycle stage of the system. Infrastructure typically has a long life over which it supports a high number of vehicles and thus has a relatively small impact measured as per km driven at the entire fleet level.

Getting the technology and system right requires car design strategies aimed at improving fuel efficiency and improving fuel efficiencies in the use stage and reduced energy use through light weight constructions. It is not easy to make urban transport modes eco-efficient, and there may be rebound effects in consumption or use. Several top-down approaches to determining absolute environmental sustainability targets at different levels have been proposed.

Urban mobility in transformation: demands on education
The digitalization and integration of city infrastructure are giving rise to a transformational change in urban transport that will involve fundamental changes in the future skills of urban planning and engineering professionals. Matching the supply of and demand for skills in the area of urban mobility is a social challenge. Anticipating the development of such skills should take into account sectorial, occupational and geographical changes and differences, as well as forecasting the medium to long-term demand and availability of workforce and anticipating developments in occupational structures and educational needs. The skills of urban planning professionals are already undergoing change in respect of their analytical, methodological, visionary, creative, social, communicative and inter-cultural skills. Also important is continuous curriculum development in technical engineering skills, planning and process skills, customer skills, and organizational and managerial skills.

For transport engineering professionals, mathematical and statistical models and computer-based modelling and simulation tools continue to be important, but are used rather as a tool to embrace the uncertainties within a wider methodological paradigm. Also, a further development of route planning and operation management is needed to capture the developments of new business models, customer expectations and on-demand deliveries. For both groups of professionals, curriculum development should take stock of the rapid innovations in technologies, business models and business eco-systems, something which also requires life-long learning, upgrading skills and re-skilling.

Examples of key drivers of change in urban mobility impacting on critical skills include big data (data collection, analysis and use), artificial intelligence and its implications for restructuring tasks, autonomous and connected vehicles, block chains in financial services, electrification of transport, digitalization of transport, alternative transport modes and infrastructure, and ensuring the safety and security of digital and power systems against operational disruptions, cyber-attacks etc.

For both groups of professionals, skills in systems design and operations are needed, together with co-working in multi-disciplinary teams and projects, combined with niche knowledge regarding AI, privacy and security, logistics etc. Exploiting the ability to engage local stakeholders in open-data platforms or civic laboratories requires enhanced skills and competences in change- and participatory innovation management. Thus, educational shifts, reskilling and upgrading skills are needed to manage radical transitions in the context of the new prominence of urban mobility. Apart from technical skills, this also encompasses ethical and participatory, mediating or governance issues related to the new technologies.

A network view on research and development in sustainable urban mobility
Developing solutions for sustainable urban mobility requires connecting knowledge and technologies from a diverse and large range of actors. Thus, educational shifts require navigating a whole spectrum of multiple research areas that are part of a complex and interdependent whole. The ways in which they connect with each other will affect how urban mobility is designed and managed.

The data-driven mapping exercise presented in this chapter provides a representative overview of the content and collaborations of DTU researchers over the last 35 years. For example, DTU researchers have links with more than forty countries and three hundred institutions working on topics related to sustainable urban mobility solutions. Collaborations are geographically dispersed, covering a wide range of organizations. Although most collaborations are in Europe, organizations such as MIT (US) and the University of Queensland (Australia) rank high as well. Furthermore, collaborations with the USA, China and other non-European countries are growing.

Based on a co-occurrence network and cluster analysis, the spectrum of research influencing sustainable urban mobility solutions and how they are linked to each other can be identified. DTU research is clustered analytically into six different topic groups, mostly represented by five research communities: 1) synthetic fuels and other alternative fuels; 2) life-cycle assessment and other general sustainability aspects related to transport; 3) energy policy; 4) energy grid, energy storage and energy production; and 5) transport-specific research. Only one of the five research communities can be defined as transport-specific, the energy policy community being a shared interface between the other four communities.

The mapping of key R&D trends reveals that DTU's contribution is characterized by a topical shift towards sustainability-related areas a more systemic approach with a focus on mobility, human behaviour and design and increasing uncertainties in urban mobility. Moreover, alternative fuels, algorithms for decision-support systems, inclusion of the built environment and active transport are among the high-growth, high-occurrence topics.

These findings point towards the deep interconnections between energy, policy, infrastructure, new electric and alternative fuel technologies, system modelling, the increasing importance of new modes of transport, and the shifting preferences, attitudes and behaviour of mobility users.
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Introduction
Transport is an important driver of social and economic development, as it connects people across different regions and enables the exchange of goods. However, transport is also responsible for several externalities.

Today the transport sector accounts for almost one-third of final energy consumption [1]. It is also a major contributor to global warming, accounting for approximately one-third of global energy-related CO2 emissions, and is a primary responsible for urban air pollution. Moreover, the transport sector currently presents the least diversified portfolio of energy resources among all energy sectors, relying mainly on oil and accounting for nearly two-thirds of total oil consumption.

Given the increasing rate of urbanization globally, which will lead to two-thirds of the global population living in urban areas by 2050 [2], cities are expected to play a major role in terms of global energy consumption and energy-related environmental emissions. The trend towards urbanization represents both a challenge and an opportunity for the transport sector’s sustainable transition.

On the one hand, growing population and income levels in urban areas are key drivers of rising transport activity. On the other hand, thanks to their high population densities and urban transport patterns, which are normally characterized by trips of short distances, cities can be leaders in the utilization of non-motorized forms of transport and public transport, as well as in the uptake of sustainable transport technologies such as electric vehicles (EVs) [2]. In addition, cities are often more ambitious than national governments in committing themselves to more ambitious environmental goals [3]. This, for instance, is the case in the Nordic capitals, which are already leaders in terms of sustainable mobility, each one with its own peculiarities: public transport (Stockholm), cycling (Copenhagen), light-duty EVs (Oslo) and EV buses (Helsinki) [4].

This chapter first sets out the situation in the current global transport sector, highlighting the main challenges related to its sustainable transition and reflecting on which strategies should be put in practice to mitigate the sector’s externalities. Then it describes future outlooks for the global transport sector according to the International Energy Agency (IEA) before concluding by recommending key policies for decarbonizing transport.

Global challenges in transportation

Given the relevance of transport externalities, changing the current transport paradigm is of major importance to the tasks of mitigating climate change, alleviating air pollution and enhancing energy security. However, several elements suggest that finding a sustainable transition for the transport sector is particularly challenging. Despite the wide set of policy measures implemented globally to reduce transportation carbon intensity and reliance on oil, CO2 emissions from the transport sector increased by about 2% a year from 2010 to 2016 [5]. The continued growth in carbon emissions from the transport sector is attributable to the fact that the growth in transport activity resulting from increasing populations, gross domestic product (GDP) and income levels is proceeding at a faster pace than improvements to the performance of transport technologies. Emissions from the aviation and maritime sectors continue to grow, suggesting that more cooperative international efforts are needed to reverse the trend. At the same time, emissions from all modes of road transport (cars, buses, trucks and two-wheelers) have also kept on rising, attributable in part to the preference of car buyers for bigger and heavier vehicles worldwide [6]. In Europe, this trend sums up to increasing sales of diesel cars, which have lower CO2 emissions than gasoline cars, but are worse in emitting pollutants. Overall these developments are outweighing the positive effects of rising sales of hybrid and electric cars and in 2018 led to the average fuel economy improvements of light-duty vehicles slowing down to 1.4% per year, the lowest rate since 2005 [6].

Some of the main challenges hindering the sustainable transition of the transport sector are related to the facts that:

- Transport activity is tightly coupled with gross domestic product (GDP) and to population and income levels, factors that are increasing in many countries worldwide. By 2050, the global population is expected to have grown by 30% compared to 2015 [2]. In particular, given the increase in the urbanization rate, two-thirds of the global population will be living in cities, the same place where countries’ economies will develop the most, especially in emerging economies. Therefore, due to increases in prosperity, urban populations will potentially be responsible for higher consumption levels of goods and services, more transport activity and greater ownership of private vehicles [2].
- Sustainable transport technologies are already available on the market, but their high investment costs are slowing their widespread acceptance and thus call for policy support [7]. Moreover, the adoption of low-carbon technologies is being hampered by the slow turnover rate of existing vehicle fleets and the lock-in effect derived from the existing infrastructure.
- The growing demand for flexible freight transport implies a greater utilization of trucks, especially in emerging economies, where the road infrastructure is rapidly expanding, leading to trucks being regarded as among the fastest growing sources of global CO2 emissions [8].
- The increasing penetration of e-commerce and digital technologies such as Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS), sharing mobile and autonomous vehicles might result in additional overall transport activity, with potentially negative impacts on energy consumption and emissions from transport [9].
- The successful low-carbon transition of the transport sector requires major policy and technology developments and relies on the ability of policy-makers to identify the challenges and to implement an all-encompassing set of measures aiming at addressing them.

Decarbonization strategy:
avoid/shift/improve

Getting transport on track to meet global environmental goals such as the Paris Agreement [10] requires putting into practice a broad set of measures, summarized in the International Energy Agency’s slogan Avoid, Shift, Improve. Avoid entails mitigating transport activity by limiting the number of trips and reducing their distances. Shift consists in limiting the reliance on carbon-intensive modes of transport by enhancing the use of public transportation and non-motorised modes of transport. Improve implies enhancing vehicle efficiency by adopting more efficient power trains, replacing oil-based fuels with low-carbon fuels, increasing vehicles’ occupancy and load factors and light weighting. This section describes the main recent developments and trends relative to the three key pillars of transport decarbonization.

Avoid
The measures included in the category Avoid are those that aim at reducing energy consumption and emissions from transport primarily through a reduction in activity (measured in passenger-kilometres or tonne-kilometres).

Such measures enable people to satisfy their daily needs while avoiding taking a trip or limiting its distance and ensuring that goods are delivered while minimizing their overall distance. Urban design is an important driver of transport activity. Compact cities or neighbourhoods that include both residential dwellings and commercial or business activities enable shorter trips (2). A wider adoption of intelligent transport systems (ITS) can also reduce total distances travelled by suggesting shorter routes and can mitigate congestion by recommending less busy routes.

Teleworking and virtual mobility are increasingly being adopted by companies and have the potential to reduce their employees’ transport activity levels, also resulting in less congested roads and less busy public transport during peak hours. A wider deployment of logistical hubs and the current enhancement of logistical services can improve the overall freight supply chain, resulting in lower freight transport activity.

Shift
The actions grouped under the category Shift aim at reducing transport externalities by replacing carbon-intensive modes of transport with low carbon ones. Figure 1 illustrates the rationale behind shift measures: rail has the lowest energy intensity in the passenger transport sector and the second lowest (after shipping) in freight transport [11]. Therefore, shifting transport activity from private modes of transport or aviation to public transport enables energy consumption to be limited significantly.

So far, shift policy levers have mainly been limited to urban areas, as reflected by the several targets on the modal share of public transport in the NDCs of several countries [12]. However, shift policy measures generally do not target as much freight and intercity passenger transport.
Proper land-use planning that takes into account integrating the transport sector with the overall urban environment can foster the utilization of active modes of transport such as 'bike and walk' and increase public transport ridership. Transit-oriented development should be the urban paradigm for fast-growing cities, facilitating access to public transport and shorter trips.

Figure 1 shows that rail can play an important role in limiting both energy consumption and the environmental impacts of transport. Enhancing the role of rail in the overall transport system relies on three pillars [11]:

- Minimizing the cost of transport services by maximizing use of the rail network, to be achieved by integrating rail with the different mobility options, improving interoperability and widely adopting digital technologies.
- Maximizing revenues from rail systems, not by increasing tariffs, but by capitalizing on the capacity of railways stations to aggregate passengers, e.g. developing commercial activities in stations and capturing the increase in residential property values in the proximity of stations.
- Reflecting in the price of the transport modes the actual environmental impacts generated, e.g. through congestion charging, fuel taxes, vehicle registration taxes or road pricing.

**Improve**

The measures included in the category Improve are those that aim at reducing the energy intensity of transport by deploying low- and zero-emissions vehicles and replacing carbon-intensive fuels with low-carbon fuels. The size of the global electric vehicles fleet is increasing rapidly. The stock of electric cars at the end of 2018 reached 5.1 million globally [13], 45% of which was located in China (see Figure 2). Sales of electric cars were about 2 million in 2018, up 68% compared to 2017 and achieving a 2.7% penetration of the global car fleet [1]. In 2040, around 300 million electric cars, 740 million electric bikes, scooters and rickshaws, 30 million electric trucks and 4 million electric buses will be deployed under the NPS [1]. China keeps its leading role in the electric mobility sector, accounting for 40% of electric cars and 60% of electric buses in the world.

Overall, road transport remains a major consumer of oil up to 2040 under the NPS, accounting for an increase of around 8 EJ with respect to 2017. Stringent fuel-economy and emissions standards, improvements in engines, hybridization and fuel switching to biofuels and natural gas are key measures to avoid the expected additional 40 EJ of oil demand, while introducing EVs avoids 10 EJ.

The most significant mitigation measures are the improvements in vehicle and logistical efficiencies, which alone avoid 32 EJ of additional oil demand [2].

**Global transport outlook**

The future evolution of the global transport sector is analysed here through the lens of the International Energy Agency’s two key scenarios: the New Policies Scenario (NPS) and the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS). The NPS investigates how the global energy sector will evolve in the light of officially declared policy measures and regulatory frameworks, including government commitments in the Nationally Determined Contributions under the Paris Agreement, and taking into account the development of known technologies [1]. The SDS describes how the future energy and transport system should evolve to be in line with the Paris Agreement, in parallel with achieving a drastic reduction in air pollution and broader energy access.

**Transport in the IEA’s New Policies Scenario**

Under the NPS, transport energy consumption growth is contained at around 30% despite the strong increase in mobility demand (Figure 3), passing 150 EJ in 2040, up from about 120 EJ today. Oil is projected to account for less than half of the growth in transport energy consumption by 2040. Electricity consumption grows around five-fold, and biofuels and gas three-fold each by 2040 compared to 2017. However, transport continues to rely significantly on oil, which in 2040 will account for 82% of total energy consumption, while transport CO₂ emissions will increase by 20% compared to today.

Oil consumption from cars peaks in the 2020s due to the assumed improvements in fuel efficiency and the increased reliance on biofuels and electricity. On the other hand, trucks, aircraft and ships will contribute to the overall rise in global oil demand [1]. Emerging economies are expected to drive the increase in oil consumption due to their expected slower deployments of efficiency measures and low-carbon fuels compared to OECD countries.

With an additional forty million vehicles per year, the global car fleet in 2040 will have grown by 80% compared to today, reaching two billion cars. China and India will be responsible for 60% of this growth. Under the NPS, the average efficiency of a gasoline car in 2040 reaches 6.6 l/100 km (vs 9.9 l/100 km of today). Energy-efficiency measures and the uptake of EVs will limit the increase in energy use from the car stock to less than 20% despite the 80% increase in the global car fleet [1]. In 2040, around 300 million electric cars, 740 million electric bikes, scooters and rickshaws, 30 million electric trucks and 4 million electric buses will be deployed under the NPS [1]. China keeps its leading role in the electric mobilility sector, accounting for 40% of electric cars and 60% of electric buses in the world.
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The increase in energy-related CO₂ emissions under the hand, emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO₂), nitrogen oxides (NOₓ) and fine particulate matter (PM2.5) decline [1]. The increase in energy-related CO₂ emissions under the NPS, together with non-energy-related GHG missions coming from other sectors, would lead to a global temperature rise of 2.7°C by 2100, not in line with the Paris Agreement, which aims at a 1.5-2°C maximum rise [10]. The energy-related CO₂ emissions resulting from the NPS’s assumptions are within the levels declared by countries’ Nationally Determined Contributions. Within this scenario, countries result to be on track to deliver what they promised, but these commitments are far from being sufficient to limit the rise in average global temperature in line with the Paris Agreement.

Steering transport towards a sustainable transition

Under the SDS, final energy consumption from transport peaks in 2025 and then gradually reduces despite the increase in mobility demand. Electricity plays a larger role than in the NPS. Its consumption in transport grows by 11% yearly on average, mainly driven by the strong uptake of EVs, which in 2040 accounts for more than 900 million cars. The combination of electrification and strong improvements to ICE fuel economy contributes to reducing oil demand in 2040 by approximately 40% compared to 2018. The SDS incorporates a shift to more efficient transport modes, such as from cars to public transport and non-motorized modes and avoid measures, involving urban design and reductions of trip frequencies and distances. Together, these measures facilitate the sustainable transition of the transport sector, accounting for a 3% decrease in transport CO₂ emissions by 2040 [11].

Oil demand peaks in almost all countries before 2030, except for India and sub-Saharan Africa, which reach their peaks later. Half of the global car fleet will be electric by 2040, while gasoline and diesel cars will be 40% more efficient than today. A quarter of buses become electric by 2040, and 20% of the fuel consumed by trucks is low or zero carbon fuel. Overall, road transport energy consumption decreases by more than 38 EJ compared to today. Oil demand in aviation drops by 1.7 EJ thanks to enhanced efficiency measures and an increasing penetration of biofuels, which in 2040 accounts for 2.8 EJ. Moreover, hydrogen-based fuels start to appear progressively in the shipping sector [1].

Power generation in the SDS is almost entirely decarbonized. Renewables are responsible for two-thirds of electricity generation, nuclear for 13%, while coal power plants, which are mostly equipped with carbon capture utilization and storage devices, account for only 5% [1].

Under the SDS, energy-related CO₂ emissions peak in 2020 and then decrease by more than 45% in 2040 compared to today. Despite the strong reduction in emissions, transport remains the largest emitter among all sectors, followed by industry. However, global energy-related CO₂ emissions are consistent with a long-term average increase in temperature of 1.7-1.8°C above pre-industrial levels, just within the limits laid down in the Paris Agreement. Moreover, NOₓ emissions from transportation fall by 50% due to fuel switching and pollution control measures, while almost 25% of particulate emissions come from sources unrelated to combustion, such as brake and tyre abrasion [1].

The SDS shows that the large adoption of the avoid/improve decarbonization strategy in transport can reduce energy consumption and put transport emissions on track for being aligned with the Paris Agreement’s objectives. However, the transition should be put in motion within the next decade so as to avoid the need for stricter and more costly measures at a later stage. The main mitigation levers include regulatory measures to reduce the frequency, distance and reliance on energy-intensive modes of transport, a shift towards more efficient modes of transport and the adoption of energy-efficient technologies for vehicles and fuel production. In order to reach the SDS goals, progress in transport efficiency must double compared to the average rate seen since 2000.

Conclusions and recommendations

Transport is responsible for several externalities and today accounts for about one-third of energy-related CO₂ emissions. The future development of the transport sector envisioned in the IIEA’s New Policies Scenario (NPS) highlights that so far the officially declared policies and regulatory framework are not sufficient to steer energy consumption and CO₂ emissions towards a decreasing trend, and that actually CO₂ emissions are projected to continue growing [11]. Clearly, the NPS is not in line with a trajectory of CO₂ emissions that would enable the Paris Agreement to be achieved. This calls for the deployment of a more ambitious set of policy measures as envisioned in the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS).

Figure 2. Passenger electric car stock in main markets, 2013-2018

Source: [13].

Figure 3. Final energy demand and CO₂ emissions from transport by scenario, 2017-2040

Notes: The values for 2020 are obtained from linear interpolation between 2017 and 2020. Source: [1].
The strategy of putting the transport sector on track to meet the Paris Agreement rests on the following three pillars:

- Managing travel demand to limit the frequency and distance of trips (avoid measures)
- Promoting low-carbon modes in order to spur a shift from private modes of transport and aviation (the most carbon-intensive ones) to public transport and non-motorized modes (shift measures)
- Rapidly scale up the offer and facilitate the adoption of efficient transport technologies, and increasing the availability of low-carbon fuels (improve measures)

A comprehensive policy portfolio is recommended for implementation at several jurisdictional levels, international, national, subnational and urban. Fiscal policies can steer the decisions of transport users to be more in line with the overarching decarbonization targets. First of all, incentives for fossil fuels should be rapidly phased out and fuel taxes should incorporate the externalities incurred by consuming them. These measures would enhance the attractiveness of efficient and low-carbon vehicles and potentially lead to more efficient driving, to shifts towards low-carbon modes or to not taking trips at all [21]. Differentiated vehicle purchase taxes that reflect the environmental performances of different vehicles in respect of both CO2 and pollutant emissions are an important mean of fostering consumers’ adoption of energy-efficient and zero-emissions vehicles [7]. As the vehicle fleet becomes progressively more electric, the exchequer revenue from fuel taxes shrinks, a possible solution for financing the intermodal transport infrastructure is the timely introduction of road pricing [13].

Regulatory measures should be implemented in parallel with fiscal levers to foster the supply and adoption of low-carbon vehicles. Zero-emission vehicle mandates such as those in place in ten states of the USA and the New Energy Vehicle mandate in China have proved effective in pushing original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to develop and offer an increasing number of EV models [13]. Progressively tightening fuel economy standards is also a useful policy in reducing specific (per kilometer) vehicle emissions [6]. As new technologies and new fuels gain market shares, it is important to adopt broader sets of regulatory policies that do not consider just tailpipe emissions, but also upstream emissions related to fuel production and distribution (the ‘well-to-wheel’ perspective). Eventually, the regulatory framework can even extend beyond the vehicle operation phase, encompassing also emissions related to vehicle manufacturing and material extraction [13, 21]. Most important, it is essential to ensure that policy packages are consistent with climate pledges. While these recommendations are generally valid when it comes to spurring the sustainable transition of the transport sector, the exact policy package should be evaluated for each case by taking the national, regional and urban contexts into account.

Concerning specific transport sub-sectors, in road transport, policies targeting heavy-duty vehicles still lag behind those targeting light-duty vehicles. Indeed, some regions (e.g. the European Union and the United States) have adopted fuel economy standards covering about half of the total heavy-duty market. However, such measures are still lacking in those countries where the activity from heavy-duty vehicles is expected to grow the most in the next decades [21]. Rapid actions from these governments are therefore necessary. In aviation, international measures, such as progressively stringent carbon-pricing and efficiency standards, represent an action pivotal to containing the increase in emissions due to the rapid growth in activity [21]. In international shipping, the IMO has set the goal of reducing GHG emissions by 50% by 2050 compared with a 2008 baseline. However, because of the large price gap between conventional and sustainable technologies, mitigation measures stimulating strong efficiency enhancements and timely fuel-switching are crucial to achieving this goal. Lastly, stronger policy support and innovation to reduce the costs of low-carbon fuels, such as biofuels, are required for their widespread adoption, especially in aviation and maritime transport [21].
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Introduction

Rapid urbanization and growing per capita incomes in emerging economies are taking millions out of poverty and increasing the demand for mobility. Increasing mobility has also increased the demand for motorized modes of transport, resulting in increased energy consumption and CO2 emissions. Emerging economies are characterized by relatively faster economic growth, relatively younger populations, rapid urbanization, more rapid urban growth and higher interest rates for projects compared to developed countries. Collectively these countries will play an important role in determining future trends in mobility.

For this study, we have chosen to compare four countries - Brazil, China, India, and South Africa - by comparing drivers of mobility in four megacities: São Paulo, Beijing, Delhi, and Cape Town. Between them, they cover three continents and 40% of the world population. The four countries are also quite diverse in terms of their demographic and economic characteristics and therefore have very different per capita energy and CO2 intensities for the transport sector (Table 1).

These four economies, especially China, have large and growing markets for vehicles: for instance, 38% of light-duty vehicle sales in 2017 were in these four countries (Table 2). India has very low ownership of LDVs, and therefore, there is significant potential for vehicle growth here. China has also shown leadership in electric vehicles and accounted for 50% of global sales of electric cars in 2017.

Drivers of mobility in cities

The fundamental driver of the movement of people through space is that it is rarely undertaken for its own sake, but to achieve some objective at the destination that is separated in space from the origin. This physical movement costs money and takes time, both of which are limited; therefore, people like to minimize both time and money to increase their overall welfare. Transport planning has traditionally included incomes, jobs, population densities, city design, public transportation provision, car ownership and road infrastructure as essential drivers of mobility [8]. This section discusses these trends, shows how they have impacted urban mobility and compares them across our four important cities in emerging economies. Based on the published literature, the starting hypothesis is that mobility (especially personal mobility in private vehicles): (a) is linked to per-capita incomes [9-12]; but maybe changing as cities adopt new priorities over the value of car use [16]; (b) is inversely related to density [13]; (c) can be reduced through better design and increasing diversity of land use [14]; and (d) will increase if road space is increased as the major priority in managing such mobility [15,16]. Many developed cities, mostly in Europe, have reduced their dependence on cars through a package of complementary transport and land-use policies that have increased both the direct costs (vehicle registration taxes, green taxes) and indirect costs (slower speeds, less parking, congestion) of car use while improving the safety, convenience and feasibility of walking, cycling and public transport [17]. This apparent peak in car use in most developed and some emerging cities has been documented [18] and raises the question of whether fast-developing cities are also likely to follow suit soon. This chapter will provide some basis for assessing this question.

Brazil is the most urbanized country of the four, with the highest per-capita incomes and highest motor vehicle ownership (Table 1). Over the last decade, 158 cars were owned per 1000 people in Brazil in 2007, rising to 187 in 2015 [2], indicating slow growth in motor vehicle ownership. São Paulo is the largest city in Brazil, where in 2007, of the total number of trips made in the metropolitan region, 27.4% were by private automobile (mostly car), 41.5% were made using public transport (mostly bus) and 31.2% were made using non-motorized transport (NMT) modes (mostly walking) [21,22]. From 2007 to 2012 daily trips increased by 15%, travel by motorized mode by 18%, by non-motorized modes by 8%, and by public transport by 16%. During the same period, the population grew by 2%, jobs grew by 8% and the motorization rate increased from 184 to 212 private cars per 1000 inhabitants. Thus the growth rates of motor vehicles were much higher in this period compared to the growth in population and jobs [20]. The density of people living in the São Paulo municipal area was 76.6 persons per hectare in 1996 in the metropolitan region and 85.5 persons per hectare in 2011 [19,23].

China has encouraged urbanization, and cities have been its main centres of economic growth. The country’s economic growth has been rapid. Between 1978 and 2013, disposable per-capita income in China increased fifty-fold. Beijing, the capital city, has also undergone significant changes. Its population has increased from 8.1 million in 2012 to 13.5 million today [19]. However, the density has fallen from 123 persons per hectare in 1995 to 109 in 2015, mainly due to the development of the city’s outer metropolitan area, though its inner and central areas continued to increase in density [24]. The fall in density because of the city’s expansion into outer areas and its increased per-capita incomes has increased

### Table 1. Socio-demographic characteristics of China, India, Brazil and South Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>South Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population in 2000 (Millions)</td>
<td>1,270</td>
<td>1,053</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population in 2015 (Millions)</td>
<td>1,397</td>
<td>1,309</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) for Energy 2000-15</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Urban Population (2015)</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
<td>32.8%</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita PPP 2015 (constant international 2011 $)</td>
<td>13,319</td>
<td>5,748</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>12,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Energy 2000 (Mtoe)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Energy 2015 (Mtoe)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% CAGR Energy 2000-15</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Capita Energy Intensity transport 2015 (kgle/person)</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Capita CO2 Emissions transport 2015 (kgCO2/person)</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Source: [1]; [2]; [3]; [4]; [4]

### Table 2. LDV Market Overview for China, India, Brazil and South Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Passenger Cars per 1000 in 2015</th>
<th>Vehicle sales in 2017 (thousands)</th>
<th>% of Global Sales</th>
<th>Average fuel consumption in 2017 (liter of gasoline equivalent/100 km)</th>
<th>Avg engine power in 2017 (kW)</th>
<th>Electric vehicle sales in 2017 (thousands)</th>
<th>% of Global</th>
<th>Market Share of EVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>25,565</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3,424</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>2,167</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>83,500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Source: [1]; [5]; [6]; [7]; [7]
the reliance on car travel in Beijing. The number of cars per 1000 persons in the city increased more than five times, from 42.9 in 1995 to 230.9 in 2012. The mode share in the total number of trips has also changed dramatically: the share of non-motorized trips fell drastically from 42.6% in 1995 to 13.2% in 2012, whereas the share of both public and motorized private modes increased from 30.7% to 44.0% and from 26.7% to 42.1% respectively. More recent trends for Beijing are set out in Box 1, which suggests that motorization-based mobility in emerging cities can be curbed but will require a range of infrastructural and policy changes to increase the relative speed and cost of transit and NMT.

India has adopted a policy of slow urbanization while encouraging economic growth. Despite comparatively low levels of urbanization (32.8%), India has the second-largest urban population in the world at 377 million. Per-capita incomes in PPP terms have grown rapidly since 2000, from US $2130 to US $5748 in 2015 [25]. However, the country’s income levels are still below those of Brazil, China and South Africa. In Indian cities a significant share of travel is by non-motorized modes, that is walking and bicycling (around 40%), about 15% use public transport, and 36% use private transport, of which 20% is by motorcycle. Land use in cities in India has been characterized as being high density, low rise and mixed [26,27]. In Delhi, the number of vehicles per 1000 persons increased from 125 in 2001 to 441 in 2011. In 2008, 39% of all trips in Delhi were made using NMT modes (35% by walking), 38% by public transport (31% by metro and bus) and the rest by auto-rickshaw and cycle-rickshaw, and 13% trips were made using private motorized modes of transport (9% by car). Delhi’s metro has grown rapidly since this period [28,29]. The population density in Delhi was 39 persons per hectare, increasing to 112 persons per hectare in 2011.

South Africa is still recovering from its past of racial segregation and anti-urbanization policies. About 65% of the population of South Africa now lives in urban areas, and the rate has grown steadily at around 2.6%. Per capita GDP in South Africa increased from US $3683 in 1995 to US $6151 in 2017, or approximately doubled. The number of cars per 1000 persons grew from 108 in 2007 to 120 in 2015. Of the total number of trips, 37.7% were made using cars, 25.4% by walking and 34.2 by public transport (13% train, 7% bus, 14.2% taxi). For commuting trips, cars are used for around 46% of use, a share that remained mostly constant from 1992 till 2013. There was a significant decline in the use of trains and increased use of buses from 1992 till 2013. This may change with new investments like the Gauteng Express.
The four cities compared here are from different regions and are very different in the manner in which they have experienced physical and economic growth. There is a distinctly high, but mostly declining share of non-motorized transport in cities where population densities have fallen. The decrease in densities and increase in per-capita incomes in Beijing have resulted in reduced NMT trips, whereas an increase in density in Delhi with the increase in incomes has resulted in a stable share of NMT modes. São Paulo has most of its employment heavily concentrated in the central areas, and low-income residents have settled in the peripheries. Thus a significant proportion of the population still walks and uses public transport. Cape Town has traditionally been a car-based economy; therefore, the share of car trips remains high, but as a large portion of the population is still poor, it also has a significant number of walking trips. Mode share of private motorized vehicles (car / 2 wheelers) has shown increasing trends except for São Paulo. However, while in Beijing (see Box 1) the mode share of cars has peaked, given the rates at which these cities are growing (Table 3) overall use is still increasing. Moreover, the shift in modal shares is mainly from the NMT mode to public transport modes, which is also not desired from the perspective of environmental performance. Thus there is a need to use instruments that maintain the share of NMT modes and that encourage shifts from motorized modes towards public transport in these cities.

**City of the Future: technology and planning**

Mobility in emerging economies is happening in a different technological context compared to developed countries. Car ownership is lower than in developed countries, and substantial investments must be made in developing transport infrastructure and strengthening their public transportation systems. A lot of new technologies are available to foster smart mobility (see Chapter 7) that were not available when developed countries made their infrastructure investments. Cities in emerging economies (especially Asia) are quite dense, and these improve the business case for shared and on-demand mobility solutions, as well as public transport solutions. Emerging economies are using these technological innovations both to shape the demand for mobility and to moderate their impacts. We provide examples of how technology has been used in the emerging economies of China, India, South Africa and Brazil.

**Emerging transit technologies and associated land development**

Large cities in developing economies are investing in transit systems, mainly rail-based systems, to increase the use of public transport within them. Millions of passengers use these systems in these cities. Table 4 gives a snapshot of trips made in Beijing, Delhi, São Paulo and Cape Town. Rail-based transit systems have increased with length, but the overall share of public transportation in trips has not increased significantly over time in Delhi, São Paulo or Cape Town (Figure 1). Beijing is the exception since it has high metro ridership and also a high share of public transport (see Box 1). Rail-based transit systems are expensive to build and are not financially viable without government subsidies (31). However, new transit technologies like trackless trams may change this (32). Increasing ridership by improving networks and systems that can save time and money are likely to improve the financial viability and share of public transport.

Improving access to the metro system is one way of improving access to transport and increasing metro ridership. Smart mobility solutions make it possible to combine the flexibility of personal modes of transport with the high capacities offered by mass transit (see Chapter 7). One communally owned driverless vehicles can replace eight or more private vehicles if they are used to provide feeder services to rail and other transit systems (33). They also can provide on-demand travel at reduced operating costs compared to a conventional bus system. When combined with transit, autonomous vehicles have the potential to provide a significant transformation in current commuting patterns (Figure 3).

**Shared and on-demand mobility**

More and more people are using shared and on-demand mobility (see Chapter 7 for examples), especially in younger generations. The concept of shared mobility is attractive to cities that are grappling with the challenges of reducing congestion and pollution while at the same time providing connectivity to people residing in outlying areas of the city (34). Shared mobility can also result in reductions of GHG emissions, though there is some disagreement about the reductions achieved. A life-cycle analysis of individuals participating in car-sharing showed reductions of between 33% and 70% (35). However, Coulombel et al. (15) argue that CO2 reductions due to ride-sharing are overstated by about 60% since they ignore the rebound effects due to the lower generalized costs of travel. Evidence from the US shows that Uber (and potentially driverless vehicles) are increasing rather than decreasing vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT), thus causing greater congestion (36). If shared mobility and on-demand services are integrated with transit, then the outcomes are likely to be much better.

China and India are witnessing large-scale transformations towards on-demand transportation, and together they accounted for three-fourths of the market for on-demand transportation in 2016 (37). In China, shared mobility has emerged in a big way, and the government recognizes ride-sharing as a mode of public transport. The ride-sharing and on-demand transportation businesses are led by a local company, Didi Chuxing, which provides these services in around four hundred cities in China (38). In Beijing, use data from Didi Chuxing showed annual energy savings made by ride-sharing of approximately 25.6 thousand toe per one million trips. 1 Ride-sharing was more prevalent within the denser areas of the city than less dense outskirts of the city and was for medium to longer trips (39).

In India, on-demand transportation is only provided by commercial taxis, since private vehicle owners are not legally permitted to offer such services. Ola is a home-grown on-demand transportation solutions provider, but Uber dominates the market. The growth of Ola and Uber

---

1. Using big data available from Didi Chuxing [17]

**Table 4. Transit Systems in Beijing, Delhi, São Paulo and Cape Town**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Ridership (million passengers)</th>
<th>Ridership per km (passengers)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Metro Rail</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>16,509</td>
<td><a href="https://www.citigationpress.com/urbanplanning/article/view/1246">https://www.citigationpress.com/urbanplanning/article/view/1246</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td><a href="https://brtdata.org/">https://brtdata.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>Metro Rail</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6,702</td>
<td><a href="http://www.delhimetrorail.com/about_us.aspx">http://www.delhimetrorail.com/about_us.aspx</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>Metro Rail</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>12,162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>25,385</td>
<td><a href="https://brtdata.org/">https://brtdata.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town</td>
<td>Metro Rail</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1,348</td>
<td><a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metrorail_klestern_Cape">https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metrorail_klestern_Cape</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1,935</td>
<td><a href="https://brtdata.org/">https://brtdata.org/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2. Current versus future commuting [33]**
has been rapid, and in recent years they have covered more than 125 cities in India, thus becoming an important mode of transportation [40].

Green Vehicles
Vehicle efficiency has shown marked improvements across all vehicle sizes, small, medium and large (6), though the efficiency of vehicles in the same vehicle size category varies across countries. These differences are mainly due to different levels of the availability of options such as turbocharging and power trains. Due to this, for example, small cars in the EU are 15% more efficient than small cars in Australia, the US or Canada.

Emerging economies are also seeing the increased penetration of efficient power trains and turbocharging, but their impacts on overall fuel economy are lower since the average engine size in some cases has increased. Thus, India and Brazil show increases in engine size (Figure 3) due to an increasing share of medium-sized cars. Cities in emerging economies also have experienced declines in their air quality and have accordingly improved their fuel-quality standards; thus, major cities in China, India and Brazil are already at Euro V level (10 ppm of sulphur for petrol and diesel).

Declining battery costs and improvements in battery technologies (41) are making it possible to build electric vehicles that are equal or better in performance than conventional vehicles, though the initial capital cost is still a barrier to the uptake of these vehicles (42). Therefore several developed countries have provided incentives to overcome these barriers (7). China has been at the forefront of developing electric two-wheelers, electric rickshaws and electric buses, and it has also achieved a 2.2% market share for electric vehicles in cars (Table 1). However, none of the other three countries have achieved any significant presence of EVs (Figure 3).

In China, the diffusion of EVs has been encouraged by policies (see Table 5) that have created an enabling environment for them and has resulted in their large-scale diffusion. China has also aligned policies at the national level with policies at the city level, one area where India is lagging behind (Table 5).

Conclusion
The four emerging economies of China, India, Brazil and South Africa differ in terms of their development trajectories, choices for mobility and energy- and climate-related outcomes. All the four cities we examined have historically been densely populated, and with time, densities have further increased except for Beijing, which has spread out further, though its central areas remain very dense. Beijing witnessed a decline in mode share for walking and cycling, whereas in other cities mode shares for non-motorized transport have remained stable, suggesting that cities in emerging economies confirm the importance of density in ensuring walkable and cyclable cities.

Private motorized transport shows growth with increasing income though Beijing already seems to be witnessing a peak in-car use due to the rapid growth of the metro and associated policies to restrain car use. This is a positive development that can hopefully be transferred to other cities in emerging economies so as to make it possible to have peak in-car use at a much lower level of per-capita income. Increasing urbanization in emerging economies means that the demand for cars and two-wheelers will continue to grow unless better options are provided in terms of time and cost. Cities in India, which have much lower income levels, may be some way off peak car use.

Investments in transit infrastructure alone will not ensure that the modal share of public transport will increase, though this is a necessary condition if improved travel times are to be achieved. The efficiency of transit use shows very different results in these four cities. Increasing the share of transit will require associated improvements in access to these systems through better infrastructure for cycling, walking and integrated ride sharing and autonomous vehicle technologies.

### Table 5. Policy Environment in China and India for EVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EV Related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV Charging Infrastructure</td>
<td>Charging Infra Developers</td>
<td>Capital Subsidy for AC/DC Charging + Subsidy per Kwh</td>
<td>In a few state EV policies Incentives for EV charging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D Subsidy</td>
<td>Vehicle Manufacturers</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV Purchase Subsidies</td>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Purchase incentives for vehicles based on their driving range</td>
<td>Purchase incentives for vehicles based on their battery size for two-wheelers, three-wheelers, cars and buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions in cities</td>
<td>Consumers in large cities</td>
<td>Restrictions on purchases of vehicles, driving inside the city for fossil fuel cars</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives in cities</td>
<td>Consumers in large cities</td>
<td>Incentives such as access to bus lanes, free parking, toll exemptions, insurance exemption, local tax exemption</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other supportive policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Economy Standards</td>
<td>Vehicle Manufacturers</td>
<td>To continuously improve the average fuel economy and achieve 5 lit/100 km by 2020</td>
<td>To comply with average fuel economy standards, which are related to the average weight of vehicles sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Standards</td>
<td>Vehicle Manufacturers</td>
<td>Tighten tailpipe emissions norms</td>
<td>Tighten tailpipe emissions norms (Bharat Stage 6 eq. to Euro 6 by 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: For China [43] and India [authors]
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Introduction
Active modes of transport, most importantly walking and cycling, have many advantages compared to other modes for both the individual and society. The benefits for the individual include improved health through increased physical activity, such as lower cardiovascular risk [1-4] and the lower risks of obesity [4-6], type 2 diabetes [7] and psychological stress [8]. It has been shown that the health benefits of the use of active transport modes clearly outweigh the potential risks from greater exposure to air pollution and traffic accidents [9,10].

The individual health benefits also lead to a reduction in social costs through savings in the health-care system. Other social benefits include the avoidance of air and noise pollution [11] and the lower space consumption of active compared to motorized modes of transport.

Copenhagen was probably the first city to quantify the economic benefits of cycling [2,12]. A recent European study estimated the total social benefits of cycling and walking at around 0.18 and 0.37 Euros per kilometre travelled respectively, resulting in savings of 90 billion Euros in the EU per year [13]. Modal shifts to active transport modes can thus help to solve the social, economic and environmental problems that many cities face and thereby make them healthier and more liveable.

With regard to e-bikes, it has been found that they not only reduce the use of conventional/bikes, but also - although to a lesser extent - car and public transport use [14]. User patterns and related effects differ between sub-groups of users: while older people tend to increase cycling frequencies, younger people tend to increase cycled distances [15]. In addition, e-bikes provide new cycling frequencies, younger people tend to increase cycling culture may inspire other cities. Thus, many of the world’s best cycling cities (27), and its existing modal shifts. In Denmark, and in Copenhagen in particular, cycling is already a substantial part of everyday mobility. Copenhagen is often regarded as one of the world’s best cycling cities (27), and its existing cycling culture may inspire other cities. Thus, many of the examples referred to in this chapter relate to Copenhagen.

Understanding the use of active transport modes
In wanting to understand why citizens use or do not use active transport modes and how they can be motivated to extend their use, we can focus on different kinds of influences: societal factors, including existing norms and policies related to mode choice, or the environment, including transport infrastructure, landscape and the weather, and travelers’ individual characteristics, including demographic and psychological factors.

Societal factors
The mode share of cycling and walking varies considerably between countries and regions. In Europe, the Netherlands, followed by Denmark, are the leading cycling countries, while eastern European countries, in particular Romania and Bulgaria, are dominant in the use of walking [28]. High shares of walking may often reflect economic disadvantage rather than preference and go along with restrictions regarding alternative modes of transport. However, higher shares of walking can also simply reflect different cultural and traditions: for example, in many western (e.g., UK, Ireland) and southern European countries (e.g., Spain, Portugal), walking is more common than cycling, while cycling may be popular as a sport but not as a mode of transport (e.g., France).

Reasons for the high shares of cycling in Denmark and the Netherlands can be found in the historical development of these countries and their applied cycling policies, which can be related to the importance of the bicycle played in the formation of their respective national identities [22,29,30]. In both countries the bike is considered a mainstream everyday mode of transport, while people in low-cycling Western countries often perceive it as strange or abnormal to cycle as a form of travel [31,32]. In other regions (e.g., some eastern European and Asian countries) it is common to cycle, but in contrast to the car the bike and public transport are associated with low social status [33-36]. With increasing wealth, cycling levels are expected to fall in these regions unless existing norms can be changed.

Studies of immigrants’ mobility support the relevance of cultural norms for cycling. As immigrants to high-cycling cultures cycle less than the general population [37–39], while people in low-cycling Western countries often perceive it as strange or abnormal to cycle as a form of travel [31,32]. In other regions (e.g., some eastern European and Asian countries) it is common to cycle, but in contrast to the car the bike and public transport are associated with low social status [33-36]. With increasing wealth, cycling levels are expected to fall in these regions unless existing norms can be changed.

Comparison to large cities, small cities can offer good opportunities for walking and cycling due to their smaller geographical size and lighter motor traffic levels [49]. Both Denmark and the Netherlands are relatively dense, but their larger cities are of a size that still allows many destinations to be reached by bike. Moreover, both countries are relatively flat and have temperate climates characterized by mild winters, circumstances that are also supportive of cycling [38].

Research indicates that both the supply and format of bicycle infrastructure have significant effects on cycling [40-45]. A large part of the cycling literature focuses on bicycle-riders’ specific preferences for bicycle infrastructure. Due to a lack of observed data and of bicycle infrastructure in places of interest, studies are often based on stated preference data in relation to transportation modes based on hypothetical scenarios presented to respondents. For example, [55] used a stated preference survey design to estimate the value placed on the different attributes of four alternative cycle routes under consideration in Bradford, which had one of the lowest cycling rates in the United Kingdom. The study found that in this area cyclists valued safety more highly than time savings. [56], the authors imagine a future with a more highly elaborated strategic cycle network in Santiago de Chile in order to “reconsider the bicycle as an alternative mode of transport”. Their results indicated that, with such improvements, the bicycle as a mode of transport could capture up to 10% of the trips and on average approximately 5.6% compared to the current 1.6% mode split.

More recent studies of route choice behaviour for cyclists have provided more precise measures for cyclists’ preferences (e.g. number of turns, hilliness, land-use types and type of infrastructure) based on actual trips measured using GPS. Specifically, [57] found that cyclists in Portland, Oregon, USA, put a relatively high...
value on off-road bike paths, whereas [58] found that cyclists in Copenhagen prefer segregated cycle tracks next to a road to off-road bike paths. Furthermore, [59] found that cyclists in Copenhagen do not prefer routes with cycle lanes (cycle tracks defined by paint on the side of a road) to routes without bicycle infrastructure. A significant preference was only found for elevated cycle tracks next to a road (so that the separation is clearer), the design typically used in Denmark. A disadvantage of results from studies of route-choice modelling is that they only take the preferences of existing cyclists into account and thus cannot provide information about what attributes might attract current non-cyclists.

Individual factors
Previous research has shown several links between cycling and demographic factors, in particular age and gender. However, the extent to which these factors influence cycling depends on the context. In high-cycling countries, all age groups and genders are well represented amongst cyclists, while it is typical of low-cycling countries, like Australia, the UK and the US, that women and older people are under-represented amongst cyclists [60-62]. These differences can partly be explained by safety concerns and risk perceptions that vary with age [63] and gender [64]. For example, it has been shown that women feel more uncomfortable riding against the permitted direction compared to men [59]. Thus, age and gender play a larger role under uncertain cycling conditions. Reasons for safety concerns can be a fear of crime on the one hand [65;66] and the lack of safe cycling infrastructure on the other hand [32;52;57]. In a survey of seventeen European countries, Danes reported the highest degree of perceived safety when cycling [68], which is likely to contribute to the equal gender distribution of cyclists in Denmark. This shows that social, individual and environmental factors are strongly interlinked.

Apart from age and gender, research indicates that household structure [60] and employment status [62] are related to cycling. Accordingly, perceived constraints related to family and household demands (e.g. transporting children) and perceived mobility needs have been found to facilitate car use and restrict cycling [32;70;71]. However, here too it has recently been shown that in Copenhagen, high perceived mobility needs actually support the use of both car and bike, while they only hamper public transport use [72]. This indicates that the bicycle can compete with the car in a city that facilitates cycling.

However, decisions regarding travel mode are not only influenced by the functional aspects, such as saving travel time and money, but also by symbolic and affective motives related to the travel mode [33;73-75], as well as social norms. Even if society as a whole does not support cycling, people may perceive social support and recognition from relevant others, or - in contrast - perceive disapproval in more car-oriented sub-groups. For the intention to use a bike, [76] found descriptive norms (i.e. whether one’s important others cycle or not) more relevant than subjective norms (i.e. what important others think about cycling). Support for the impact of subjective norms comes from a study examining the effect of an online platform sharing information among cycling commuters: it showed that the process of sharing information had not only a functional role but also a social one, as perceived in-group membership and high levels of trust within the group supported positive views about cycling and encouraged new cycling commuters [77].

Affective motives seem to play a particular role in e-bike adoption. People who are excited about the higher speed and acceleration of e-bikes are more likely to replace car trips by e-bike trips [18], as well as people who are dissatisfied with car commuting [78].

Apart from social norms and attitudes, empirical evidence has so far been presented in particular for the Theory of Planned Behaviour [79] construct of perceived behavioural control (PBC). In the case of cycling, PBC basically measures how easy or difficult people perceive it to reach their important or regular destinations by bike and whether the choice of cycling is perceived as being purely one’s own [76]. PBC is related to feelings of autonomy when riding a bike and has been shown to influence cycling also when demographic and infrastructural factors were controlled for [78;80].

With regard to cycling, it also makes a big difference how sensitive people are towards bad weather conditions. Actually, it has been found that weather sensitivity has a higher impact on the likelihood to cycle than actual weather conditions and that this factor can differentiate between people who cycle as a leisure activity and those who do so for purposes of transport and commuting [81]. The notion that leisure cyclists have a different mind-set than cycling commuters is supported by a study that found bicycle use for sport negatively related to the intention to commute by bicycle [82]. In this study, symbolic and affective motives were also found to play a role in commuting by bicycle, as well as in a social identity as cyclist. Finally, health-related reasons are apparently becoming an increasingly important factor in cycling and are thus also used in cycling campaigns, besides environmental motives.

Active modes in transport planning models
So far, little to no effort has been made to incorporate active transport modes in the strategic transport planning models [58], which are used in most cities in Europe to support mobility policies. The main problems have been that the current level of detail in transport models is often too low to model cyclist or pedestrian behaviour. Furthermore, cyclists and pedestrians behave differently from car drivers in several respects, so the elaborated methods developed for car transport often cannot be adopted directly. While recent studies generally do now provide behavioural parameters for route choice, there are a few examples of actual implementations in strategic transport models that could, for example, be used to decide between investments in routes through traffic-calmed local roads or (probably faster and more expensive) routes on cycle tracks next to busy main streets. The two largest transport models in Denmark are the National Transport Model or NTM (83) and the Copenhagen Transport Model or OTM (84), while the NTM does not include a specific model for bicycle rider’s route choice, the latest version of the OTM model has a focus on improving the representation of cycling by implementing a model that takes account of elevation, land-use and type of infrastructure for bicycle trips. Another example, this time from the Netherlands, is the BRUTUS bicycle traffic model used in the province of Utrecht, which is based on the national cycling network maintained by the Dutch Cyclists Federation (85).

Based on the need for an assessment of intersection designs, the City of Copenhagen has also done work to adapt existing microsimulation software to include cyclists (86). The microsimulation models are often used to develop the design of large urban intersections where the volume and specific positioning and behaviour of cyclists pose a challenge to the geometry and traffic capacity. For a city with a large number of cyclists, it is also important for all modes to be considered and their “priority” or waiting times to be assessed. To support cost-benefit analyses of proposals, monetary value has also been assigned to cycling and its health benefits.

This was initially presented by the city of Copenhagen
How to achieve behavioural change?

Measures for how to achieve behavioural shifts from the car to active modes of transport include improvements to infrastructure and car-restrictive policies, such as parking management or road-pricing. In addition to these "hard" measures, "soft" measures have been used to achieve voluntary changes in mode choice, for instance, through information and awareness campaigns. In this section, we present an overview of such measures and their achievable effects.

Improvements to infrastructure and maintenance

Improvements to infrastructure are often regarded as the main measure for achieving modal shifts (88). While a sufficient pavement is necessary to get to places, today's challenges for active modes are related much more to fast and heavy motor traffic (89). In many European countries, distinct cycle tracks and sidewalks, both separated from motor traffic, are considered a fundamental principle of actual and perceived road safety and active-mode mobility. This has led to systematic traffic calming on local streets and a vast network of cycle tracks, especially along the busier streets (43).

Infrastructure improvements to cycle paths can be made on different levels, ranging from a simple separation through colour via poles to actual separation through kerbs and higher levels of the upgrading of existing infrastructure: for example, upgrading cycling paths to cycle highways, as in the Copenhagen suburbs (54;90). Specific evaluations were conducted after the opening of radial cycle highways from Copenhagen to the suburbs of Farum, Albertslund and Ishøj. While the volume of cyclists could be increased considerably from before to after the enhanced cycling infrastructure was opened, replacing motorized modes has often been limited. In wanting to increase distances that pedestrians will accept, for example, to reach a transport stop, it has been suggested to provide more pleasant and stimulating surroundings instead of boring façades along trafficked streets (97). Focusing particularly on older people, maintaining the infrastructure and removing snow and ice from pedestrian and cycle paths is another relevant factor, as the fear of falling is one of the most important barriers to older people's use of active modes or of out-of-home mobility in general (98). In a Swedish study, older people reported the insufficient prevention of slippery pedestrian paths as the most important risk factor in their outdoor environment (59). The cycling policy of the City of Copenhagen includes giving a priority to snow-clearing on the main cycle paths in winter. In addition, the concept of cycle highways as implemented in the Copenhagen area includes requirements concerning the standard of the surface pavement and lighting as well as snow clearance in order to maintain its attractiveness at all seasons.

Car-restrictive policies

The most important car-restrictive policies are road-pricing (100;101) and parking management policies, which have been implemented in several cases (102). Both are likely to increase the costs and difficulties of traveling by car and thus increase competition from other modes of transport. In addition, high urban densities with limited on-road or other parking will generally have adverse effects on car use and support the use of other modes. Measures country-wide include taxing cars and motor fuel. Denmark has a high car-registration tax (between 105% and 150%), which is related to a low rate of car ownership (27). The use of environmental taxation (e.g. by providing lower taxes for smaller, less polluting cars) does not necessarily lead to the desired effects of customers preferring greener cars but can also increase the percentage of people who can afford, and thus buy, a second car.

Psychological interventions

Apart from general awareness campaigns and the provision of information, more elaborate intervention studies have been carried out that make use of specific behavioural change techniques derived from psychological theories. Based on a model of action phases (103), Bamborg (104) integrates constructs of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (79) and the Norm-Activation Model (105) into a "stage model of self-regulated behavioural change", suggesting that people require different interventions depending on which stage of behaviour change they are currently at. In a phone-based social-marketing campaign (106), it was demonstrated that stage-based interventions led to a reduction in car use and triggered people's progression to more action-oriented stages. Support for the relevance of stage-based interventions also comes from a study by (107), which applied Prochaska's Thanstheoretical model (108) to the practice of cycling to work. In relation to cycling, stage models suggest, for example, that people who have no intention of starting or increasing cycling, first need to be informed about the potential benefits of cycling (and/or the negative effects of not cycling). Those who have already formed this intention rather need assistance in formulating specific personal goals and acquiring information on how to achieve them. Finally, those who have already started to increase their cycling frequency need feedback and social support to maintain their new behaviour and turn it into a new habit, as, for example, has been done successfully by online information-sharing among cyclists (77).

Reviewing different behaviour change techniques applied to cycling, (109) concludes that the inclusion of self-monitoring and information-formation techniques are the most promising. Another review found that interventions that promote cycling specifically rather than general changes in travel behaviour are more successful (110).

The Danish cycling campaign "Ta' cyklen Danmark" is an example of such an initiative. By providing information about the costs of cars and how this impacts people at different stages in the process of changing their behaviour. Here, more general information about cycling and its health benefits were provided through different media channels and at doctors and health centres aiming to raise awareness among people who had not formed any intention of increasing cycling frequency as yet. For people who did intend to do so, a customised smart-phone application (a "cycling coach") helped set a realistic goal, while the app also supported goal-achievement by feedback, self-monitoring and social support. DTU evaluated the campaign and concluded that at least 21 million cycling trips were conducted because of its activities (111). Another cycling campaign in Denmark resulted in a total increase of 35 million cycling trips in the municipality of Odense during the three years it ran (112), whereas the national "Bike-to-work" campaign resulted in 29.5 million kilometres being travelled by bicycle by 93,000 participants in 2011 (113). Based on the campaign costs, an additional bike trip costs between 0.07 EUR (Ta' Cyklen), 0.08 EUR (Odense) and 0.2 EUR (Bike-to-work), which is below the estimated benefits of cycling. Results from the annual Danish "All Kids Bike" campaign, focusing on getting children to bike to school, indicate a 4-5% increase in the share of children cycling to school on a regular basis (114).


91. CDNR. Albertslundruten, evaluering. Sekretariatet for cykelsuperstier, København. 2012.
92. CDNR. Farumruten, evaluering. Sekretariatet for cykelsuperstier, København. 2014.
Reshaping the mobility landscape

Mobility represents one of the most important aspects of the modern city economy, being one of the main factors defining the quality of life. However, it is also known to have a significant impact on the environment. It alone represents about a quarter of greenhouse gas emissions in Europe [1] and is responsible for significant health risks among Europe’s citizens due to particle emissions [2]. It is clear that, as it stands today, a transport system that was gradually developed over centuries is an inappropriate response to our modern and future mobility needs.

Traditional mobility solutions fall into a spectrum within the two extremes of individual transport and mass transit, each playing their own, often complementary role in the transport system. Individual transport typically offers the most flexible solution. However, its independence and convenience do not come without costs for either owners or society. First, there are basic transport network capacity constraints in accommodating all vehicles. Secondly, it brings with it a well-known set of externalities with regard to its impacts on the environment and the economy. On the opposite side of the spectrum, mass transit has been designed to serve large volumes of people, with very little deviation from a “one size fits all” principle. In most cases, bus and train lines, schedules and headways are designed based on analytical models, resulting in limited flexibility and convenience. However, it is a more efficient way of moving people, with lower costs per person-mile traveled than private transport, and remains stable for long periods of time.

The lack of flexibility and the limited reach of traditional mobility approaches (Fig. 1) are the main reasons that have opened the new mobility era. The three main areas that have opened the new mobility era are technologies, services and applications. The three areas are discussed in the following sections.

Technological features

The emergence of SM is primarily rooted in recent technological progress and digitalization. The three main areas that have opened the new mobility era are the Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, information and communication technology, and developments in computer science (data science and artificial intelligence in particular). These areas define mobility “smartness”, which can be formulated as “sensing—communicating—analyzing”.

Figure 1. Smart mobility and its features

Sensing

The first technological pillar of SM is sensors, which constantly monitor the main constituents of a transport system: vehicles, infrastructure and people.

Vehicle sensors. Although cars had practically no sensors back in 1970, four decades later, an average car had from sixty to a hundred sensors on board. The global market for automobile sensors should grow from $35.4 billion in 2018 to $66.2 billion by 2023 at a compound annual growth rate of 13.4% [4], reaching up to two hundred sensors per car. Typical sensors in a car monitor position (GPS) and environment (cameras, radar sensors), the environment (weather, road surface pollution) and parking (free parking lots, parking management). In this respect, a combination of measurements from different sensors - for example, traffic flow and air pollution [6] - is of particular interest.

Individual sensors. Although mobile phones first appeared on the market as early as the late 1970s, the technology was limited mainly to calls and messages. The real smartphone era started in 2007 with the introduction of the first iPhone by Apple, Inc. Annual smartphone shipments worldwide grew from 173.5M units in 2009 to 1.4B units in 2018 [7]. Smartphone ownership reaches on average 76% in developed countries and 54% across emerging economies [8]. The wearable electronics industry is also taking off, and now sensors in smartphones and wearable electronics include many that are useful in the mobility context (GPS, Accelerometer, Gravity-Motion detection, Gyroscope, Linear Acceleration, Magnetic Field, Orientation, Rotation Vector, etc.). Such data have allowed researchers to improve their understanding of individual choices in transportation never captured before, such as day-to-day variation in travel patterns [9] or the use of individual preferences in service provision such as personalized mobility services [10].

Digital or “virtual” sensors. The total digitalization of almost all spheres of human life produces a giant digital footprint. Monitoring this footprint can be regarded as “virtual” sensing, where the sensors are not hardware but rather software. This has many applications in mobility, such as monitoring online transactions, smartcard usage and data mined from the internet and social networks for the prediction of transport demand (e.g., special events [11]) and supply (e.g., road blockage due to accidents [12]).
Communicating
Information and communication technology is another fundamental pillar of SM. It is related to things which should be done preferably in real time. First, the data collected in the four dimensions of vehicles, infrastructure, people and digital footprint need to be transmitted. Secondly, SM customers, providers, vehicles and infrastructure are constantly communicating with each other. This real-time activity requires making use of wireless technologies. Nowadays, we can do this much faster and cheaper than ever, transmitting enormous volumes of information.

Since the introduction of the first wireless data-transmission standards only a few decades ago (analog 1G in the 1980s and digital 1G in 1991), which supported a few kbit/s, wireless mobile networks nowadays operate with hundreds of Mbit/s (4G), and we have started testing Gbit/s speeds (5G). The mobile internet has billions of users worldwide and of IoT devices. According to Microsoft, by 2025 100% of new cars will be connected and by 2030 15% will be autonomous, sending, receiving and analyzing “vast amounts of data” [13].

Customer-provider connectivity: SM solutions rely on the constant connection between customers and providers, usually via smartphones or wearables. Smartphones have become an essential tool for mobility. Examples can be user-satisfaction gains from real-time information, guidance in congestion and searching for parking. The most prominent are Uber, Lyft and other on-demand services which have revolutionized mobility.

Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication. This communication usually covers vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P), vehicle-to-device (V2D), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-network (V2N) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) modes of connectivity. All this added connectivity has expanded the technical options considerably. There are already tests involving the platooning of trucks, and there are several projects for autonomous fleets. Communication between cars or with traffic management infrastructure also has benefits in terms of safety and network efficiency. Short-range communications with very low latency levels are deployed for safety-critical applications. Intelligent traffic management, parking assistance, driving assistance, and remote diagnostic and positioning (inertial) are all now possible, and there are even commercial applications already available (e.g., Connected Cars, Veniam Works, Scania’s connected services).

Analyzing
The final component of an SM system is to make use of the data from the sensors to support decisions. Interestingly, this task becomes both challenging and easier at the same time. The challenge is related to the amount of data we generate today. For example, in 2002 communications traffic added up to about 17 exabytes, more than three times all the words ever spoken by humans up until that point [14]. Moreover, connected cars alone will send 25 gigabytes of data to the cloud every hour [15]. This trend brings new challenges related to issues of data collection, management, protection and privacy. However, these extremely vast amounts of heterogeneous or “big” data are fueling research in data science and machine learning. Modern machine-learning algorithms have become better than humans at many tasks, particularly those involving complex patterns and a lot of data. These vast amounts of heterogeneous data are creating a lot of opportunities for SM [16], particularly in analyzing user behavior, personalization, transport demand prediction and supply optimization, anomaly detection, autonomous driving and driving assistance, to give just some examples.

Another upcoming revolution is based on the computer vision and control fields, where new approaches on artificial neural networks (commonly referred to as “deep learning”) have opened the path toward fully autonomous driving. Figure 2 shows automation levels according to the US Society of Automobile Engineers (SAE) and projected market penetration [17,18]. Autonomous driving will not only produce savings in operational costs but is also expected to be safer than human driving. For example, it has been estimated that if 90% of vehicles were autonomous accidents would drop from 5.5 M/y to 1.3 M/y, and accidental deaths from 32,400 to 11,300 [19], while Swiss Re estimated that L5 level autonomy can potentially decrease collisions by 95% [20]. Both detailed simulations [10] and field tests of autonomous vehicles are running in many countries, including the US, Singapore, the Netherlands, the UK, Germany and China, with Denmark also taking its first steps in this direction [21]. Further studies and experiments are still greatly needed, with full support from all public and private stakeholders, not only to accelerate the transfer from theory to direct social gains, but also to tackle the increasing issues regarding its social and legal frameworks.

Operational features
The three technological features mentioned above give rise to four operational features that characterize today’s SM: flexibility, responsiveness, personalization and efficiency. The pace of research and development in the domain of these four features is increasingly fast, thanks to the variety of existing and future mobility patterns and the decisions faced by travelers and the logistics sector.

Flexibility
As previously mentioned, SM brings more flexibility by essence. From an Operations Management point of view, flexibility can be defined as a system’s ability to deal with both foreseen and unforeseen changes in the context or environment in which it operates [22]. In practice flexibility is hard to achieve and has been relatively absent within the transportation sector. From a traveler’s perspective, it relies on cost-effective gains in terms of modal, spatial and temporal accessibility, usually achieved by design, deviation, under-specification of or change in the environment [22]. Such dimensions are recurrently present in most existing and planned SM solutions.

Through design, flexible transportation systems can handle anticipated changes in the operating environment using supporting strategies defined during the design phase. For example, when mixed vehicle fleets are designed for the provision of multiple services, the allocation of travel can be optimized according to changes in demand [23]. This is, for example, the feature present in some ride-hailing services (e.g., Uber, X, Black Pool, XL) and most car-sharing operators. Furthermore, leveraging from the sensing and communication features presented above, most SM solutions rely on responsive access to service design, where a customer can request a mobility service by reservation or from a particular point and time. Finally, another common example is the location-based flexibility by design that has become evident with the rise of free-floating shared mobility [24] or virtual hubs (particular zones for picking up and dropping off).

Through deviation, a flexible SM service can handle occasional unforeseen behavior whereby small differences from expected behavior can be observed. Such cases bring increased flexibility in many operational SM settings, for example, the en-route re-routing of shared ride-hailing services.

Through under-specification, a SM solution can handle anticipated changes in the operating environment by allowing an adaptable and incomplete processual model to be executed during operation. One example is the combined single- and shared-rides provision in ride-hailing services, where a request for a shared ride may be served by a single-ride service, thus dropping the trip pairing and re-routing processes if there is no matching demand.

Through change, SM services can quickly adapt to permanent unforeseen behavior. In SM such increased flexibility compared to traditional modes has been observed through its ability to change its service provision much faster, adapting to the unforeseen travel behavior and
analyzing — allows for more frequent optimization com-
ternational features — sensing, communicating and is therefore the key to properly designing and operating tion . The necessary prediction–optimization consistency settings demand is highly sensitive to the selected solu-
proportion . However, in most transportation user’s/consumer’s surplus, or even from a social welfare assignment, routing, pricing, station location, rebalanc-
under a particular flexible setting among those men-
planning and operations rely mostly on solving one or more optimization problems under a particular flexible setting among those men-
tioned above, e.g. fleet sizing, vehicle allocation and trip assignment, routing, pricing, station location, reballanc-
ning, parking, etc. As in other operational management domains, such optimization may look for different performance measures, such as the operator’s profit, the user’s/consumer’s surplus, or even from a social welfare perspective [10;23] . However, in most transportation settings demand is highly sensitive to the selected solu-
tion. The necessary prediction-optimization consistency is therefore the key to properly designing and operating SM solutions. The flexibility obtained from the three technological features – sensing, communicating and analyzing – allows for more frequent optimization com-
pared to traditional modes, but also increases the range of problems for which solutions must be found (see the example in Fig. 3 for the problem variants in shared SM systems from [29]).

Besides the increase in the problem space, the optim-
ization problem at issue is often complex due to the dynamics and flexibility of SM configurations. In fact, many shared mobility problems are a generalization of the vehicle routing problem, which is computationally hard in general [29]. Dynamic settings, uncertainties and demand interactions create additional complexities to the general problems that already exist. To address this issue, approximation and heuristic approaches have been the most commonly proposed methods, while exact methods, simulation-based and data-driven approaches have only seldom been explored. Thus, optimization research, practice and education will remain at the fore-
front of the transportation sector in recent years.

Personalization
SM is often designed around personal needs, even in a shared setting. In other economic sectors heterogeneity of demand in terms of individual preferences are often dealt with through personalization and recommendation systems, and transportation has been recently lever-
aging such existing frameworks, along with the three technological features mentioned earlier. In fact, collect-
ing detailed individual-specific data through vehicle and smartphone use has enriched knowledge of individual preferences and may lead to increased consumer surplus gains [10]. In SM, personalization is often achieved through interface design, product offering, payment and other service integration or information provision with either individual- or context-awareness design and operation or both. In product-offering assortments alone, for example, gains of 5% in the menu-selection hit rate can be achieved with personalization [30]. A good example is Mobility-as-a-Service (Maas), where trip planning, mobility packages, payment integration and information provision rely strongly on personalization. As a mobility service aggregator, Maas’s operators have been developing smartphone applications to enable trip planning and payment across its aggregated services. Understanding a person’s trip context and individual preferences (modal, transfers, fastest vs. cheapest, eco-friendliness, etc.) is often used to select the modal alternatives that will be presented to the traveler in real time. In the longer term, the creation of personalized mobility packages in Maas allows personal-
ization at the individual mobility-pattern planning level. Similar examples can increasingly be found in other SM solutions, as well as in the freight and logistics sectors. However, several difficulties can be found with personal-
ization, which are currently an active area of research and development:

1. As in other multi-level optimization frameworks, consistency between the personalization (e.g., the alternatives to be shown in a personalized trip planner), the service-specific operational decisions (e.g., the availability and attributes of a given ser-
vices) and, possibly, any coordinated operation (e.g., network-level pricing) is often needed to ensure system-wide optimum efficiency [10]. This brings significant complexities to formulating SM-consis-
tent multi-level design and operational frameworks.

2. As in other examples of “privacy-by-de-
sign” and “privacy-by-default” [31] should be applied to SM without any manual input from the user, especially bearing in mind the reliance of SM on personal identification, location-based, video, au-
dio and communication data. Such principles should be applied to all stakeholders involved in the SM’s ecosystem and may ultimately limit or condition the final SM solutions to be deployed. While the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is cur-
rently already transforming operations within an SM value chain, the constant development of the three technical features mentioned above will require fre-
quent research into and revision of the mechanisms to ensure integrity of the fundamental principles through certification, regulation, standards and licensing, including in personalization.

3. Data-processing and representation can become burdensome when reaching problems at the indi-
vidual level. As an individual may perform multiple travel choices in the course of the same day (mode choice, departure time, route, etc.), storage and processing for use in data analysis become complex. Associated with this, more efficient ways of repre-
senting travel choices can be used to extract rele-
vant information from raw labeled spatio-temporal data. Machine-learning techniques are now starting to be developed for such purposes and represent one of the most promising avenues for research [9].

4. As data complexity increases, so do the compu-
tational resources needed for personalization. Alternative computational methods [30] along with increased computational power are expected to increase the personalization of future SM services.

Efficiency
Finally, efficiency is a main driver of SM solutions, especially when led by the private sector. This opera-
tional feature is always present in one or multiple key dimensions: resource allocation, mobility performance, safety, energy and the environment. According to the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development [32], different (technology-based) intelligent transport-system applica-
tions in the EU, USA and Japan recorded gains in journey times (15-20%), energy consumption (12%), emissions of pollutants (10%), network capacity (5-10%) and reduced number of accidents (10-15%). The promise is that new SM services can contribute even more to these efficiency gains. Such features have been achieved by means of individual service efficiencies and, more recently, by coordinated efficiencies when different SM services are designed and operated with some level of integration or coordination.

One of the main reasons for the high efficiency of SM is based on sharing resources. As shown in Fig. 3, different shared SM will have to rely on different algorithmical problems to achieve efficiency. For example, several early simulation studies estimated reductions in fleet size, operational costs and parking requirements, but increased the volume of travel by shared and non-
shared autonomous SM [28]. Despite the wide range of results from these studies, each has contributed to understanding efficiency gains and losses in particular scenarios. The same happened with field deployments, where efficiency gains in planning and operations are frequently revised after initial implementation, as in the case of free-floating car-sharing in Denmark [25], while car-sharing models have reported benefits in terms of mileage efficiencies [33], the impact on network efficiencies is not yet certain from current operational ride-hailing models, as empty trips and increased de-
mend point to efficiency losses [33;34]. Along with this,
energy and emissions performance losses may follow. Depending on the introduction of mobility, energy and environmentally efficient designs and operation are required [33,35], often through electrification or alternative fuel usage, as discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. To solve this issue, achieving efficiency through coordination has recently been targeted as the ultimate goal. As SM solutions can integrate multiple service (and modal) providers, the potential gains in efficiency from the user, the operator and overall system performance can be significant. For example, in certain settings SM solutions can reach higher efficiencies when they are designed to complement existing public transportation networks [33,34]. On the demand side, Moos [26] has promised to help balance the demand for different service providers in a region, not only by personalization but mainly by proposing a single-access, overall demand-management platform (see Section 4.4, below).

However, research and practice in coordinating SM with other systems, be it energy or transportation systems, is still far from having properly been explored and is the most urgent need in the urban mobility ecosystem, (see, for example, the recent report by the EU Commission [31]). The associated challenges include performance measurement needs, process coordination, data-sharing, regulation and standards, and, more importantly, methodological frameworks for achieving system-wide efficiencies [10].

Current trends

Nowadays, we are witnessing a lot of disruptive mobility trends primarily based on the sheer rapidity of technological progress. The field is being disrupted by completely new business models. Here, we discuss some of the trends.

Shared and on-demand mobility

The 2010s have been a boom-time, with lots of startups in the sphere of on-demand mobility. These companies target all mobility ranges: short-range (bicycles, scooters, etc.), medium-range (Uber, Lyft, Car2Go, Green Mobility, ShareNow) and long-range (car2go, blablacar). The traditional automotive companies, such as BMW, have also become very active in the field by starting their own car-sharing programs (DriveNow/ShareNow), and others are joining. The concept of sharing is even moving into other aspects of mobility, such as parking (pavement or roving parking) or privately-owned cars (SNAPP car). Shared and on-demand mobility is booming in densely populated city centers, having become particularly popular with the younger generation and medium to high-income urban populations [24].

The sharing business models have many variations themselves. For example, with bike-sharing alone, we find free-floating (one can pick up or leave the bike anywhere), station-based (bikes are physically attached to the station) and hub-based (bikes can be picked up or dropped off in virtual hub areas, seen on one’s smartphone) options. The latter are therefore much more easily deployable and scalable than station-based bikes but also create less system unbalancing than free-floating ones. As for the impact on the overall system, sharing rides through SM is the ongoing trend that has the highest potential for efficiency gains [33].

Connected and autonomous mobility

As mentioned above, the massive communication systems we have in place alone already create new technological solutions, but the true expectation is for its combination with autonomous mobility. When we have autonomous mobility technologies, such as those that are already in place (e.g., May Mobility, Navya, EasyMile, Local Motors), synchronized into fleets using V2X communication and artificial intelligence, we will finally have reached the technological side of the future mobility vision of many. We believe this to be a gradual trend that will stay around for a long time, but the technological challenges will be replaced by policy and city-planning ones. In the future, the expectations of most experts in the field are that such connected autonomous fleets will first be seen in restricted areas (e.g., campuses, hospitals, airports, amusement parks), first last-mile connections and city centers.

Nudging

In transportation, traditional public-policy instruments have been investments, pricing or regulation (mostly through restrictive regulations). On the other hand, nudges that redirect behavior through slight interventions are increasingly being researched, designed and implemented in SM solutions [36]. Such nudges change the individual decision-making process to increase the likelihood that a more efficient choice will be made (e.g., take public transportation, select a slower but more energy-efficient route, or opt for a greener vehicle) while keeping freedom of choice. Like personalization, through the technological and operational features mentioned above, it is now possible to extract context and individual behavioral insights that can be directly used in mobility nudging [36] and to refine the interface design, incentive schemes, gamification frameworks or even information provision to arrive at a much more appealing form for the individual traveler. In a project with MIT and DTU researchers, initial results from the simulation of innovative non-monetary personalized incentives in a trip-planning app showed gains of 5% to 10% in overall travel time savings in the center of Boston [10]. Yet, only minimal experimentation in all possible dimensions of nudging in SM has been carried out, and significant research and development are expected in the near future, as technology-based nudging is often an easy complementary policy with powerful behavioral impacts.

Integrated mobility solutions

Integration is the ongoing trend that has the highest potential for increased gains in flexibility and accessibility. Coordination among different mobility providers, both at the planning stage and in real-time operations, is now being made easier with the SM features presented above. From a user perspective the gains are immediate and significant, with the potential increased availability of services, smoother multi-modal transitions, information and payment integration, and better supply performance in recurrent and non-recurrent conditions. Traditional mobility service providers can also benefit from coordination with alternative mobility providers, for example, by complementing their operations in significantly sparse urban areas [34]. MaaS has been leading the recent trend towards SM integration from a demand perspective [30]. A MaaS solution can provide monthly mobility packages integrating multiple services, including door-to-door journey planning and booking through multi-modal menus, real-time information and ticketing/payment integration from subscribed mobility providers. In fact, the idea has already attracted several cities and regions, such as Helsinki (with Maas Global’s WeShare), London (with CityMapper) and Copenhagen and North Jutland (with minRejseplanet) [11]. Yet, the impacts of such new platforms in city travel patterns have still to be assessed, and methods to optimize the impact of their possible different configurations developed. Finally, while the first steps in demand coordination are being made, integration and coordination on the SM supply side and with other mobility-related systems (infrastructure, land-use, etc.) have yet to be explored. Traditional dynamic pricing or access-restriction strategies and implementation solutions used in network (supply) management should be revisited in the face of SM and its new technological paradigm [10-31], bearing in mind not only its system-wide operational performance, but also the implications for all mobility-related externalities.

Impact and challenges

SM has quickly revealed its promise in having impacts in several dimensions of the transport sector [32]: congestion and pollution reduction, road-safety benefits, noise reduction, increased and more efficient inter-modality, and cost reductions.

A significant amount of existing research and empirical evidence focuses on the design and operational performance of SM in terms of fleet and infrastructure usage. In a review study carried out in the US, for example [33], several studies were reviewed to assess the performance of shared SM. Round-trip car-sharing subscribers were observed to have reduced their individual vehicle mileage by 27% on average, including a significant modal shift to other shared and active modes. However, in some cases, car-sharing users decreased their use of public transportation. For the majority of one-way car-sharing users, public and active transportation usage was unchanged, and their household vehicle mileage reduction was smaller than for round-trip car-sharing: 6% to 16%. Ride-hailing movements, on the other hand, already estimated at 20% and 7% of average weekday mileages in 2016 in San Francisco and New York respectively, thus significantly contributed to congestion.

Regarding the SM impacts on energy and emissions, empirical evidence and research are behind the state of the art of SM’s operational performance. Future electric vehicle adoption rates depend on whether personal vehicle ownership trends continue or whether SM using primarily electric vehicles will keep increasing its market share. Positive scenarios still predict that 95% of passenger...
mileage could occur in shared, electric SM; by 2030 and that 80% of shared SM fleets may be electric by 2040, depending on assumptions [33]. Yet, the limited research and empirical evidence available today regarding SM vehicle usage shows very mixed observations [37]. In the US reviews study mentioned earlier [33], for example, one-way car-sharing reduced internal combustion engines by 4% to 18%, on average, while current ride-hailing operations have increased greenhouse gas emissions following their increased mileage in US cities. Furthermore, while improvements in traffic flow (higher speeds) from connected SM reduces the fuel consumption of internal combustion engines, the same is not true for electric vehicles [31]. In energy consumption terms, the contribution of electric, connected and automated SM can be even lower than expected, mostly due to the rebound effects from demand and fleet size reductions [31].

While it is expected that the development of these technological features will bring more energy and environmentally efficient solutions to SM, it is crucial to link the four operational features with energy and environmental targets. The first cases demonstrating, for example, increased responsiveness at the vehicle level with vehicle platooning [38], flexibility at the operational level with electric free-floating car-sharing [25], or personalization and efficiency at the demand level with "sustainable" travel incentives [10], have been put in practice. Yet, as mentioned above, the substantial gains in energy and emissions will be achieved through significant demand shifts and the integration and coordination of the entire SM ecosystem. In these early years of SM, its developments are mostly led by the private sector, with most of the development done in-house. Academia, while pushing mobility research more than ever, still lacks access to privately owned data and, often, access to a more effective bridge to the private sector’s SM deployment setting. Indeed, transportation may shift to increased public-private partnerships in SM operations, which may dramatically impact modal split, mileage, greenhouse gas emissions and accessibility [33]. While knowhow in transportation has relied substantially on cooperation between academia and the public sector in the past, the future will benefit from a new and strong triple-helix collaboration in the direction of efficient smart mobility.
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Chapter 7

Freight, logistics and the delivery of goods in cities
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Introduction

Freight transportation and the last-mile delivery of goods are obvious unavoidable necessities of city life that support its residents, and urban life in general. However, the transport of goods into cities and the transport of waste and other returns out of them is associated with several unwanted effects, such as traffic congestion, noise, accidents and local environmental impacts. Although freight transport is estimated to comprise about 15% of total traffic in cities, urban freight transport causes up to 50% of total traffic emissions [1].

In this chapter, we start by discussing the nature of urban freight transport and logistics before examining the implications of current macro-level trends that are relevant to both. Finally, we discuss various means of greening them both.

Nature of urban freight transport and logistics

The transportation of freight and goods in and out of cities spans a very wide range of industrial supplies, finished goods (such as foodstuffs, retail store replenishment and clothing) and returns (such as waste), etc. Globalization has led to an increasing number of goods originating in other continents. However, local and regional transport chains still exist and continue to play an important role in the sprawl of urban freight transport and logistics.

Before discussing the nature of urban freight transport and logistics, following the rationale of Savelsbergh and Van Woensel [2] it makes sense to give a simple, yet reasonable, explanation of these phenomena. In short, this explanation describes the aim of minimizing the number of freight movements required to satisfy demand within an urban (city) context [2]. This rationale seeks to minimize operational costs while at the same time minimizing the negative effects of urban transport.

Forward and reverse logistical flows

In Figure 1, forward and reverse logistical flows in an urban setting are illustrated. Traditionally, the delivery of goods to the cities’ consumers, the so-called ‘forward logistics channel’, attracts most attention when planning and managing urban freight transport. Despite the obvious differences, both private and industrial consumers demand goods to be delivered for consumption or for further refinement. It is this flow that constitutes the forward logistics channel. Also, both types of consumer generate waste and other returns through reverse distribution channels.

The problem of the last mile

Transport unit costs are considerably higher for the last mile(s) than within the long-haul part of the transportation chain. This phenomenon of the ‘problem of the last mile’ is explained in Figure 2. As an example, think of the transportation chain of a pair of sneakers being manufactured in the Far East to be sold at a retailer in a city centre somewhere in western Europe. The transport most likely involves trucking from the manufacturing plant to an international container port, transport by a very large container ship to a major port in western Europe, then transport by truck from the port to a warehouse, and then, finally, delivery by a medium-size delivery truck or van to the city centre. The problem of the last mile is an important part of the explanation why urban freight transport and logistics pose such challenges to transport planning and management [5].

Stakeholder complexity

Urban freight transport and logistics involve several stakeholders, each adding to the complexities of planning and management [7]. Figure 3 illustrates the various stakeholders and their relationships. Note that...
The group of consumers consists of both residents living in the city and businesses and institutions, private as well as public, all of which demand goods and generate returns. The main interest of the consumers is in their ability to have goods delivered to them or to be available at the retailers whenever they need them. As a result, this demand will generate traffic in the city and may lead to congestion. On the other hand, consumers are also interested in living in and using a city which offers a high degree of 'liveability', meaning that they would prefer to avoid having large trucks in the city centre. Conclusively, consumers would like to minimize the negative impacts, such as traffic congestion, noise, air pollution and the risk of accidents, while maximizing both traffic safety and the level of service offered by retailers. This group of consumers may directly impact on policies enforced by the city administrators through their roles as voters and/or tax-payers. In addition, commuters and even tourists visiting the city should be seen as consumers, as they too demand goods in the shops and in their workplaces, hotels etc. Naturally they therefore bring revenue and business to the city, but also add to the traffic and congestion. In contrast to residents and businesses, this group does not directly impact on policies, as they are usually neither voters nor taxpayers in the city in question.

The role of the administrators is, on the one hand, to regulate traffic and access to the city, thus offering an efficient infrastructure enhancing its liveability, while on the other hand, this implies that the city offers a competitive supply of housing, shops, offices etc. with respect to both quality and costs. The administrators need to balance these restrictions on the users of the city, whether they are citizens, transport operators, commuters or tourists, with the business climate offered to both private companies and public institutions.

The retailers receive the goods from the shippers executed by the transport operators. The retailers expect timely deliveries to enable their offers to their customers. In recent years, economic developments and consumer behaviour have both increased the importance of being able to fulfill customer demands with minimal store inventory levels so as to cope with the rapidly changing types of goods, as seen within, for instance, the apparel industry. Also, the rents paid by shops require retailers to be very efficient in their use of shop space, which presents transport operators with strict requirements for speed of delivery, reliability and flexibility.

The transport operators, in turn, are faced with policy-makers imposing new requirements and regulations, such as bans on diesel vehicles, environmental zones and greenhouse gas emission-reduction targets. However, the freight transport and logistics sector is also experiencing fierce competition, leaving them with very thin profit margins. This is often given as the reason for transport operators being reluctant to embrace and especially to take the lead in implementing new and innovative technological solutions, as they must often bear some of the insecurities and risks, which may in the worst case, render the transport operator financially unable. Transport operators often argue that, if the shipper prefers the goods to be shipped in a new and environmentally sustainable manner, this will indeed be possible, but also more costly, leading in turn to higher prices for the final consumer.

Finally, in many cases the shippers are not physically present in the city, typically being national, regional, international or even global producers or wholesalers supplying everything the city needs. In most cases, the shipper decides on the type of transport the goods being transported require. This decision includes choice of transport mode based on characteristics such as cost, flexibility, accessibility, speed, requirements regarding packaging, etc. The emergence of e-commerce is creating new stakeholder relations with shippers, who in many cases will be in direct communication with the final consumer of their products.

Concerning the planning and management of urban freight transport and logistics, it is important to note that transport operators, whether local small to medium enterprises (SMEs) or global logistics service providers, do fulfill the logistical requests of their customers whether they are shippers or the receiver in the city. This implies that, if consumers or city administrators want to change the behaviour of transport operators, their pathway must go through the shipper and/or the receiver in the city. The increasing awareness of climate change may eventually lead to changes in consumer behaviour in the direction of reduced demand or increased demand for near-sourced goods and may also increase the consumer’s willingness to intensify efforts in respect of recycling and waste handling. The increased awareness of sustainability, on the other hand, may very well be challenged by the expected growing demand for inbound (as well as outbound) flows of goods to and from the cities due to the effects of more people living in urban settings and the booming on-demand economy.

Below, we discuss some of the macro-trends that are assumed to be especially relevant to urban freight transport and logistics.

### Urbanization and increased wealth

The UN estimates that by 2050, 66% of the world population will be living in cities. This growth will inevitably lead to denser cities, implying growing consumer demand from their users. Furthermore, increased wealth also adds to growing consumer demand, as well as to an increase in traffic caused by personal mobility. In turn, this leads to more congestion and aggravates the problem of the last mile, as previously discussed. Fran-soo et al. [6] argue that high population densities make mega-cities even more complex to serve logistically than other cities.

Denser cities also mean that city administrators (urban planners) and retail property developers need to strengthen their collaboration, as many new urban areas are not designed for efficient freight transport access, other issues, such as customer access, receiving a higher priority than logistical accessibility.

### E-commerce and the on-demand economy

The on-demand economy in general, and more specifically the e-commerce market, is currently enjoying a boom. Europe and North America are experiencing annual growth rates of 12%-14% [2]. This growth obviously greatly influences urban freight transport and logistical operations, posing a number of challenges to society. However, the real net effect of e-commerce in terms of vehicle distances driven is difficult to estimate, because although the delivery of goods generates new distribution trips, it also reduces private traffic for shopping purposes. However, other things being equal, having to transport goods to consumers’ private house-holds instead of to traditional retail shops or shopping malls will increase the number of freight movements in the city [2].

One of the greatest challenges caused by e-commerce is the option of same-day delivery (in some cases even down to one or two hours) offered by many e-tailers. The motivation for offering such services is based on the desire to be competitive, with traditional physical retailers having to provide instant gratification. However, this quest for speed increases freight movements. One example of such a service is Amazon Prime, where the customer is offered free delivery and same-day deliveries in some select cities. Again, same-day deliveries

---

**INFO-BOX:** Liveability is generally defined as the qualities of a geographical setting (country, region, city, town, etc.) which influences the quality of life perceived by its inhabitants, etc. (see e.g. [39].)
inevitably lead to lower vehicle fill rates, thereby increasing freight movements [2].

Furthermore, the frequent e-commerce customer often experiences his or her orders being delivered over several delivery moments. This practice is caused partially by the desire to be able to deliver the customer’s order as quickly as possible. The various parts of a specific order are not necessarily shipped from the same physical warehouse. Given low transport costs currently, the additional costs matter less than the possible loss in customer goodwill. Again, this phenomenon leads to more freight movements.

Finally, the freight transport and logistics industry is characterized by a relatively high number of transport and logistics operators, which, together with the current low transport costs, implies that shipments most often end up being transported by many different operators, each serving the same geographical area. In other words, the degree of consolidation per area is often rather low, which means that many neighbourhoods and households experience being visited by a considerable number of delivery vehicles every day, each dropping off only a few deliveries per stop.

The increased number of freight movements inevitably contributes to urban traffic congestion and thus drives up the external climate and environmental costs, as well as impacting on noise and traffic safety. Consequently, energy use is directly impacted by the increasing number of freight movements and indirectly impacted by the contribution to the general level of congestion experienced by other traffic infrastructure users (externalities).

Digitalization
In freight transport and logistics, many manual and analogue processes still exist. Often, the actors in the sector refer to the paper trail associated with freight transport transactions. However, the focus on digitalization is also very much present. Digital solutions for activities such as booking engines and track and trace are gradually becoming improved, supporting shippers and receivers in operating within the strict time limits of the on-demand economy described above.

Digitalization also brings opportunities such as anticipatory logistics based on sensored or predicted data on user behaviour (from online purchasing and searches), enabling online retailers to make user-specific offers and to physically position their goods in their logistics networks even before the order is made. Online giants, such as Amazon and Alibaba, excel in this activity, enabling them to respond impressively fast to online orders. In brief, the availability of detailed data provided by digitalization enables more efficient planning, as much more accurate status and positioning information becomes available to the planner. This can lead to more cost-efficient and sustainable planning, but it may also be challenged by the strict expectations the on-demand society user may have. Chapter 6 discusses concepts such as sensing, flexibility and responsiveness in more detail.

Automation
Automation opens up interesting opportunities for conducting last-mile operations more efficiently. There are several reasons for this [2]. First, in a fully automated operation, vehicles may deliver packages and boxes to retailers and even to private households outside peak hours, leading to a more efficient usage of road infrastructure. Off-peak deliveries benefit immensely from fully or semi-automated solutions, as the reliance on the driver is fully or partially removed from the equation. In distribution and reverse logistics, automated solutions are regarded as having great potential for cost and energy savings. In many parts of the western world, trucking companies are experiencing difficulties in recruiting skilled drivers who are able to offer the required service to shippers and receivers. As a result, semi- or fully automated solutions are also receiving great interest from such companies.

Multiple concepts for automated distribution systems have appeared in recent years. Chapter 6 provides a discussion of some of the potentials of these concepts. Until now, most of the solutions presented within freight transport and logistics serve to demonstrate the viability of automation. Freight delivery drones are one example of this. From a technical point of view, it is indeed physically feasible to fly a drone into a city even with relatively large volumes of goods. However, the downsides to flying drones in most cases completely outweigh the advantages. Obviously, the energy consumption of transporting goods in the air is considerably higher compared to on-ground transport. Next, the noise associated with aerial drones should not be underestimated in cases where drone delivery took significant market shares. Finally, the road traffic congestion could easily move into the air, seriously challenging the city’s liveability. In conclusion, it is hard to imagine that airborne drones will take a significant share of the freight transport market. However, the technology is nonetheless interesting and may be relevant to transporting very specific types of goods, those that may benefit from the advantages of drone transport. Another interesting type of drone is the sideway robot technology, whereby trains of driving drones deliver parcels in the city.

In this section, we have discussed several macro-trends that are currently influencing the development of urban freight transport and logistics. Naturally, the above discussion is not exhaustive, nor does it try to be: the list of factors, such as micro-trends, affecting urban freight transport and logistics is even longer. For further discussion of such trends and factors, the reader is referred to detailed reports such as DHL’s Logistics Trend Radar [13] and the Urban Freight Research and Innovation Roadmap [16].

Towards greening urban freight transport and logistics
As the majority of the macro-trends mentioned above are expected to lead to an increased number of freight movements, it is imperative to discuss the potential for reducing the number of freight movements and their negative impacts. In parallel with the emergence of new technologies and business models negatively impacting on urban freight transport and logistics, other technologies and initiatives may help to create more efficient operations for the benefit of all stakeholders, including private actors and society at large.

Alternative means of energy
Today, most freight transport movements are still operated by trucks driven by conventional combustion engines, typically fuelled by diesel. However, a transformation from fossil fuel-based energy to alternative...
types of energy such as electricity, biogas and hydrogen is starting to take place. As fossil fuel-free fuels still impose rather strict limitations upon payload capacities and operating ranges, urban freight movements that require much less range and capacity are ideal for the early deployment of alternatives to traditional diesel vehicles. However, many transport operators are still hesitating to invest in such vehicles for a number of reasons.

First, the total cost of ownership (TCO) of a vehicle driven by alternative energy is very hard to estimate precisely, due to a lack of experience and empirical knowledge of operating ranges and times, vehicle lifetimes, maintenance costs and vehicle resale prices. Secondly, some of the most important performance indicators for transport operators are reliability and punctuality. Transport operators are therefore highly dependent on their vehicle fleet being fully operational close to 100% of the time of operations, which means that uncertainty with respect to whether a vehicle is operational or not (e.g. whether it runs out of fuel or route) should be absolutely avoided.

Obviously, it is hard to foresee which type of alternative energy will become dominant in urban freight transport and logistics in the long run. However, recent advances in battery technology and the resulting lower prices have increased the maturity of electric vehicles for commercial transport. This development has made battery-operated electric vehicles more attractive for urban freight operations. As battery-operated electric vehicles are driven by alternative fuels and thus have lower emissions, the potential for fuel savings is very high. However, the development of electric vehicles has also led to higher upfront costs, which has made it more expensive to operate electric vehicles compared to traditional diesel vehicles.

Energy Agency [17] states that no clear data on sales of electric trucks exist and that this market is still dominated by demonstration and small-production vehicles. Furthermore, it is suggested that niche markets for electric vehicles, such as the smaller service and delivery trucks, could be expected to grow rapidly. Pelletier et al. [18] provide an excellent overview of the challenges and perspectives of using electric vehicles for goods distribution. For a discussion of the life cycle assessment (LCA) of different transport means, the reader is referred to chapter 10.

Semi- and fully automated vehicles

The trend towards semi- or fully automated vehicles, all things being equal, leads to less costly freight transport and logistics, as the cost of the driver can be eliminated or reduced. Also, it is expected that automated driving is more energy-efficient compared to manual operation by human drivers due to the ability of automated systems to control and adjust acceleration and deceleration precisely in accordance with the surrounding infrastructure and in response to other vehicles. A specific example of the potential of semi-automated vehicles is the emerging technology of truck platooning, which can be described as virtually connecting a number of vehicles (trucks) to run very close together to minimize air resistance and thus save fuel [19]. Truck platooning is first of all relevant for long-haul transports, as the vehicles can stay in the platoon for a relatively long period of time, thus increasing the potential for fuel savings. However, truck platooning is also relevant for freight transport in cities, as this technology can be used to increase the throughput of light curfew controlled road segments to and from warehouses and city terminals. The SmartPort Logistics project led by the Hamburg Port Authority [20] is one example where semi-automated technologies are used to achieve smooth and efficient transport through the city by coordinating traffic flows, infrastructure and the flow of goods.

The advent of fully autonomous vehicles supports the concept of off-peak deliveries, as it will be beneficial to distribute goods in the late evening hours and at night, thereby enabling freight transport vehicles to move easily and efficiently around the city. This has a positive impact on daytime traffic, with fewer disturbances from freight vehicles.

Urban Consolidation Centre

Figure 4. The concept of urban consolidation centres (UCC).

Adapted from Quak [4].
urban freight transport and logistics sector. In this final section, we briefly give some recommendations and suggest next steps to support these means.

**Alternative types of energy.** The sustainability agenda should be used by shippers (as well as receivers) to encourage transport operators to deploy green vehicles in their fleets. As such large-scale investments in new assets come with high risks due to the uncertainties associated with the new technologies, operators should not be expected to change their fleets entirely within a very short time span. However, operators may be motivated to start large-scale deployments in order to achieve an edge over competitors still operating vehicle fleets driven by fossil fuels. Also, to support the deployment, authorities should consider encouraging investments in new infrastructure for charging and fueling via, for example, (co)-funding living labs in transport corridors, which are considered to be especially relevant in respect of the use of alternative forms of energy.

**Semi- and fully automated vehicles.** Automation may lead to a more efficient use of resources and energy. Again, the authorities should be encouraged to offer test-beds for live experiments with, at first, semi-automated vehicles. Such test-beds could provide transport operators with knowledge and experience of the potential and challenges of, for example, off-peak deliveries during late evenings or in the early mornings.

**Consolidation and coordination.** The opportunities provided by digitalization supports efficient planning and management and should be embraced by all stakeholders in the urban freight transport and logistics value chain. Shippers and transport operators will, by nature, seek to harvest efficiency improvements to support the economic sustainability of their companies, which will minimize the effects of the externalities. Within e-commerce, e-tailers should be encouraged to offer the possibility of ‘green deliveries’ by distributing goods at time intervals that increase the chances of improving the degree of consolidation.
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Chapter 8
Integrated energy systems and transportation electrification
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Introduction: entangled energy infrastructure
The electric power system is the most versatile and widespread energy infrastructure sustaining human activity, enabling the exchange of electric power and energy between producers and consumers around the clock, and ensuring that a continuous balance is maintained between power input and power output. The electric power system has to be balanced at all times: that is, consumption and generation must be balanced on a time scale of seconds. A lack of balance between generation and consumption is reflected in frequency deviations, hence the need for so-called frequency services to help stabilize electric power grids. A sustained lack of balance between generation and consumption may eventually lead to the power system collapsing, causing a blackout for an extended period of time. Major blackouts are costly [1, 2] and in the worst case may cause the loss of human lives.

In the context of future energy supply, the electric power system is increasingly being challenged by variable power generation and increased demand. In general, the variability in power generation stems from the increased share of wind and solar PV in the supply portfolio, while future energy demand is anticipated to increase because of thermal-sector coupling and electro-mobility in particular. Variable power generation spurs a quest for demand responses in relation to power consumption and for storage solutions. However, electro-mobility in the urban context, in representing an increase in demand, may, in particular cases, be potentially alleviated and absorb the fluctuations in generation. In this sense electro-mobility, battery energy storage systems, BESS and couplings with other forms of energy infrastructure are considered viable solutions in urban areas. Simultaneously, urban areas are characterized by a growth in consumption, the electrification of mobility, the concentration of energy infrastructure and potentially an increased demand response, that is, flexibility with respect to electricity consumption.

The rapid development within mobility (chapter 3 & 4) and in particular within electro-mobility in urban areas, already has a significant impact on the contemporary electric power system. Autonomous transportation, electric bicycles and scooters for the last mile, drone delivery of goods, shared vehicles and mobility as a service are a few examples of the coupling between the electric power grid and EVs and thus of transportation electrification and urban mobility, as well as being the paradigm shift needed in electric power system operation. To provide a sufficient infrastructure, the demand for charging in urban areas must be understood by investigating:

• New charging technology (charging power, electric connection, AC vs DC, etc.)
• EV range (battery size, car efficiency)
• EV owners’ access to charging options, especially home charging

Future plug-in and charging behaviour reveals both the impact charging may have on the grid and the potential of EVs to provide flexibility in terms of electric power demand. Labs can help test smart infrastructure allowing early access to smart charging by having open standards connecting EVs, EV supply equipment, EVSE and backend. Also, it is prudent to make such capabilities readily accessible and useful by promoting simple mechanisms for DSOs to assess the need for load-shaping and access flexibility, for example, brownout signals.

In the following we will show how electro-mobility and living labs accelerate a paradigm shift within the energy and transport sector, thus increasing the liveability and sustainability of cities. Examples will be given of how living labs, super-labs and so-called ‘free zones’ help promote new technologies and solutions by staging tests of technology and solutions and returning data on related to real customers and human behaviour. In principle
even new regulations, markets and legal frameworks can be promoted.

Living labs are a logical step in laboratory testing as a way of carrying out a test case in a real-world setting and are characterized by:

- Monitoring activities, including multi-dimensional dependencies, complex feedback, real regulatory frameworks, market rules, real-time issues and human interaction, as well as the practical aspects of scaling up. In contrast to field tests, living labs are typically more difficult to delimit, exhibit less observability, are more difficult to assign a base line to and offer little direct control. Urban mobility represents one activity that is particularly difficult to delimit, as people and goods continuously move around.

- Stakeholders must be selected carefully. They have a natural say in defining the objective, and harmony must be sought even if interests often point in different directions. Different stakeholders have different takes on objectives and contribute differently to the project.

- The findings and results of living labs’ activities must be scalable. A successful living lab may help accelerate a shift toward a more sustainable city.

In the following, a number of living labs with relevance to electric vehicles and vehicle grid integration and urban mobility are described.

**DTU’s living labs and selected reference labs**

**EnergyLab Nordhavn: intertwined with city and port development**

The ‘EnergyLab Nordhavn’ living lab contributes to CPH City & Port Development’s ‘business strategy and supports optimised, sustainable urban development’ [12]. The project addresses multiple facets of a new sustainable city development, and the results of the project can affect building typologies, multi-storey car parks, infrastructure, transportation and retail selling through home delivery.

The purpose of the project is to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels through cost-effective, coherent energy-supply infrastructure in the urban area in interaction with the surrounding city. Electro-mobility is one of several interconnected energy systems, and the fundamental approach of the project is to consider the electric power grid together with the district heating system (thermal grid) and the qualitatively different dynamics of the latter in terms of time constants, energy capacities and control properties. Testing heat pumps, recovering waste heat and intelligent heating management, combined with the storage of ‘green’ electricity in a grid-connected battery energy storage system, BESS and the charging of electric vehicles all aim at provid-
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**Table 1. Power size, type and numbers of EV chargers installed in Lüders multi-storey carpark in EnergyLab Nordhavn.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and size of charger(s)</th>
<th>Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One 2 x 22 kW AC</td>
<td>Subscribers of DriveNow*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 2 x 22 kW AC</td>
<td>Subscribers of GreenMobility*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two 2 x 22 kW AC (i.e. 4 x 22kW)</td>
<td>residents and public use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 1 x 43 kW AC</td>
<td>residents and public use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 2 x 50kW DC (CCS® &amp; CHAdeMO®)</td>
<td>residents and public use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 1 x 35kW DC charger (CCS®)</td>
<td>residents and public use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DriveNow and GreenMobility are two car-sharing operators. §CCS – combo-power plug, §CHAdeMO – DC power plug

---

In principle, two qualitatively different measures can be taken to level the peak:

1. **Shifting the charging in time.** This measure works for some of the overnight charging events, but the system must be able to estimate when the users need their cars.
2. **Coordinated operation with a stationary BESS.** Either built into the charging station itself or connected to the grid in the vicinity of the chargers, charging during the off-peak hours, and discharging during the peak hours.
Although the grid-connected BESS and the fast chargers (43kW and 50kW) were not directly connected electrically, modelling was carried out taking as a starting point a BESS capacity of 630kW/460kWh [14] (see Figure 8.4). A study was conducted on a fast charging station combined with a BESS with the purpose of investigating the best and most cost-effective combination of fast chargers and BESS.

The EnergyLab Nordhavn is highly present in the awareness of the Copenhagen municipality and its host, CPH City & Port Development (By & Havn), and it is considered that DTU and EnergyLab Nordhavn are helping to accelerate both sustainable city development and sustainable urban mobility by presenting themselves as good examples. Often, other living labs aim at demonstrating or pioneering other aspects of sustainable development such as the industry-oriented business park GreenLab Skive [20], the real-time ICT-oriented Digital EnergyLab [21], Aspern Smart City Research in Austria [22] (focus; smart buildings, smart grid, smart users, smart ICT) and many more.

**PowerLabDK, SYSLAB and Test Zone Bornholm**

PowerLabDK has a multiple location laboratory integrated with field testing areas, as well as the SYSLAB labs and the Bornholm Island test zone. SYSLAB’s multiple locations and Bornholm are connected data- and communication-wise. In both labs a number of chargers and EVs are being operated in the context of EVLab. Measurement of voltages and frequencies helps validate models and simulations. In the lab and field environments, technical solutions for electro-mobility may be tested and validated at different stages of maturity. In the Bornholm test zone, coordinated and aggregated technical solutions can be tested through customer interactions, though only in a limited way and still in a sort of ‘protected’ environment. In the final stage, a sustainable mobility solution can be rolled out with full-scale customer interaction and commercial incentives.

SYSLAB is a flexible intelligent laboratory for distributed energy resources (see Figure 8.5). The PowerLabDK/SYSLAB platform is fully configurable in terms of power-generating and power-consuming units, as well as central and distributed monitoring and control. Furthermore, the laboratory is open to external partners and collaborators. SYSLAB can be used as part of a virtual power plant enabling participation in a larger experiment. The lab is located at the Rise Campus and covers about 2.5 km of 400V 3-phase network connecting power units, as shown in Figure 8.5. All units in SYSLAB, as well as in other PowerLabDK locations, can be individually connected and configured to run in conjunction with simulating platforms such as a high-performance computer (HPC) or a real-time digital simulator (RTDS). In the context of urban and electro-mobility SYSLAB may host the testing and fine-tuning of new and individual technical implementations. In a limited scaling up, for example, a handful of EVs connected to appropriate bi-directional chargers were tuned to respond with frequency support in SYSLAB’s 400V electric system. At Bornholm, an aggregated and coordinated solution was subsequently scaled up.

The main characteristics of Test Zone Bornholm are that it boasts a complete smart community on the island of Bornholm, located in the Baltic Sea (see Table 8.2 and Figure 8.6). Bornholm has a population of 40,000, light and heavy industry, agriculture, a hospital and several

---

*DriveNow and GreenMobility are two car-sharing operators.

'Bebøer' is Danish for ‘residents’.

§1 CCS – combo-power plug

§2 CHAdeMO – DC power plug

---

**Figure 3. Use in number of EV plug-ins, y-axis, distributed on available chargers in Lüders multi-storey carpark in the living lab project EnergyLab Nordhavn for 2018 [13].**

*Beboer* is Danish for ‘residents’.

Figure 4. Illustration of fast charger in EnergyLab Nordhavn (courtesy Nerve Smart Systems Aps). The diagram shows how the BESS (BES) and the two fast chargers are connected to the 10kV electric grid through 0.41/10kV transformers [14].
In the future (2020) further development and expansion with a local district heating system and natural gas system are planned for selected buildings at the Risø campus (grey boxes). The combination of the power grid with a local district heating and gas system brings SYSLAB a step closer to mimicking an urban energy reality.

Table 2. Details of Test Zone Bornholm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Living lab</th>
<th>Test Zone Bornholm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>588 km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>28,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual electric power consumption</td>
<td>240 GWh, peak load 55 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual heat consumption</td>
<td>560 GWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES-share, district heating</td>
<td>100% RE (woodchips, straw, biogas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES-share, power production</td>
<td>100% RE (wind, woodchips, PV, biogas)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Detailed outline of the main energy data for Test Zone Bornholm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Installed capacity</th>
<th>Hourly peak power value</th>
<th>Average power value</th>
<th>Annual energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>37 MW</td>
<td>30.54 MW</td>
<td>10.14 MW</td>
<td>96.81 GWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>23 MW</td>
<td>17.63 MW</td>
<td>2.65 MW</td>
<td>23.23 GWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>16 MW</td>
<td>13.25 MW</td>
<td>4.59 MW</td>
<td>40.24 GWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>2 MW</td>
<td>1.68 MW</td>
<td>0.84 MW</td>
<td>7.30 GWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import</td>
<td>55 MW</td>
<td>32.20 MW</td>
<td>10.89 MW</td>
<td>95.4 GWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>55 MW</td>
<td>21.31 MW</td>
<td>0.76 MW</td>
<td>6.71 GWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45 MW</td>
<td>27.25 MW</td>
<td>238.71 GWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each generating unit, the installed capacity is reported along with figures for hourly peak power, average power and annual energy.

and tests have been conducted and are still on-going with real customers and fleet-owners in urban settings, such as in EnergyLab Nordhavn and in Frederiksberg Forsyning.

Test Zone Bornholm is operated by the local utility company Bornholms Energy and Forsyning A/S (BOEF) and is an integrated part of PowerLabDK. Test Zone Bornholm is a vehicle for the continuous implementation of new research proposals and projects. Current projects include InsulaE, BOSS, EcoGrid 2.0, STEP, ACES and Solar Smart Systems.

One example of a project that benefits from the well-established living lab that is Test Zone Bornholm is the ACES project (Across Continents Electric Vehicle Services) [6]. This project investigates the techno-economic system benefits of the integration of large-scale electric vehicles in Bornholm, augmented by real usage patterns, grid data (see Table 3 and Figure 7) and field-testing.

A travel survey of driving behaviour on Bornholm investigated EV driving patterns in respect of daily distances travelled, arrival times and departure times. The average distance travelled per day is 34 km, while the maximum travel distance is 100 km/day. The Danish average is 45 km/day per car, but it is lower on Bornholm because of the limited size of the island. Eleven different user profiles have been defined from the survey, summarized in [7]. Each different user profile represents a population group in the society in relation to driving distances and arrival/departure times. The EV penetration level (%) is defined as the ratio of the total number of EVs to the total number of vehicles on the island. This gives a figure of 17,500 EVs, considered to be the 100% penetration level.

[8] shows that EVs can effectively replace conventional power plants in supporting the use of more renewables in the power system. At the distribution grid level, by comparing pseudo-real Japanese driving and charging patterns with Danish ditto, it is shown how EV penetration of 100% would cause a limited additional load in

educational institutions. In 2015 renewable power plants contributed to almost 50% of annual generation, with an installed wind and solar capacity equal to 37 MW and 8 MW respectively. In 2018, two new 7.5 MW solar plants were installed. A combined heat and power (CHP) biomass unit of 16 MW and two smaller 1 MW CHP biogas units provide both electricity and heat. The electric network can be operated in island mode thanks to the fourteen backup diesel generators totalling 22 MW and a 25 MW oil unit. Bornholm’s power system has been used in several demonstration projects to assess the potential role of demand in providing flexibility in the system, as, for instance, in the European-funded Ecogrid project (www.eu-ecogrid.net) and the follow-up project, the Danish-funded Ecogrid 2.0 (www.ecogriddk). In another set-up coordination, modelling and real-scale tests on Bornholm show that the current electric power grid can sustain a significant penetration of EVs. Further studies...
if the inherent flexibility is to be leveraged, sufficient distribution capacity must be available, thus promoting accelerated sustainable development for urban settings. A similar conclusion is reached in a recent report by the Danish Energy Association (Dansk Energi) [16; 17] and in a global outlook report by the McKinsey Center for Future Mobility [18]. The recommendations of these organizations emphasize that preparedness and the implementation of moderate grid expansion will be the most cost-efficient options.

Bornholm Island can be electrically isolated from the national grid while at the same time maintaining a living lab size (several thousands of customers), representing a system which is well equipped for monitoring. This enables a unique feature to be realized in PowerLabDK: that is, a full feedback loop can be created whereby a unit under test can be brought from a negligible impact on the host system to a significant impact on the host system by simply scaling up the number of units. The strength of island-based living is emphasized compared to urban settings where the power and energy flows may be less well defined.

A living lab with a focus on EV grid integration

Several other ongoing projects subject to real-life conditions aspire to becoming living labs. The project conducted by the Frederiksberg utility company (Frederiksberg Forsyning) and its partners in conjunction with the Parker project [4; 19] focuses on scaling up the grid integration of EVs, while also demonstrating that EVs can actively support the grid by means of the positive business case that can be made for them [15]. The project has tested V2G on an operational municipal fleet at Frederiksberg Forsyning (see Figure 8). Apart from the normal daily driving service, the ten Nissan e-NV200’s have each been performing a hundred hours of V2G per week, returning 130,000 kWh to the grid since September 6, 2016 (equivalent to 21 single-family household’s consumption per year). The commercial test focuses on scaling-up, real grid support and daily operations, as well as the business aspects of when, how and how much to use the EVs for grid support. In the following, the project is described further.

As part of PowerLabDK, EVLab is being used to support the world’s first commercial trial, with V2G-enabled electric vehicles providing V2G. The pilot project was carried out at Frederiksberg Forsyning. The utility owns ten electric eNV200 vans, which are used by employees throughout the day to perform service and maintenance tasks in the neighbourhood. The other partners involved in the pilot are Nissan (EV manufacturer), Enel X (charging-point provider), NEAS (local DSO) and Nuvve (aggregator). The pilot project has been connected to PowerLabDK through the Parker project [4;19]. The aim is to validate whether off-the-shelf Nissan electric vehicles can provide frequency containment reserves on market terms while satisfying the technical and regulatory requirements. The use of V2G-enabled vehicles providing an ancillary service in the market, and doing so in a field test at a company premises, is unique and allows novel research and development. DTU has collaborated with Nuvve to receive data directly from the pilot site and to receive measurements of consumption from the Frederiksberg Forsyning building and charging points.

In fact, only 40% of EVs would charge at the same time every day, with a 3.7 kW charge level. If an 11 kW charge is considered instead, the concurrency factor falls to 20%, although overall power increases three-fold due to the charging level [9]. The average distribution grid in Denmark would be able to handle a 50% EV scenario, though safety margins would be reduced. However, smart charging options can increase the hosting capacity and thus avoid grid reinforcements [10;11]. By comparing it with the average Danish scenario, a case study based on a living lab located on an island can be generalized to support and accelerate the understanding of urban scenarios. Thus the outcome of the work [9] on Test Zone Bornholm indicates that, at around 50%, EV penetration would not pose a serious threat, although some weak sections of the grid may experience technical issues. In order to leverage the flexibility of the electric power demand introduced by the EVs in full, it is necessary to reinforce the local grids: that is, the so-called ‘cooking peak’ (between 17 and 20 hours).
Besides the field pilot project at Frederiksberg, around twenty V2G chargers have been operating in Bornholm as part of the ACES project [31]. Bornholm is a very suitable site at which to scale up the living lab experiments started at Frederiksberg Forsyning. It is especially novel to have V2G technology tested at domestic housing, recruiting test families to use V2G chargers and electric cars to provide services.

The coordination with the Frederiksberg Forsyning pilot site has allowed three novel studies to be undertaken, as shown in the figures below (9a, 9b and 9c):

1. Usage profiles for vehicles and use in providing frequency containment
2. Reference testing in PowerLaDK on other car brands and models to investigate replicability
3. Testing on battery impacts from V2G services

Many international groups and projects have referred to and have been using project results, especially the Innovative UK initiative, which heads approximately twenty projects on V2G. The 2018 report, V2G: A Global Roadtrip, by Evorace and EVConsult [32], investigated a total of fifty V2G projects globally. In this study the Parker project (including the work at Frederiksberg Forsyning) came top for impact within the field [32].

Other larger EV and mobility projects qualify as living labs including the UCSD INVENT project led by Nuvve, featuring among its partners UC San Diego and Nissan USA [27]. Other projects not dealing exclusively with mobility and EV, have been conducted in the Netherlands [23] and LIFE GridMotion led by the PSA group in France [25] and the UCSD INVENT project led by Nuvve, featuring among its partners UC San Diego and Nissan USA [27]. Other projects not dealing exclusively with mobility and EV, have been conducted in the Netherlands [23] and LIFE GridMotion led by the PSA group in France [25] and the UCSD INVENT project led by Nuvve, featuring among its partners UC San Diego and Nissan USA [27].

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper urban mobility has been addressed as one of many activities in a living lab context, as with EnergyLab Nordhavn, and more specifically with respect to the business and operational challenges of fleet operators in the Frederiksberg utility project. In this way it has been possible to generate results and carry out learning that is otherwise difficult to achieve in a conventional laboratory environment. Significant advantages and new learning cover experience with real-life conditions, including real-time interaction and human factor feedback. Monitoring and control in an urban environment can be conducted at a scale where potentially a feedback loop from many units (EVs or humans) can significantly impact the state of the host, for example, the electric power grid.

The data-logging and data-collection results obtained from SYSLab and PowerLaDK are just the low hanging fruit. Nonetheless it is characteristic of living labs such as Test Zone Bornholm, Frederiksberg Forsyning and EnergyLab Nordhavn for data-logging and data-collection to be non-trivial. ‘Native’ data from infrastructure operators may be abundant, are often simple and are seldom readily accessible. Often data-logging and data-collection by partners are limited by cost and legacy systems. Another typical barrier is the data format (communication protocols), the lack of temporal synchronization, and for large projects the sheer abundance of data.

Despite the data challenges, it is important for academic partners and research institutes to conduct yet more and parallel data-logging and data-collection. The purpose of this is to obtain sufficiently high resolutions and granularities of temporal, spatial and behavioural data to achieve deeper understandings of, for example, the electrification of mobility. Also, better data collection will enable less fine-grained data to be validated, as well as allowing inferences to be drawn from patterns and behaviours from combining different data domains (heating, electric power, mobility, etc.).

When it comes to urban mobility, there are barriers and limitations to establishing living labs. Time and costs are often of major concern. The legal framework, including privacy rules, is another barrier. Apart from many variables and local conditions such as the weather, the legal framework, political vision etc., urban living labs potentially suffer from the borderless nature of mobility. Monitoring and keeping track of the mobility flow across the boundary of the living lab may represent challenges for large-scale living labs. However, an initially narrow and well-defined objective for a living lab project and a well-designed data-logging and collection campaign may successfully secure the desired tangible results.
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Introduction

Reaching a sustainable urban transport system for the future will rely on more public and human-powered transport and stronger electrification, for example, using battery-equipped electrical vehicles (BEV). However, in reducing overall greenhouse gas emissions throughout the transport sector one cannot rely on BEVs alone. Large parts of the transport sector are difficult if not impossible to electrify, such as long-distance shipping, aviation and long-distance road transport, and here reducing greenhouse gas emissions will rely on the introduction of green fuels produced from biomass and/or by water splitting. The availability of such green fuels will also impact on urban transport in the future.

BEVs will play a major role in ensuring greener urban transport, but in the decades to come their limitations will require them to be supplemented by other means. Therefore, one will also have to rely on high energy density liquid or gaseous fuels. To meet the Paris Agreement’s emissions reduction targets, it is important to consider routes to the provision of CO2-neutral fuels. If the natural gas is fossil in origin, there is a modest reduction in emissions compared to petrol or diesel operation. The advantage of the higher H/C ratio of the methane is partly offset by the energy needed for compression, the cooling and greenhouse gas effects of off-gas, unintended leaks and unburned methane in the exhaust [6]. However, if methane is derived from waste

Synthetic sustainable fuels

Introduction to possible synthetic fuels

Liquid hydrocarbons like diesel, jet fuel and gasoline will remain essential fuels for transport in the broad sense, especially for shipping and aviation, and in the urban context especially for the heavy transport of goods. In the future, such fuels must be produced from sustainably grown, non-edible biomass, which, if efficiently converted into second-generation (or advanced) bio-fuels, may provide a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of more than 80% compared to their fossil-fuel counterparts. Three main issues remain, however: 1) the requirement to be locally clear; 2) ensuring there is no conflict with the food chain; and 3) providing such fuels at competitive prices.

From an urban transport perspective, candidate fuels would include, for example, methane, methanol, ethanol, DME, ‘synthetic gasoline’ and biodiesel, to be discussed further below. These fuels differ with respect to overall well-to-wheel efficiencies, the requirements for the installation of novel synthesis installations, the requirements they impose on novel fuel distribution and filling infrastructure and finally the necessary adaptation of vehicles and engines. In the following paragraphs, possible synthesis routes are discussed for a selection of fuels.

Here, we have chosen to address six different ‘alternative’ fuels, all chosen for their respective merits. Some key properties in respect of the energy densities of these fuels are summarized in Table 1. In the following we shall briefly present the specific advantages and challenges of each of these fuels. Here we shall only consider and discuss fuels and credible synthesis routes based on sustainable resources, but only non-fossil fuels.

Hydrogen

Hydrogen has several advantages as a fuel: in particular, there are no local harmful emissions, and the only combustion product is steam. It can be produced from water, and the only energy input in the form of non-CO2 emitting electricity can be produced by solar PV or wind. Reforming natural gas as a synthesis route should be avoided. Moreover, a vehicle technology based on hydrogen already exists, as does the fuelling station technology. Car manufacturers like Toyota, Hyundai and Honda have fuel-cell electrical vehicles (FCEV) available, though only at very limited supply capacities, and small fleets are in operation in several places in the world. However, the total number of vehicles in operation is fewer than 10,000 compared to BEVs, which totalled ~2 million in 2018. More than 350 hydrogen-refuelling stations are in operation globally [1-2]. More than thirty European cities are currently running or planning to run FCEV bus-demonstration projects [3]. Compared to a BEV an FCEV has a better driving range, one that is comparable to conventional cars, and much shorter re-fuelling times. The primary challenges facing the widespread use of FCEVs are the overall costs of the vehicles (dictated by the fuel-cell system and tank costs) and the investment needed to provide a sufficient refuelling-station infrastructure.

Methane

The major advantages of methane as an alternative fuel for urban transport is that the vehicles, the refuelling technology and an entire supply chain already exist. So-called ‘renewable’ methane may be produced easily from biomass resources using several different routes. The infrastructure for compressed natural gas and liquefied natural gas is widespread globally, and more than 20 million NGVs are currently in operation [4] (as of 2016). For heavy trucks too CNG/LNG is a preferred fuel that is already in widespread use globally [5]. Currently there are close to 200,000 CNG/LNG trucks in operation in Europe [5].

If the natural gas is fossil in origin, there is a modest reduction in emissions compared to petrol or diesel operation. The advantage of the higher H/C ratio of the methane is partly offset by the energy needed for compression, the cooling and greenhouse gas effects of off-gas, unintended leaks and unburned methane in the exhaust [6]. However, if methane is derived from waste
Methanol

The advantages of methanol as an alternative fuel for urban transport are that it is readily synthesized from renewable resources and that it has proven engine technology. In China, large vehicle fleets are currently running on fuel blends of 15% of methanol mixed with petrol. Operating on fuel mixtures with up to 85% of methanol has been shown to be perfectly feasible from a technical point of view, with only modest changes to the vehicle. However, early proof-of-concept initiatives during the 1980s and 1990s did not lead to global commercial success, and methanol has been overshadowed by ethanol as the preferred alcohol blend-in fuel globally. However, there are indications from China and India that methanol is being given a second chance [7;8;9].

Methanol has a lower volumetric energy density than petrol (see Table 1) but can to a large extent re-utilize existing fuel infrastructure routes. It has a large potential to become an important transport fuel in future due to its several advantages, such as its ease of synthesis from biomass, its relatively high on-board power density and the modest cost of refurbishing fueling-station infrastructure and supply chains for it [10]. The role of methanol as a flexible energy carrier was proposed early by Olah et al. [11].

Ethanol

Ethanol is today widely used as a blend-in fuel in low concentrations (15%) in many parts of the world. In some regions, notably Brazil, there are large fleets of fuel-flexible vehicles that can operate on any gasoline/ethanol mixture (global cumulative sales exceed 25 million). Hence, the vehicle technology for ethanol exists, and delivery chains and fuel infrastructure are partly in place. Some criticisms have been raised against ethanol as a transport fuel, mostly because of the impacts of the production of this fuel is in direct competition with food production by means of crops and land use, which could render it unsustainable on a massive scale [12]. Such concerns have led the EU to strengthen its requirements regarding blend-in for biofuels [13].

DME

Dimethylether is a compound that, given its combustion properties, could replace diesel in future transport systems. It may be synthesized via methanol or directly from syngas (a mixture of mainly H₂ and CO) which could be derived from lignocellulosic biomass, and it could thus be a sustainable fuel with respect to CO₂ emissions. Projects based on fully renewable routes to DME have recently been launched in the US [14]. Its refueling technology has been proven, and small truck fleet demonstrations have reached >500,000 km [15;16]. DME is a gas at ambient pressure and room temperature and requires a mild over-pressure of 5-8 bar (or cooling to below -25 °C) to ensure high on-board fuel density (see Table 1).

Synthetic diesel

Using a sequence of catalytic chemical reactions (so-called Fischer-Tropsch reactions), one can also make higher alkanes from synthesis gas. Conditions can be tuned to provide liquid-fuel mixtures with properties close to diesel or petrol. Huge plants exist in Malaysia and Qatar producing petroleum and diesel from natural gas, and recently plants producing diesel from biomass-derived synthesis gas have started operation in Finland [17].

Table 1. Characteristic energy densities of a range of candidate fuels for urban transport. Column 4 gives the energy density under ambient conditions (liquid or gaseous state). For gaseous fuels (ambient conditions) that will be liquefied or compressed for on-board storage the achievable density is given in column 5 and the conditions required in column 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy content (LHV)</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Energy density</th>
<th>Energy density (practical)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Boiling point</th>
<th>Tank-to-wheel efficiency %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(MJ/kg)</td>
<td>(kg/m³)</td>
<td>(MJ/l)</td>
<td>(MJ/l)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>C₈H₁₈</td>
<td>0-210</td>
<td>15-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁₂H₂₆</td>
<td>180-360</td>
<td>20-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTD</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>C₃H₈</td>
<td>180-320</td>
<td>20-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>C₂H₅OH</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>CH₃OH</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>20-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RME</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>78% C₈H₁₈, 12% C₄H₁₀, 10% H₂</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DME</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>&gt;6 bar or &lt; -25 °C</td>
<td>C₃H₈</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>20-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>15-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>700 bar</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>39-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formic acid</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>CH₂O₂</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li-ion bat.</td>
<td>0.4-0.9</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>68-73%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. EU steady-state emissions standards for heavy-duty diesel engines [24]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Year introduced</th>
<th>Test cycle</th>
<th>CO g/kWh</th>
<th>HC g/kWh</th>
<th>NOx g/kWh</th>
<th>Particulate matter g/kWh</th>
<th>Particulate number #/km³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euro 1</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>ECE R-49</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro 6</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>WHTC</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible fuels and their physical properties

Some of the key properties of liquid and gaseous transport fuels for FCEVs and combustion engines are listed in Table 1 below.

For comparison the energy density of a Li-ion battery has been included in the table. The reduced energy density of CNG and methanol (by a factor of 2-3) compared to petrol can be compensated for by larger tank volumes. For hydrogen a benefit is the improved efficiency (by a factor of 2) of the FCEV compared to conventional engines. For batteries the huge drop in energy content that can practically be carried on board is only partly compensated by the higher (by a factor of 3-4) drive-train efficiency, leading to reduced driving ranges for BEVs.

General requirements for future sustainable fuels (urban perspective)

The combustion of fuels in vehicle engines inevitably leads to the formation of harmful compounds such as NOₓ (NO and NO₂), unburned hydrocarbons and carbonaceous particulates [18], and the transport sector contributes significantly to their emission [19]. To reduce emissions, increasingly strict legislation is being imposed on vehicles in most parts of the world. As an example, Table 2 shows the legislative evolution with which new heavy-duty diesel vehicles must comply Europe. Complying with the regulations is achieved mainly by equipping the vehicle itself with flue-gas after-treatment systems. For petrol-driven vehicles, the three-way catalyst (TWC) efficiently reduces emissions of NOₓ, CO and hydrocarbons [20], while particulate emissions can be reduced by 60-90 % using a filter [21]. Diesel-engine exhaust after-treatment comprises a series of catalytic units and a filter [22]. Since the exhaust gas is oxygen-lean, a reducing (typically urea) is used to reduce NOₓ to N₂, while an ammonia slip catalyst removes surplus NH₃. The resulting flue gas emitted into the environment is a very clean gas, as indicated in Table 2.

In addition to the harmful compounds listed in Table 2, a significant future focus will be on zero and low CO₂ emissions.
Imposing a requirement to comply with such limits on emissions, combined with gradual fleet replacement, is thus a technically simple way of improving air quality in mega-cities. To meet overall greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets, however, liquid fuels should gradually be replaced with sustainable bio-derived fuels.

**Possible routes and challenges in the production of the fuels of the future**

Non-edible biomass such as wood, straw and other agricultural waste consists mainly of lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose, together called lignocellulose, and minor amounts of other organic structures and inorganic ash. Traditionally, conversion of lignocellulose to liquid fuels follows either thermochemical or biochemical routes, but syngas-based routes also exist. The main thermochemical routes from biomass to liquid fuels are illustrated in the upper part of Figure 1, and selected biochemical routes are shown in the lower part (hydrolysis and fermentation) and anaerobic digestion. Considering the purely thermochemical routes, dry forms of biomass like wood, straw and other agricultural residues may undergo either high-temperature gasification or fast pyrolysis at moderate temperatures. These two routes for converting biomass to transport fuels are described further below.

Several biochemical routes for the conversion of biomass feed stocks into gases and liquid fuels also exist (e.g. hydrolysis and fermentation and anaerobic digestion; see Figure 1). The technology for the biological production of methane by anaerobic digestion is well-established. Together with suitable waste pre-treatments it can accommodate lignocellulosic forms of biomass, numerous industrial and agro-industrial effluents that are rich in organic content, sludges from wastewater treatment, plants and animal manure. Besides different types of lignocellulosic biomass, algae biomass has attracted increased interest as a sustainable feedstock for fermentation routes. Algal biomass grows more rapidly compared to many terrestrial crops and is not in direct competition with food crops for land [25]. However, as the composition and structure of algal biomass differs from those of lignocellulosic feedstocks, methods and processes developed for the latter cannot be applied to it directly; more research on microbial strains and process development is needed.

Besides biomass, other sources of carbon for future fuels production include CO₂ captured from selected industry. The former includes CO₂ captured from electrical power-plant flue gases (biomass fired or from renewable CH₄), the latter emissions from cement calcination, fermentation products etc. Such locally concentrated sources are likely to be economically attractive compared to direct CO₂ capture from the air, which, using today's technology, is very expensive [26].

Common to all fuels presented here, except hydrogen, is the fact that they are carbon-based. For them to play a significant role in the future, therefore, the source of carbon must be sustainable. A complete sustainability assessment of possible sources of carbon would be complex and will not be attempted here. Here we focus primarily on biomass as a carbon source, which, under certain requirements, can be sustainable.

As biomass stems from the uptake of atmospheric CO₂, the overall carbon flow when combusting it is conceptually CO₂-neutral. However, central challenges arise from the global, long-term perspective with regard to, for example, land-use changes and ecosystem management. Some of these concerns about the full-value chain have been addressed in an ICA study of a straw-fired LTGFP gasifier that found that 14-20% of the carbon inputted into the system should be returned to agricultural soils as biochar if the process overall is to be CO₂-neutral [27].

More than half of the biomass currently used for energy purposes globally is fuel wood [28] and while forests can be mismanaged and driven unsustainably, forests managed properly and sustainably can provide CO₂-neutral biomass for energy production [29,30]. Sustainable forestry provides valuable, high-quality stemwood for timber production, and lower-quality wood from residues and thinning products (related to the density of the forests and rotation principles, such as branches and short-term wood production) that can be used for energy production. Considering an entire well-managed, sustainable forest as a control volume, a certain amount of biomass will be extracted, while a similar amount of biomass will be grown, hence balancing the carbon flows in and out of the system. With the balance in place a few percentages points of the total amount of biomass can be extracted yearly, which constitutes a significant energy resource. As touched upon in the paragraph above with regards to straw utilization, it is therefore necessary to be aware of the sustainability risks associated with the use of all biomasses wherever they might originate from. When this is done, biomass is a good flexible renewable CO₂ neutral source for energy production. Especially, waste streams and biomass streams like straw and forestry products, that you have to handle/collect anyway to extract more valuable resources; here the grains and the timber, are attractive for use in the energy sector.

Hydrogen is a special case. It is dealt with in its own right as a transport fuel, but it also represents a valuable addition (see Figure 1) to some hydrocarbon-based fuel-production processes. For the biochemical routes Hydrogen addition may increase the output product yield and similarly for the thermo-chemical routes Hydrogen may be added to adjust the H/C ratio in the feed to match that of the targeted fuel product. Without the extra hydrogen, one cannot convert all the carbon in the feed to the desired product. From a sustainability point of view, therefore, this addition is essential.

Synthetic fuels for the transport sector should, with a view to their overall sustainability, be produced without infringing on crop land for food production. They should therefore be based primarily on waste biomass and should have a high degree of carbon efficiency overall. If point sources of carbon (from the chemical industry) or of CO₂ obtained from air are considered further, fuels can be produced without impacting on overall global food production. Common to all the routes to synthetic fuels that have been discussed are that the fuels will be more costly than if they are obtained from fossil-fuel resources. In a detailed study of the cost of producing methanol from biomass through the addition of hydrogen from steam-splitting, a break-even situation with fossil fuels was predicted to require an oil price of 120 US$/barrel [31]. Hence, the routes and options discussed here will only be realized if consumers are willing to pay more, economic incentive structures are brought about politically, or legislation is passed ensuring consistency with national emissions reduction targets.

1 The reason for focusing on hydro-carbons here is that these are immediately and directly applicable with today’s fuel infrastructure (gas stations) and vehicle technology. Hydrogen requires additional gas-station infrastructure, but the technology exists, as do fuel-cell vehicles. Other interesting ‘mediators’ or ‘transport compounds’ for hydrogen distribution, such as ammonia, has a number of advantages and a huge potential for ship propulsion, but they are unlikely to play a major role in urban transport in the coming decades.
Hydrogen

With electricity production from wind turbines and solar cells becoming cheaper [32], and given the emissions reduction requirements of the Paris Agreement, it is to be expected that in future we shall see more production of hydrogen via electrolysis.

Hydrogen is a transport fuel in its own right, but it is also important in alleviating shortages of biomass. Covering the needs of the energy and transport sectors without using fossil-fuel resources will place a huge demand on biomass. Global biomass resources are finite and may fall short of the need [33;34]. As the H2 ratio of methane or methanol exceeds that of biomass, additional hydrogen can be added in the process, thereby extending the genuinely limited resource, namely biomass. This has been suggested in a number of recent scenario analyses of the Danish energy system [35;36;37;38].

In the last ten years, increasing interest in electrolysis has led to numerous demonstration projects reaching close to 100 MW of installed capacity. Three different technologies exist for steam electrolysis: alkaline, PEM, and SOEC, named after the applied electrolyte; an alkaline KOH-solution, a proton-conducting polymer (proton exchange membrane), and an oxide ion conducting solid oxide. At DTU we carry out R&D on all three types.

Key characteristics of the three electrolysis technologies are summarized in Figure 2. The production capacity is proportional to the current density, and the power input needed to produce a given amount of hydrogen is the voltage times the current. The overall efficiency rating is thus inversely proportional to the achievable current density times the area-specific cost of the unit, as illustrated in Figure 2.

A description of the technologies, including the expected costs and efficiencies, has recently been published by the IEA [46]. Key characteristics of the three technologies and recent achievements at DTU are summarized below.

- **Alkaline electrolysis.** Plants of several hundred MW are currently in operation. The technology is characterized by low cost per unit area and excellent durability (decades), but also low levels of efficiency and low area-specific production capacity (see Figure 2). A key task of the R&D is thus to improve efficiency and production capacity. The black curve in Figure 2 illustrates the proven reference of large-scale plants [41]. The green curve (3D AEC) represents the results obtained from an experimental cell, where the KOH is immobilized in porous zirconia, enabling operation at a high pressure and temperature, resulting in improved current densities [43] and efficiencies. Finally, the Apm curve shows the potential in immobilizing the KOH in PBI, also demonstrating a huge improvement over conventional cells [44].

- **PEM electrolysis.** This technology has matured rapidly in the last decade and is attracting increased interest [40]. The technology has been scaled up to unit sizes of around 1 MW and is characterized by high production capacity and rapid response times. At present, it relies on the use of Ir-oxide. This increases the costs, and the overall scarcity of Ir (thirty times less abundant than Pt) will limit the achievable current densities [42] and efficiencies.

- **SOEC.** This is the least mature of the three technologies. The largest units in operation are around 50 kW [46], and plants of >300 kW are under construction [47]. Characteristics of the technology include its high level of efficiency (it can actually be operated thermo-neutrally) and its modest cost per area [40;48]. Two key challenges to be overcome are the required upscaling to multi-MW scale modules and demonstrating stack lifetimes of five to ten years. The largest demonstration experiments run to date have lasted one to two years. Recent achievements in improving cell lifetimes when operating close to the thermo-neutral voltage (close to 95% efficiency) are illustrated by the dotted curves in Figure 2, where results from the project EP2GAS [49] are included, illustrating IV characteristics before and after aging for 900 hours.

**Methane**

**A. Thermal gasification routes to methane**

Methane in the form of natural gas is an essential pillar of the energy system and is also widely used in the transport sector, a testimony to the more than 20 million cars run on natural gas globally. The main advantage compared to traditional petrol or diesel fuels is reduced emissions of particulates and CO2. The main drawback is the on-board fuel system requiring pressurization (CNG) or insulation (LNG), increasing complexity and cost.

To comply with emissions reduction targets, methane for the transport sector should be synthesized from renewable resources. Bio-synthetic natural gas (SNG) can be synthesized from biomass via thermal gasification and anaerobic digestion and by the Sabatier route from any source of CO2 and H2.

Thermal gasification is the high-temperature thermo-chemical conversion of biomass into a calorific product gas. The gas primarily consists of H2, CO and CO2, but also contains minor fractions of light hydrocarbons, tar and inorganics. Gasification has some distinct advantages over other biomass-conversion technologies, as it is scalable (up to GW capacities), efficient (state-of-the-art systems reach cold gas efficiencies of 80-90%) and fuel-flexible (it can convert, e.g., lignocellulosic, residue and waste resources). The key drawback is that,
prior to the downstream upgrading to methane or other transport fuels, the product gas requires extensive and complex gas cleaning; here tars constitute the main challenge. Clean product gas can be synthesized into SNG via a series of steps, as shown in Figure 3. While coal-to-SNG is fully commercial, biomass-to-SNG is still at the demonstration stage [50], more because of a lack of economic incentives than because of technical challenges. The energy efficiency of biomass-to-SNG is typically modelled in the range of 55-65% [51].

A recent DTU project (Biomass Gasification Polygeneration) has focused on storing electricity and maximizing conversion yields in gasification-based SNG production. The basic concept, shown in Figure 3, is extended by including electrolysis (Figure 4), enabling electricity to be stored as SNG. The key mechanism is that the added hydrogen can convert unconverted carbon (CO₂) into SNG and hence double the biomass-to-SNG efficiency. However, in order to access this platform feasibly, there are still R&D challenges related to its economic viability, for example, simplifying the gas-cleaning process and increasing the fuel flexibility. In order to address these needs, recent activities have dealt with the upscaling and integrating of oxygen with OTUs two-stage gasifier [52,53,54,55]. These concepts enable superior performance of up to 93% cold-gas efficiency, high fuel flexibility (including straw) and a scaling potential to hundreds of MWth.

Another recent DTU project has modelled a gasification system utilizing very wet forms of biomass, such as sludge or manure. By integrating gasification with steam drying and electrolysis, SNG efficiency was found to be similar to dry biomass [56] (see Figure 4, right). Modeling has shown that there is enough heat available to dry mechanically dewatered biomass (70% w/w) water while still achieving a biomass + electricity to SNG energy efficiency of 70%. More advanced concepts can reach efficiencies of around 84% when using dry biomass [57] (see Figure 4, left).

B. Methane via anaerobic digestion processes and syngas bio-methanation

Biomethane from upgraded biogas (a mixture of CH₄ and CO₂) is a versatile energy carrier that can replace natural gas in most of its uses. Production and use of biomethane is accompanied by large greenhouse gas savings compared to natural gas and is therefore an excellent alternative fuel for urban transportation, making rapid reductions of CO₂ emissions possible [58].

Traditionally, biological production of methane takes place through a process of anaerobic digestion, a well-established technology that can convert a wide range of organic residues and liquid effluents from the food industry into a mixture mainly of methane (50-70% v/v) and carbon dioxide. The technology is particularly suited to the exploitation of low-value organic feedstocks and can be applied to all kinds of agricultural residues. It can constitute a vital element in the biorefineries of the future [59].

As liquid effluents like manure (a main biogas source in DK nowadays) come with relatively low methane yields, biogas plants need to co-digest manure with other feed-stocks. Scarcity of additional feed-stocks results in increasing prices, which exerts economic pressure on the biogas sector. Agricultural residues constitute an abundant source of organic carbon, which can be converted into methane; however, as the lignocellulosic matrix is highly resistant to biodegradation, they need to be pre-treated so that the organic carbon becomes amenable to enzymatic and microbial attack. Aqueous ammonia soakage (AAS) has been proposed as a way of achieving this. This consists of a soaking step at a low (ambient) temperature followed by ammonia removal as a further step prior to anaerobic digestion. Ammonia is thus recycled in the process, and the excess ammonia generated during the anaerobic digestion phase represents a valuable by-product. The technology has been developed and tested with several biomasses in the context of various research projects, such as RETROGAS and AMMONIX, while the process was validated in both batch and continuous modes of operation [50;61,62,63,64]. Optimization of the AAS conditions resulted in an impressive 244% increase in the methane yield from manure fibres [65], which could increase the annual income of an average Danish biogas plant by 40% (not yet published). Pilot-scale development and demonstration are currently under way within the framework of the DEMONIAGAS project in which DTU is the academic partner responsible for scaling-up and further optimizing the AAS technology for other types of biomass. Validating the process at the pilot stage will result in a sustainable, long-term solution for biogas plants.

An alternative concept, not widely applied as yet, but certainly very promising, one that circumvents the limitations of the biological degradation of recalcitrant substrates, is the production of methane through the biological conversion of syngas (syngas platform), or the ‘biomethanation of syngas’. Biomethanation of syngas takes place at mild temperatures (25-60°C), is not sensitive to the ratio of C:Hz, and has a high level of tolerance of impurities. Therefore, it is anticipated that small-scale syngas biomethanation units could also become cost-competitive [66]. Besides numerous investigations at the biological level, research has also focused on reactor designs to facilitate the mass transfer and increase the concentrations of microbes for faster biocconversion rates [67], which are the main challenges of the process.

A highly efficient trickle-bed reactor and robust mixed microbial cultures have been developed in recent years at DTU for syngas biocconversion to gaseous and liquid fuels [68,69]. The reactor design allows high conversion rates, while insulating and operating the system with non-defined mixed microbial consortia ensures high robustness to disturbances and high tolerance to impurities. In addition, as it is not necessary to keep the system sterile, operating costs are reduced. The system has been tested in the lab and as a pilot, reaching very high CO and H₂ conversion rates (99%), as well as the highest methane productivities reported so far in the international literature.

Alcohols and DME

A. Introduction to methanol

In the last decade, interest in the sustainable production of methanol has increased. The advantages in the context of transport fuels are that particulate and CO₂ emissions are reduced compared to traditional petrol and diesel engines and that, unlike SNG, it can be stored as an energy-dense liquid (see Table 1).

Methanol synthesis has been commercial for nearly a century, but methanol derived from biomass gasification is still in the developmental phase, and while there are technical solutions to the majority of challenges, there is still no clear economic incentive for commercializing the technology on a large scale. The process is similar to the layout shown in Figure 3 for SNG, but involves higher...
B. Thermal gasification

Current DTU projects (Synfuel and EP2Gas) are centred on integrating electrolysis into the biomass-to-methanol process. A series of experiments have been carried out with a low-temperature circulating fluid bed gasifier (LTCFB). This gasifier is especially interesting, as it can convert a wide variety of low-grade types of biomass, including straw, sewage sludge and manure ([74;75]), thus unlocking the entire biomass potential for a variety of energy purposes. The main drawback of the LTCFB has been its high-tar product gas, which is limited its application, but recent experiments have shown that a simple partial oxidation and a char bed can reduce the tar concentration to levels significantly below 1 g/Nm³ ([76]). The full concept is shown in Figure 5. The cold-gas efficiency with straw when this gas-cleaning step is included is estimated to be up to 75%. Synfuel project activities are currently dedicated to full-concept demonstration of the electrolysis-assisted straw-to-methanol process.

C. Ethanol production via biological and thermo-biological routes

Ethanol, or bioethanol, is one of the first biomass-based liquid fuels to be produced through biological means. The majority of bioethanol production in Brazil and the US, accounting more than 85% of global production in 2017 ([77]), is based on sugarcane and corn respectively. As concerns over biofuel competition with food and feed production have emerged, research efforts have shifted to ways of producing bioethanol from lignocellulosic residues. This entails several challenges. To mention just a few, a pre-treatment step is necessary to break down the lignocellulosic matrix, inhibitors to the subsequent biological steps may form, it is necessary to use enzymes in the hydrolysis of cellulose and hemicellulose, and microbial strains need to be engineered capable of taking up both hexoses and pentoses ([78]). Nevertheless, a significant amount of carbon corresponding to lignin (counting for 12-35% of biomass dry weight) and non-hydrolyzed polymeric sugars remains unexploited, lowering the overall yield of ethanol.

An alternative route for bioethanol production from lignocellulosic residues is via a syngas platform ([79]). Here, high-temperature gasification (Biomass-to-syngas) is combined with downstream fermentation. As in the case of methane, syngas can be fermented to produce ethanol and higher alcohols or acids. Advantages are the high energy efficiency and high degree of carbon exploitation. Ethanol production through the biological conversion of syngas has the same challenges as syngas biomethanation, namely low gas-to-liquid mass transfer rates and microbial growth rates, and an additional challenge is to maximize ethanol yields and limit other metabolic by-products. Relevant research efforts were made in the late twentieth century, and there are already a couple of commercial technologies in the field, one being Lanzetach, which produces ethanol by fermenting gas generated from steel manufacture. Recently, efforts have been made to use mixed microbial consortia in the biocconversion of syngas, this having the advantages of higher metabolic capacity, resilience to impurities and avoidance of sterilization ([80;81]). Enriching microbial consortia in strains that are able to ferment syngas into a desired product and directing the fermentation towards ethanol are two of the major factors affecting the efficiency of the process. Research at DTU has shown that thermodynamics could be used in directing the enrichment process and revealing fermentation conditions that favour high ethanol yields ([82]). Applying this approach has recently resulted in an improvement of 23% in the ethanol yield (reaching 72% of the theoretical yield) ([83]). Future research efforts will focus on using a trickle-bed reactor with enriched microbial consortia under conditions favouring ethanol production.

Higher hydrocarbons and other heavy fuels

A. Gasification of biomass as a route to ‘heavy’ synthetic fuels

Gasification of biomass using either steam/air or steam/oxygen leads to syn-gas, but for downstream conversion to hydrocarbons using oxygen rather than air is highly advantageous. The syngas can be converted into liquid hydrocarbons, including diesel, by the Fisher-Tropsch process ([84]) or to methanol, which can be converted to gasoline (or petrol) in the methanol to gasoline (MTG) process ([85]). Depending on the targeted product, the gas composition can be adjusted by the addition of hydrogen produced by, for example, electrolysis, which can also provide the oxygen needed for the gasification process. In the case of Fisher-Tropsch in particular, the optimal H₂/CO ratio is around 1.7 to 2, depending on the type of catalyst ([86]), which is higher than what is typically produced from biomass gasification. In the Fisher-Tropsch process, the syngas is passed over a catalyst at high pressure (typically 30 to 50 bar) and a moderate temperature (200 to 300°C). This promotes condensation and chain growth of the syngas to hydrocarbons similar to those found in crude oil. In the MTG process, methanol vapours are passed over a catalyst that promotes condensation and dehydration of the methanol molecules to gasoline boiling-point hydrocarbons. Fisher-Tropsch and MTG fuels can be used directly in the current transportation fuel infrastructure.

Figure 7. Proposed catalytic hydroprolysis process diagram and example of hydroprolysis liquids formed in the laboratory of DTU Chemical Engineering, showing the phase separation of oil (top) and water (bottom).

Haldor Topsøe A/S licences a technology integrating the methanol synthesis and MTG into a single process called TIGAS. The large-scale gasification of biomass and syngas clean-up is at the demonstration stage, but methanol synthesis and Fisher-Tropsch are mature industrial-scale technologies, though based on coal or natural gas.

B. Pyrolysis

Fast pyrolysis is a rapid process of heating dry biomass to 400 to 600°C in an inert atmosphere, which breaks down the structure of the lignocellulosic biomass and forms light gases, vapours and solid char ([87]). The vapours are condensed as a pyrolysis oil, which is completely different from crude oil ([88]). The oil is unstable and cannot be distilled, but it can be catalytically hydro-treated at high pressures into hydrocarbons in the petrol and diesel boiling-point ranges. This technology is challenged by the formation of char and coke, which may block the reactor.

A novel development in pyrolysis technology is the integration of the pyrolysis and catalytic hydrotreatment into a single step, called catalytic hydroprolysis ([89]). The pyrolysis is performed in a hydrogen atmosphere at around 25 bar at 400 to 500°C in a fluid-bed reactor in the presence of a hydrotreating catalyst. The advantage is that the reactive molecules that cause the instability of the pyrolysis oil are passivated by the hydrotreatment in the gas phase as soon as they are formed. With additional, online catalytic hydrodepyrolysis of the pyrolysis vapours, a hydrocarbon oil is obtained consisting of gasoline-, jet- and diesel-hydrocarbons.

The hydrogen needed for this process can be obtained by steam-reforming of the light gases, making the system self-sustainable with hydrogen and resulting in approximately 60% energy efficiency. Alternatively, the hydrogen can be obtained from the electrolysis of water, in which case the light gases may be methane-reformed into SNG, giving above 80% energy efficiency ([90]). This is a convenient way of storing surplus, sustainable electricity in the form of hydrocarbon fuels.

DTU has thoroughly investigated catalytic hydroprolysis (see Figure 7), including process understanding and catalyst development, as well as the challenges related to catalyst deactivation ([91;92;93;94]). Catalytic hydroprolysis is licensed by Shell in a process called IH₂ ([95;96]) and is currently at the demonstration stage.

C. Biodiesel by transesterification

The idea of using plant oils (e.g. rapeseed oil, palm oil etc.) as a substitute for crude oil-derived diesel was suggested by Rudolf Diesel himself at the beginning of
the twentieth century. The first generation of biodiesel was derived from plant oils after transesterification mainly with methanol under alkaline or acidic conditions [8]. The debate over biofuels edging out food and feed production triggered the exploitation of waste oils, that is, cooking oils and fats, as feedstock for biodiesel. However, a deficit in waste oils to satisfy the demand for biodiesel created the need to find alternative feedstocks such as microalgae and single-cell oils. Research efforts are currently focused mainly on finding ways to make the production economically competitive by minimizing the raw material costs, to improve productivity by developing suitable production strains, and to develop smart reactor types and sustainable and cost-efficient downstream processes for cell lysis and lipid extraction [38-39].

Conclusion and key messages

This chapter has described a number of preferred candidate alternative fuels for sustainable urban transport in the future. Public transport, self-transport and modes of transport relying on electrical energy should be strongly promoted in future. However, they cannot stand alone. To meet global greenhouse gas emission-reduction targets in a timely fashion, additional parallel efforts are needed to develop cleaner forms of transport based on liquid and gaseous fuels.

More stringent policies should be implemented on local and regional levels to ensure that air quality is improved and that public support for the necessary refuelling infrastructure is promoted in future. However, they cannot stand alone. To meet global greenhouse gas emission-reduction targets in a timely fashion, additional parallel efforts are needed to develop cleaner forms of transport based on liquid and gaseous fuels.

Methane and methanol are promising fuels for realizing more sustainable urban transport with view to ease and efficiency of their synthesis, but requires reduction of unintended methane emission and slightly modified vehicles, respectively. Considering existing vehicle fleets, synthetic diesel and gasoline from Fisher-Tropsch, methanol to gasoline, refined pyrolysis oil, or bio-ethanol (second generation) can provide significant GHG emissions reductions in the near future. When benchmarking routes to sustainable urban transport in the future, it will be important to include emissions and resource use in the whole production and consumption chain from ‘well to wheel’ and not only the ‘tank to wheel’ part.

An extended version of this chapter can be found as ‘supplementary material’ at DTU Orbit [100].
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Chapter 10
Environmental sustainability of different transport modes

Michael Haaschult, Florence Bohnes, Alexis Laurent, DTU Management

Introduction
Transport possibilities are essential for our modern societies, and access to cheap transport contributes positively to many of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals [1]. It is, however, also accompanied by substantial negative impacts, not least on ecosystems and human health, notably through:
• Releases of greenhouse gases, particles and other air pollutants contributing to climate change, respiratory diseases from particulate matter and photochemical smog, acidification and eutrophication damaging ecosystems, etc.
• Noise problems and occupation of land and space in urban areas.
• Use of non-renewable resources, in particular fossil fuels for internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) and metals for car bodies, powertrains and batteries (in particular for battery electric vehicles, or BEVs).1

For decision-making on future developments of our transport systems, it is essential to assess and address these negative impacts in order to ensure more environmentally sustainable forms of transport in the future. But how is the environmental sustainability of transport assessed, what are the important findings of such assessments, what is ultimately the challenge to a sustainable transport and what are the ways forward? These questions are addressed in this chapter.

Assessing environmental sustainability
Transport has many potential environmental impacts. When assessing the environmental sustainability of transport modes, it is therefore essential to adopt a systems perspective that captures all the impacts, direct and indirect, that these systems may have. The systems perspective means that we need to consider the whole life cycle of the physical elements of the transport systems: the vehicles and their infrastructure in the form of roads, fuel delivery, charging stations, etc.

The life cycle perspective
The life cycle of a product or system encompasses its entire value chain, from the extraction of the necessary raw materials and manufacturing over distribution and use up to end-of-life recycling or disposal of the product or its components. It includes all the processes that are involved in these life cycle stages to that allow the system to function. By considering the whole life cycle, we reduce the risk of overlooking important environmental impacts stemming from specific parts of the value chain. Taking the example of private vehicles, the environmental hotspot for climate change impacts, meaning the location in the life cycle where the climate change impacts are the greatest, is typically the manufacturing stage for battery electric vehicles (BEV) if it is assumed that the electricity grid mix that it will use in the future will rely increasingly on renewable technologies, such as wind power [2]. Therefore, if one only considers the operation of the BEVs (= use stage), one may consider BEVs to be nearly climate-neutral, while in fact they are still associated with greenhouse gas emissions in other parts of their value chains, such as raw materials extraction, production and disposal [3]. A full life cycle approach prevents such narrow sightedness and gives the full picture regarding the car’s environmental performance. Likewise, in comparative studies aiming to support policies or decisions, such as assessing different car component alternatives for improved design or performance, only evaluating a limited part of the system’s life cycle can lead to a solution being adopted that decreases the environmental impacts in the life cycle stage(s) that are taken into account while inadvertently increasing them in other parts of the life cycle.

This is called burden-shifting from one life cycle stage to another, and may increase the overall impacts of the product over its entire life cycle. For example, making the car body lighter by using lightweight materials like aluminium or fibre-reinforced polymers instead of steel decreases fuel consumption during the use stage (due to the lower vehicle weight). However, it might increase the environmental impacts during manufacturing due to the much greater amounts of energy used in the production of aluminium or fibre-reinforced composites compared with steel production. In addition, in the case of the latter, it makes material recycling at the end of the vehicle’s life very inefficient [3,4].

Figure 1 shows the simplified life cycle of a transport system (including vehicles and supporting infrastructure like roads, gas stations, charging stations, etc.), showing how it interacts with the life cycle of the fuels used in the operation of the transport mode (petroleum products for ICEVs or fuels needed for electricity generation).

Life Cycle Assessment, or LCA, is thus the tool to use for environmental sustainability assessments. The methodology has been standardized by the International Organization for Standardization [6,7], and international bodies like the European Commission have developed detailed guidelines for LCA and its application [8].

Broad coverage of environmental impacts
Life cycle assessments also apply a broad perspective to environmental problems and attempt to include all the
In the comparative LCA, the delivered service is fixed, and the environmental impacts associated with delivering the service or function must therefore be explicitly defined at the beginning of the analysis, both in quantitative terms (how much is delivered and for how long?) and qualitative terms (how well?). This definition is called the Functional Unit of the LCA and it is the anchoring point of the comparison, determining the reference flows of physical products that are needed for each of the compared alternatives.

**Focus on the function**

LCA is frequently used to compare different solutions to a given problem. To ensure a fair and relevant comparison, it is essential that the alternative solutions deliver the same service. The required service or function must therefore be explicitly defined at the beginning of the analysis, both in quantitative terms (how much is delivered and for how long?) and qualitative terms (how well?). This definition is called the Functional Unit of the LCA.

**What is the service?**

The service or function delivered by transport systems or modes is to move goods or persons from one location to another. Moving from the societal level to the level of the individual transport technology in the context of a comparative life cycle assessment, we need to develop a definition of the transport service that is relevant for the system that it occurs (daily commuting, vacation travelling, freight transport from suppliers, etc.). The combination of these three factors typically results in a reference flow that, for person transport, is expressed as the product of the number of people transported and the distance over which they are transported (with the frequency integrated in the latter as a total transport distance) in the metric person.km. For freight transport the reference flow is a product of the quantity of goods (normally expressed as a weight or volume, depending on what is the limiting factor for the transport mode concerned) and the distance, expressed as ton.km (or for goods of very low density where the limiting capacity of the transport mode becomes the volume, as m^3.km).

**Rebound effects**

One challenge to the comparative sustainability assessment of different transport technologies lies in the interdependence between the eco-efficiency of the technology and the demand. When a car is re-designed to increase its fuel efficiency, the eco-efficiency is increased because the fuel consumption, and hence the environmental impacts per driven kilometre, are reduced. However, when comparing BEVs and ICEVs in Denmark in 2016 for a functional unit of 1 km driven under average conditions, based on [2].

**Environmental impacts**

Environmental impacts that are relevant for the system that is being analysed are all environmental impacts that can cause environmental problems such as air pollution less attention. However, the scientific literature has demonstrated that this narrow perception is insufficient, as it overlooks the evolutions of other known environmental problems of relevance to transport, like particulate matter and the impact on human health, chemical pollution or the reduced availability of metal resources. The fact that some of these problems may not co-vary with climate change impacts or energy consumption means that there is a risk of burden-shifting between environmental impacts if these two issues are addressed in isolation (10). For example, when comparing BEV and internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEV), climate change impacts may be similar to one another over the total life cycle when the vehicles are operated in locations where the electricity grid mix used is based predominantly on fossil fuels. However, airborne pollutants from electricity production in power plants are typically emitted outside the cities and hence impact on people less than the exhaust pipe emissions from ICEVs that directly impact on urban populations, with their much higher population densities, at ground level, thus potentially leading to worse overall impacts during the use and operation of the vehicles. Likewise, in their operational or use stage, BEVs entail comparatively low emissions of fine particles and negligible noise pollution and no risk of creating urban smog. A one-eyed focus on climate change impacts might miss these potential benefits.

The importance of a multi-impact perspective is illustrated in Figure 2, adapted from the study by Bohnes and co-workers (2), who compared the environmental impacts of BEVs and ICEVs in the Netherlands in 2010 for a functional unit of 1 km driven under average conditions. Based on [2].

**What is the service?**

The service or function delivered by transport systems or modes is to move goods or persons from one location to another. Moving from the societal level to the level of the individual transport technology in the context of a comparative life cycle assessment, we need to develop a definition of the transport service that ensures a fair comparison between different transport systems or modes. A quantitative description must therefore be included in the environmental sustainability assessment to provide an accurate account of the contribution of the system to the future availability of these resources.

**Focus on the function**

LCA is frequently used to compare different solutions to a given problem. To ensure a fair and relevant comparison, it is essential that the alternative solutions deliver the same service. The required service or function must therefore be explicitly defined at the beginning of the analysis, both in quantitative terms (how much is delivered and for how long?) and qualitative terms (how well?). This definition is called the Functional Unit of the LCA.

**What is the service?**

The service or function delivered by transport systems or modes is to move goods or persons from one location to another. Moving from the societal level to the level of the individual transport technology in the context of a comparative life cycle assessment, we need to develop a definition of the transport service that ensures a fair comparison between different transport systems or modes. A quantitative description must therefore be included in the environmental sustainability assessment to provide an accurate account of the contribution of the system to the future availability of these resources.

**Focus on the function**

LCA is frequently used to compare different solutions to a given problem. To ensure a fair and relevant comparison, it is essential that the alternative solutions deliver the same service. The required service or function must therefore be explicitly defined at the beginning of the analysis, both in quantitative terms (how much is delivered and for how long?) and qualitative terms (how well?). This definition is called the Functional Unit of the LCA.
public transport or bikes). The financial savings might thus result in increased consumption, meaning that in the total picture, the result of increased eco-efficiency might become a negligible reduction or even an increase in the environmental impacts of this transport mode. This is an example of a rebound effect that has been observed to accompany eco-efficiency improvements in many technologies [13]. This means that technological improvements in eco-efficiency must be accompanied by other measures with the potential to regulate user behaviour (such as time-of-use pricing) in order to deliver more environmentally sustainable solutions.

Interactions with other systems

Another crucial aspect to consider when assessing the sustainability of transport is that any change in the transport system (e.g. implementation of new technologies, changes of materials used in existing cars, buses, trains, etc.) might have unintended consequences due to its strong dependence on and interaction with external systems. These consequences may trigger potentially essential to take the regional location into account, the environmental impact when they are used to replace a car with a single passenger. However, if used mainly as a luxury means of replacing biking or walking, they result in increased environmental impacts. Therefore, in macro-level studies (e.g. urban, regional or national scales), it is essential to consider carefully the full consequences of changes to existing transport systems early in the planning and design process to ensure that all relevant elements are included in the system boundaries of the assessment.

LCAs of different transport technologies

Multiple studies have analysed and compared the environmental sustainability of various transport modes using LCA over the last twenty years. In this section, we gather a few major lessons that can be drawn from these studies with regard to the environmental sustainability of transport systems, with a primary focus on passenger cars.

Regional location is a determining factor in the environmental performance of EVs

When studying modes of electric transport, it is essential to take the regional location into account, as the electric-grid mixture that supplies the vehicles has different compositions in different countries and regions. The environmental impact of supplying 3.4 kWh of electricity varies considerably depending on whether that electricity is produced by a coal-fired power plant, via a solar park or from a hydropower plant (see e.g. [5]). For a country like Norway, where electricity is generated nearly exclusively by hydropower, the per-kWh environmental impacts are much lower than those in a country like Germany, whose electricity mix consists mainly of fossils-based energy sources. As a consequence, the environmental impacts associated with using a BEV in Norway and in Germany are completely different. Another influential location-specific factor is the local climate. The need for heating and cooling vehicles, cabins or compartments varies largely depending on the location (e.g. north of Norway vs. south of Spain) and greatly influences the results of the LCAs of transport systems. With a drive-train efficiency of below 40%, the majority of the energy content of the fuel used by ICEVs is converted into heat in the internal combustion engine and is readily available for heating the interior of the car. In contrast, with an efficiency close to 100%, BEV engines do not produce any waste heat, so they have to use energy from the battery to produce and provide heat for the vehicle interior. In cold climates, this additional energy requirement can be very significant during large parts of the year. Egede [15] studied the benefits in terms of climate change impacts of using a BEV compared to an ICEV in each country of the world, accounting for differences in both the composition of the electricity mix and different climates. The results of her region-specific comparison of ICEVs and BEVs in the map in Figure 3 shows that, even though the electricity mix has a greater influence than local climate on contributions to global warming, the heat requirement has the tendency to shift the overall results in favour of ICEVs in cold regions, like Denmark or Canada, given the electricity mixes that are relevant at the time of writing. It is important to note, however, that although ICEVs appear to be more attractive than BEVs from a climate change perspective in several countries in the world, the planned transition of the electricity grid mixes towards a higher share of renewables in many parts of the world, and to a lesser extent the foreseen warming of local climates, mean that the map is bound to change in coming years, with increasing number of countries in which EVs would be more advantageous than ICEVs.

Large environmental impacts from fuel life cycles

The environmental impacts of fuel production and use have been flagged in many studies as being of great importance to the overall burden of the transport systems being considered, regardless of the technology in use. Therefore, the full life cycle of the fuel should always be included in the assessments. For ICEVs, the life cycle environmental impacts of fuel production and combustion typically dominate over the impacts from manufacturing the vehicle itself. For vehicles using biofuels instead of petroleum products, the environmental burden may remain in the vehicle’s use stage but shift from one category (climate change) to others (land use, eutrophication from fertilizers). With regard to BEVs, the ‘fuel’ life cycle may be as important as the vehicle life cycle, depending on the electricity mix supporting operation of the EVs. One way to illustrate the relative contribution of the fuel to the total environmental burden is to perform a breakeven point analysis. An example is given in Figure 4, where one can conceptually estimate the driving distance at which a BEV becomes more environmentally friendly than an ICEV or a hybrid vehicle. The importance of the fuel life cycle can be extended to less mature transport technologies, such as fuel-cell electric vehicles (FCEV), for which hydrogen production may have drastically different impacts, depending on how it is produced (e.g. more than one order of magnitude variation in climate change impacts [16]), or to vehicles driving on biofuels, for which the production of the biofuels may have significant environmental impacts (see Chapter 9).

Relatively low environmental contribution from infrastructure

Many LCAs of transport systems have shown that infrastructure makes only a negligible contribution to the total environmental burden of the systems. This can be demonstrated by taking into account urban systems, where the infrastructure needs are scaled to the transport demand. For example, in their systemic study of Copenhagen’s passenger car fleet over 2016-2030, Bolnes and co-workers [2] concluded that the impacts linked to the construction of new charging infrastructure
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Figure 3. World repartition of countries where petrol-driven internal combustion engine vehicles are advantageous for climate change impacts, compared to electric vehicles with Li-FePo4 batteries. Results have been internally normalized to the best performing region. Taken from [17], reflecting national electricity grid mixtures around 2016.
for EVs would be insignificant compared to the impacts of any other stage in the system’s life cycle. Infrastructure generally has a long lifetime during which it supports the driving of high numbers of vehicles, hence the environmental impacts of infrastructure turn out to be relatively small when expressed per km driven at the entire fleet level. This means that the introduction of a new mode of transport that requires the installation of additional infrastructure may not produce significantly more environmental impacts per functional unit. However, several external factors may be influential in estimating the relative importance of infrastructure, such as the ‘cleanness’ of the electricity grid mix (e.g., for BEVs) or the potential low impacts of the vehicle’s life cycle, which may render infrastructure more dominant in respect of the total environmental burden. This calls for a better understanding of the role of infrastructure for more eco-efficient transport technologies, for example, charging infrastructure for BEVs, hydrogen infrastructure for fuel cell-driven EVs, and not least public transport and biking to personal cars. Several studies have been conducted of car-sharing systems, all of which have found that, in the settings they analysed, a car-sharing system has fewer environmental impacts than a fleet based on individually owned cars. This is mainly the result of two factors: (i) fewer vehicles are needed in total in the fleet, and (ii) car-sharers tend to drive fewer kilometres in total [20,21,22].

A further development of car-sharing lies in its future combination with autonomous driving systems. Here, there are potential rebound effects, with a strong increase in the number of potential users due to the fact that car-users no longer need driver’s licenses (hence population segments like children, who did not drive before, may now use a car), as well as the ease and convenience of using the system. The environmental impacts of autonomous vehicles have started to be studied [23], but the technologies are still at the experimental stage, and the extent of such rebound effects is very speculative at this point.

Table 1. Climate change impacts and particle emissions for different modes of transport (based on life cycle inventory data from EcoInvent 3.5 [18] and use of life cycle impact assessment methods from ReCiPe 2016 Midpoint hierarchy methodology [19])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport mode</th>
<th>( \text{g CO}_2\text{-eq per person.km} )</th>
<th>( \text{g CO}_2\text{-eq per ton.km} )</th>
<th>( \text{g PM}_{2.5}\text{-eq per person.km} )</th>
<th>( \text{g PM}_{2.5}\text{-eq per ton.km} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICE passenger car, EURO 5, diesel</td>
<td>303 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.39 1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE passenger car, EURO 5, petrol</td>
<td>346 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.36 1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric passenger car, in Poland</td>
<td>298 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.63 1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric passenger car, in Norway</td>
<td>85 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.24 1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus, diesel</td>
<td>106 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.20 2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tram, in Poland</td>
<td>106 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.20 2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tram, in Norway</td>
<td>16 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03 2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train, diesel</td>
<td>77 3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.17 3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft continental</td>
<td>168 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.16 4</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Intercontinental</td>
<td>109 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10 4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck, 32 tons, EURO 6, diesel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck, 7.5 tons, EURO 6, diesel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland waterways barge</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea container ship</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: Considering one passenger per car (i.e., only the driver) and assuming a life time driving of 150 000 km for vehicles and 100 000 km for batteries.
2: Operational needs such as fuel consumption and occupation rate based on annual average situation for tram use and bus use in Switzerland.
3: Operational needs such as fuel consumption and occupation rate based on annual average situation for train use in Austria, Belgium, Germany, Italy and France.
4: Average aircraft operation characterized by 32.7% occupation rate for continental transport and 67.3% for intercontinental transport, and assuming a passenger weight of 100 kg per passenger.

Figure 4. Representation of a break-even analysis of the environmental burden of EVs (BEV-1 and BEV-2 represent electricity grid mixes causing moderate (mix of renewable and fossil sources) and high (mainly fossil fuel-based) emissions of GHGs respectively) and ICEVs (ICEV-1 represents the conventional vehicle, while ICEV-2 represents a hybrid car or an ICEV using biofuels). Adapted from [17].
Absolute sustainability boundaries for climate change impacts have entered the realm of international policy through the international agreement for reductions in climate impact aiming to keep the increase in global average atmospheric temperatures at or below 1.5 degrees above pre-industrial levels (the Paris Agreement of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, [27]). The absolute sustainability frameworks identify the need to reduce environmental impacts and increase eco-efficiency dramatically. For climate change, the requirement is to reduce CO2 emissions by around 80% by 2030 [28]. For local pollution, similar reductions are needed in many major cities. The transport sector needs to deliver eco-efficiency improvements that make such reductions possible, in spite of the growth in global population, the growth in affluence and therefore consumption, and increased access to mobility in many parts of the world. Huge challenges thus lie ahead in going from better to good enough, from greener transport to transport systems that are sustainable in absolute terms.
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The absolute sustainability challenge for transport
Some of these technological developments have strong potential for improving the environmental performance of transport systems by increasing their levels of eco-efficiency. However, efficiency improvements have a tendency to rebound in the form of increased consumption or use. In that sense they are not eco-effective in allowing us to arrive at transport systems and solutions that are sustainable in absolute terms and not just more sustainable than what we are used to. To understand what is needed for sustainable transport systems, we need to relate to absolute boundaries for environmental impacts. Several top-down approaches to determine absolute environmental sustainability targets or boundaries at the global or regional level have been proposed. These include the Planetary Boundaries framework [24], the Ecological Footprint framework [25] and, with a particular focus on technological assessments, the introduction of absolute sustainability targets in LCA [25].

Environmental sustainability of different transport modes
Urban mobility: disruptive changes in urban transportation

The digitalisation and integration of city infrastructures and the subsequent rise of the ‘smart city’ implicate fundamental changes for the critical skills sets and curricula of urban planning and engineering professionals. This is not least the case for professionals working in the domain of urban mobility.

Developing the urban mobility system places high demands on diligent urban planning. At the same time, local, regional, national and even international (EU) regulatory frameworks must be adjusted to embrace the possibilities offered by the new types of mobility solutions produced by technological (supply side) or social (demand side) advances. The introduction of NDx-low-emission zones, electric scooters and the first generation of (semi-) autonomous vehicles (AVs) are current examples of the proliferation of new modes of transportation that enhance urban mobility, but also pose challenges to regulatory frameworks. These innovative developments will only accelerate. Inevitably, public planning organizations need to change profoundly to marry the real-time with the long-term effectively and thus close the gap in participatory planning [1].

With the concurrent shift to sustainable mobility, cities are increasingly focusing on ‘space and place’, putting greater emphasis on the movement of goods and people rather than the movement of vehicles [2]. For example, Helsinki plans to integrate various means of transport and urban services in the development of a city-based transport service that will make car-ownership unnecessary by 2025. Similarly, last mile delivery solutions can be found using autonomous vehicles (including robots and drones) that in various ways can contribute to a much more sustainable form of urban living [3]. Thus, an unprecedented versatility and variety of new modes of transportation are being introduced both by single users and city dwellers on an individual or private basis, and by new or existing enterprises on a commercial and/or social (sharing) basis.

In looking at the current state of urban mobility systems, a significant shift can be observed regarding the value network structure and the types of actors involved. The emergence and versatility of online mobility services and/or sharing platforms are inducing the reinvention of cities from the bottom up through open government data to open-source hardware and free networks. Effectively we are witnessing a new civic phenomenon in which non-profit organizations and/or sharing platforms are inducing the reinvention of cities from the bottom up through open government data to open-source hardware and free networks.

The challenges identified, driven by general social trends, are all interrelated and complex and can even be regarded as ‘wicked problems’. These challenges may not be solved in isolation, as it demands both an in-depth understanding of new technologies and system design and soft skills such as cross-disciplinary collaboration and design thinking. Based on the analysis of the present educational and critical skills within urban mobility future skills, and hence gaps, can be predicted.

Looking at the data, in the United States, for example, the most common educational background for urban and regional planners is the social sciences, but a relatively high number of people in the profession has a major in architecture and related services in 2017. Interestingly, while one fifth of all graduates working in the field of urban and regional planning held a degree in engineering in 2015, as shown on Figure 2, in 2017 none did so [8].

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the critical and distinctive skills of urban and regional planners are reading comprehension, critical thinking, judgement and decision-making, as shown in Figure 3. Revealed comparative advantage of data on the critical and distinctive skills of urban and regional planners shows that they need more than average skills in respect to operations analysis, the management of financial resources and programming.

Figure 1. Urban challenges and trends

Figure 2. Change in the educational backgrounds of urban and regional planners
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics [8]
The same set of data shows that transportation and highway engineers also need numerous and versatile skills, as shown in Figure 4. The continuous line represents the absolute rating of necessary skills, while the dashed line represents the change in the necessary skills of transportation and highway engineers between 2011 and 2017. Looking at the change in critical skills required there is a significant increase in resource management skills, complex problem-solving and technical skills.

Future key skills for urban mobility professionals

Given the significant changes that urban mobility is encountering presently, a critical social challenge has arisen to improve matching the supply of and demand for skills. Skill anticipation takes into account sectorial, occupational and geographical changes and differences, including skills assessments, skills forecasting, skills foresight and employer surveys. Skill anticipation aims to forecast the medium and long-term demand for and availability of workforce, and to anticipate developments in the latter’s occupational structure and educational needs. It needs to be recognized that such predictions will always suffer from limitations in their accuracy [9].

Analysing the present fast pace in urban mobility innovation, below the authors of this article provide a (non-exhaustive) list of critical curricula and skills revisions for both urban planners and urban (mobility-related) engineers. Following a literature review it has become evident that more research is needed to understand the implications of the disruptions at hand, and specifically to build the appropriate professional skills needed to govern, plan and operate future systems of urban mobility.

As already indicated, the skills and curricula of urban planning professionals are already undergoing rather fundamental change. Highlighting two recent such changes, Kunzmann suggests that analytical, methodological, visionary, creative, social, communicative and intercultural skills are all crucial for urban (mobility-related) planners [6]. Other sources stress the need for the continuous curricula development of a whole range of urban planners’ and architects’ skills: technical engineering skills, planning systems and processing skills, place skills, customer skills, personal skills, organizational, managerial and political skills, and synthetic and integrative skills [7]. Whereas urban mobility and related infrastructure investments are traditionally based largely on modelled forecasts of travel demand, the intensified orientation towards ‘place-based’ urban planning effectively ‘turns the traditional modelling process on its head’ [2].

For transport engineering professionals, mathematical and statistical models and computer-based simulations will thus continue to have a central place in their curricula, while assuming a different role that evolves more as a tool to embrace uncertainties and leverage flexibility within a wider methodological paradigm that departs more from scenario planning. Likewise, the emergence of new business models, customer expectations for the on-demand instant delivery of goods and even logistical disruptors require a further development of traditional technical skills sets, like route-planning optimization. In addition, rapid developments in the areas of technology, business models and business eco-system development are anticipated to continue and will have impacts on curriculum development in both groups of ‘professional’ curricula. First and foremost, this emphasizes the need for life-long learning and the up-skilling and reskilling of educational services across urban mobility-related professions, which are traditionally seen as independent in their own right. Inevitably these developments also call for changes to curricula within urban mobility-related graduate programmes as we know them.

According to the urban trends and challenges highlighted on Figure 1 are affected by key drivers of change that are impacting the critical skill requirements of urban planners.

- **Big data.** Digitalisation has enhanced the possibilities of data collection. Big data offers new ways to analyse these data and to use the findings as an integral part of our urban daily lives. Beyond privacy and public policy issues, urban planners are taking advantage of the potential for big data to contribute more efficiently and more sustainable forms of urban mobility.

- **Artificial intelligence.** Urban spaces will undergo a revolution led by artificial intelligence (AI) that will redefine urban mobility. AI is today’s ‘electricity’ and will create political and economic disruptions in cities [11]. Artificial intelligence-induced restructuring of tasks (supposing that not all urban planning tasks can be automated) will have a strong impact on competence requirements.

- **Autonomous and connected vehicles (IoT).** The number of connected cars is expected to grow from 23 million in 2015 to 152 million in 2020 [12]. Self-driving cars are trained on driving data so that they learn to identify objects and to predict...
the movements of pedestrians and other vehicles. Connecting this driver of change with the previous one, urban planners and governments need to see a highway’s worth of connected cars.

- **Blockchain.** Codifications of money, markets and payments are changing financial services drastically. Accordingly, blockchain can be seen as one of the most innovative digital technologies for transforming public services [13]. In the case of urban mobility, blockchain can improve data integrity, enable decentralization and give vehicles digital identities.

- **Electrification.** The shift away from urban mobility systems dominated by private vehicles powered by internal combustion engines to other means of transportation, including electrically driven vehicles, presents new challenges for (power) grids, route networks and spatial planning.

- **Safety and security.** Digital and power infrastructures are the backbone of urban infrastructures that need to be protected against operational disruptions, cyber-attacks etc. Physical and psychological safety are also proven parameters for well-functioning urban—i.e., connected—mobility systems.

In case of urban mobility, other, non-technological drivers need to be highlighted that are critical, such as the built environment. Densification of the urban built environment, together with the emergence of new transport modalities and user preferences and the increased importance of (climate) resilient, safe and secure (physical and grid) infrastructure calls for new skills in civil engineering, architecture, urban planning and related technical professions. Other non-technological drivers include the increasing policy focus on resilience or climate change adaptation.

Transformative systems of urban mobility require new professional skills and insights

This article has pointed to a range of technical and non-technical developments in urban mobility that call for shifts in the critical skills sets of urban planners, architects, traffic engineers and other sorts of ‘urban engineer’. What we see happening in the urban mobility domain is well captured in the words of Goldin and Katz, when analysing the past one hundred years of the USA in the first half of the century, education raced ahead of technology, but right now technology is racing ahead of educational gains [14].

Educational shifts and both re- and upskilling are clearly needed to manage the radical transition to the new prominence of urban mobility as one of the most important elements of urban development. Apart from new technical skills, this also extends to ethical and governance questions related to the adoption of new technologies. We see a crucial role for urban planners and related ‘urban engineering’ professions in the mediation process among stakeholders in optimizing the adoption of new technologies.

It has become evident to the authors that more empirical research is needed to develop (i.e., understand) scenarios for future urban mobility and to define the necessary professional skills requirements in line with those scenarios.
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Chapter 12
A network view of research and development in sustainable urban mobility
Pedro Parraguz, Dataverz Francesco Rosati, DTU Management

Introduction: the network of technological capabilities for sustainable urban mobility
Developing solutions for sustainable urban mobility requires connecting knowledge and technologies from a diverse and large set of global actors [1;2]. As a result, drawing the boundaries of what is relevant research and development (R&D) into sustainable urban mobility is more of a matter of deciding within a spectrum than of choosing upfront what is relevant and what is not.

For example, should R&D on transport to and from cities be included within the boundaries of urban mobility? What about applied R&D on image recognition technologies used for autonomous navigation, smart electric grids or new electricity storage solutions?

 Likewise, R&D on urban mobility can be affected by decisions made in a number of research fields, including energy and transport policy, fuel research, economics, electric energy grids, human behaviour, etc. However, these fields are not just a disconnected set of independent silos but part of an interdependent whole, and the way in which they are connected to each other affects how urban mobility is designed and managed.

Inspired by the questions above, this chapter offers a quantitative and descriptive analysis of the research and development connected with ‘sustainable urban mobility’ produced at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). Its objectives are 1) to provide an overview of worldwide collaborations with specific institutions and geographies; 2) to help identify the spectrum of research areas that are influencing the development of sustainable urban mobility solutions, as well as how they connect with each other; and 3) to map key R&D trends and thus offer a glimpse into future developments in this area.

The analysis presented here is the result of mining global databases containing patents, scientific publications and research grants, and of modelling the R&D ecosystem as a complex network of individuals, organizations, geographical areas, documents and knowledge areas that evolves over time. The following sections describe the research method used in this study and the results before providing a discussion of our findings and their implications.

Description of methods
We have analysed DTU’s outputs related to sustainable urban-mobility solutions through a curated data set of more than 430 scientific publications, 50 patents and 40 EU-funded research projects. All these records have at least one participant from DTU and include content from a wide set of transport-related research fields.

The method for filtering the relevant publications, patents and EU-funded projects consisted in applying a global content filter to each of the three databases (publications, patents, EU projects), followed by a manual screening of the results to discard false positives. In Boolean form, the keyword-based search used for this study was the following:

- city logistics OR “urban logistic” OR “urban freight transport” OR “Transport Decarbonization” OR (transport OR mobility) AND (mode choice) OR (transport modal shift) OR “cycling transport” OR “active modes of transport” OR “bicycling culture” OR “mobility culture” OR (transport OR mobility) AND (route choice) OR (behaviour change) AND (transport OR mobility) OR sustainable transport OR walkability OR travel demand OR travel socialisation OR bikeability OR (connectivity AND transport OR mobility) OR (on-demand) AND (transport OR mobility) OR (mobility services) AND transport OR (travel behaviour) AND (transport OR mobility) OR (“flexible modes of transport”) OR mobility as a service OR “Urban Mobility” OR “sustainable mobility” OR transport systems OR traffic congestion OR vehicle accidents OR vehicle pollution OR vehicle noise OR convenient transport OR affordable transport OR mobility solutions OR transport infrastructure OR congestion and pollution OR (“multi-mode mobility”) OR efficiency of the transport system OR “on-demand mobility” OR public transport OR private transport OR travel modes OR transport modes OR door-to-door mobility OR intermodal travel OR logistics and delivery OR smart mobility OR freight vehicles OR transport network OR shared transport OR transport technologies OR transport safety OR “goods transport” OR transport solution OR transport electrification OR electric vehicles OR transport operations OR transport sector OR congestion management OR Autonomous transport OR Collective mobility OR delivery of goods OR move people OR move goods OR trip efficiency OR intelligent transport OR transport policy OR Public Transport OR “Active Modes of Transport” OR bicycle OR “Smart Mobility” OR “Intelligent Transport Systems” OR Transport Psychology OR Transport Economics OR (Transport Modelling) OR (“Route Choice” AND transport OR vehicle OR mobility) OR Traffic Assignment OR Transport Demand OR Shared Mobility OR “Mobility as a Service” OR (“synthetic fuels”) AND (transport OR vehicle OR mobility) NOT (groundwater OR aquifer OR institutional OR “human cell” OR cerevisiae OR “priority journal”)

The results of this search, although not exhaustive, provide us with records from diverse sources and fields, permitting a representative overview of content and collaborations over the last 35 years. In total, these records connect DTU with more than 40 countries and 300 organizations working on topics related to sustainable urban-mobility solutions. Figure 1 provides a visual summary of the diverse set of regions and organizations that have formed part of DTU’s sustainable urban-mobility R&D ecosystem since 1984.

Mapping DTU’s landscape of capabilities for sustainable urban-mobility solutions
Objective 1. Overview of worldwide collaborations with specific institutions and geographies
We first analyse the collaborations with worldwide institutions to map DTU’s interactions in the area of sustainable transport solutions and to show how they are distributed geographically and over time.

From Figure 1, we can observe that collaborations are geographically spread, covering a wide range of countries and institutions. Although most collaborations are in Europe, organizations such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT, United States) and the University of Queensland (Australia) rank among the collaborations with the highest number of shared outputs. We also observe that the share of collaborations with the United States, China and other non-European countries is growing, evidence of increasing internationalization in the collaborations.

Objective 2. Help identify the spectrum of research areas influencing the development of sustainable urban-mobility solutions and how they are connected to each other.
To identify and map the clusters that constitute DTU’s ecosystem for sustainable urban-mobility solutions, we performed a network co-occurrence analysis, following the method described by Van Eck and Waltman [5]. In this analysis, DTU’s R&D ecosystem is modelled as two networks: 1) a topic co-occurrence network, where terms are connected if they co-occur in the same research output; and 2) a journal co-occurrence citation network, where research journals are connected based on their citation co-occurrence structures.

The topic co-occurrence network (Figure 2) allows us to understand how the sum of researchers in the ecosystem connects topics organically based on their own use of terms. The topics are keywords extracted from the content of each record in our database. In our case, after performing text normalization on the keywords (6), we gathered over 600 terms. The edges between the keywords represent co-occurrence relations, of which we reached over 5000 connections. Here, a connection between two keywords exists if they are mentioned together in at least one record. The more frequently two keywords are mentioned together, the stronger the connection between them.
The journal co-occurrence citation network (Figure 3) allows us to understand the sources of knowledge and communities of practice from which researchers draw their information. It also helps us understand how these knowledge communities are connected. In total, we identified more than 1000 reference sources (journals, books, and other sources). Here, a connection between two journals exists if they are cited together in at least one record. The more frequently two journals are cited together, the stronger the connection between them.

To identify distinct knowledge areas in each of these networks quantitatively, we performed a cluster analysis using Waltman, Van Eck and Noyons’s [7] method to cluster bibliometric networks. Each cluster represents a topic area in which the connections between each element are stronger within the cluster to which they are assigned than with other clusters. Having identified the main clusters, we performed a qualitative inspection of each cluster in order to map it on to larger areas of knowledge or overall topics.

Figure 2 reveals six topic groups that are summarized in Table 1.

We used Figure 3 to explore the structure of the sources of information and communities of practice that describe how researchers at DTU integrate and produce new knowledge. From this figure we can observe five communities that can be summarized as follows:

- Synthetic fuels and other alternative fuels
- Life-cycle assessments and other general sustainability assessments applied to transport
- Energy policy
- Electric energy grid, energy storage and production of electricity
- Transport-specific research community.

From the identified communities, we can extract two interesting findings. First, of the five communities identified, only one is a research community that can be defined as transport-specific. The other four communities are all large research communities in their own right from which transport and urban mobility draws knowledge to enable new solutions and assess the sustainability of different options. Second, energy policy plays a key role as a shared interface between the other four communities, revealing the importance of the macro-level design of energy systems and regulations.

Combining the results obtained from the topic co-occurrence network and the journal co-occurrence citation network, we can obtain a more integral view of DTU’s R&D ecosystem for sustainable urban-mobility solutions. For example, we can use the similarities and differences between the two networks to draw insights regarding how topics are connected within publications versus how researchers link up with different knowledge communities (in this case journals) to build new knowledge.

A first finding relates to the siloed nature of the network of journals when compared to the network of topics, while the network of journals presents us with well-defined formal boundaries between knowledge communities, the network of topics covered within publications shows us that in practice there is rich cross-fertilization between topics. This difference is a reflection of the complexity and diversity of challenges in the sustainable urban-mobility landscape and the need to look beyond individual communities of knowledge [2]. A second finding relates to the mapping between topics and journals. Figure 4 summarizes the strongest connections between topics and journal communities. At the topic level marked ‘Content hub containing policies, technologies and fuels’ is the cluster that acts as the largest interface connecting with journal communities on ‘Synthetic fuels and other alternative fuels’, ‘Life cycle assessments and other general sustainability applied to transport’ and ‘Energy policy’. At the journal level, the communities of ‘Energy policy’ and ‘Transport-specific research’ are those that are connected to the widest diversity of topics, serving as an interface for four different topics.

Objective 3. Map key R&D trends to offer a glimpse into future developments within this area.

Finally, we investigated the R&D trends within our data-sets using the number of occurrences of selected topics and its average year of publication to identify shifts in R&D focus and relative growth in areas that have gained ground in the last few years. The upper right quadrant of the figure shows some of the topics with the highest relative growth in the last few years. This quadrant shows a topical shift towards sustainability-related areas, a more systemic approach to transport with a focus on mobility, human behaviour and design, and a recogni-

---

1 We selected the top 20% topics based on the number of occurrences in the database prioritising most recent topics. For readability reasons not all topic labels are visible in the plot.
### Table 1. Description of topic groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Human behaviour, alternative modes of transport, people's preferences and attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Public transport modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Electric-vehicle technologies and their impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Electric grid, energy storage and its connection with electric vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Transport infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Content hub containing policies, technologies and fuels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.** Network of terms and co-occurrence relations between them. The size of the nodes represents the frequency of each keyword. The colours show the clusters identified by the community detection algorithm.

**Figure 3.** Network of journals and sources and co-citation relations between them. The size of the nodes represents the frequency of each source. The colours show the clusters identified by the community detection algorithm.

**Discussion**

Our analysis has provided a broad description of DTU's worldwide collaborations, the network of topics and research areas influencing the development of new urban mobility solutions, and the key topical trends.

In particular, we first observed that DTU's collaborations on this topic are geographically spread, covering a wide range of countries, including an increasing share of collaborations with the United States, China and other non-European countries.

Second, we identified the spectrum of research areas that influence the development of sustainable urban mobility solutions and how they are connected with each other. In particular, we observed that DTU's research on the topic can be clustered into six different topic groups (human behaviour, alternative modes of transport, people's preferences and attitudes; public transport modelling; electric-vehicle technologies and their impact; electric grid, energy storage and their connection with electric vehicles; transport infrastructure; and content hub, containing policies, technologies and fuels). In addition, these were mostly investigated by five research communities (synthetics fuels and other alternative fuels; life-cycle assessments and other general sustainability applied to transport; energy policy; energy grid, energy storage and energy 'production'; and a transport-specific research community). Interestingly, out of the five communities identified, only one is a research community that can be defined as transport-specific, with the energy policy community playing a key role as a shared interface between the other four communities.

Finally, we investigated key trends to offer a glimpse into the future of DTU's contributions to this area. Our analysis reveals a topical shift towards sustainability-related areas, a more systemic approach to transport with a focus on mobility, human behaviour and design, and a recognition of the increasing uncertainties that exist in the urban mobility field. Moreover, we observed the emergence of alternative fuels, including biofuels and hydrogen, as well as battery energy storage and hybridization strategies for vehicles, the growing use of algorithms for decision-support systems and the inclusion of the built environment and active travel among some of the high-growth, high-occurrence topics.
Conclusion

Through the window provided by DTU's R&D on sustainable urban-mobility topics, we offer a broad description of worldwide collaborations and of the network of topics and research areas that influence the development of new solutions, as well as identified key topical trends. Our results are consistent with recent findings and reviews [1,2] and point towards the deep interconnectedness between energy, policy, infrastructure, new electric and alternative fuel technologies, system modelling, the increasing importance of alternative modes of transport, and the shifting preferences, attitude and behaviour of mobility users.

In this scenario of rapid technological and social change, a system-level understanding of this deep interconnectedness is crucial in helping us strengthen our capacity to cross disciplinary, organizational and national boundaries.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternate current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Alkaline electrolysis cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMD</td>
<td>Autonomous Materials Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARES</td>
<td>Autonomous Research system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE</td>
<td>Atomic Simulation Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BESS</td>
<td>Battery energy storage solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>Battery electric vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPEX</td>
<td>Capital expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Carbon Capture and storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCUS</td>
<td>Carbon Capture Use and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH4</td>
<td>Methane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>Combined heat and power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>Computational Materials Repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNG</td>
<td>Compressed natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>Carbon nanotubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DME</td>
<td>Dimethoxyethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSO</td>
<td>Distributed system operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTU</td>
<td>Technical University of Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>Electric vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCEV</td>
<td>Fuel cell electric vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2V</td>
<td>Grid to vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gt</td>
<td>Giga ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>Giga watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFO</td>
<td>Heavy fuel oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>High temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTL</td>
<td>Hydrothermal liquefaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTEL</td>
<td>Hydrothermal liquefaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVDC</td>
<td>High voltage direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICVEV</td>
<td>Internal combustion engine vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>International Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Ionic liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>Life cycle assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>Liquid natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTFB</td>
<td>Low-Temperature Circulating Fluidized Bed System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaaS</td>
<td>Mobility as a service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>Methanol to gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTO</td>
<td>Methanol-To-Olefin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>Nationally determined contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEV</td>
<td>New energy vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>New policy scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>Non-motorized modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGV</td>
<td>Natural gas vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODM</td>
<td>Original equipment manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OME</td>
<td>Original equipment manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEX</td>
<td>Operating expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTM</td>
<td>Copenhagen Transport Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEMEC</td>
<td>Polymer exchange membrane electrolyser cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEMFC</td>
<td>Polymer exchange membrane fuel cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PJ</td>
<td>Pico joule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Particulate matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Photo voltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD&amp;D</td>
<td>Research, development and demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNG</td>
<td>Renewable natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>Sustainable policy scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Smart mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNG</td>
<td>Synthetic natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOEC</td>
<td>Solid oxide electrolysis cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCO</td>
<td>Total cost of ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSO</td>
<td>Transmission system operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWh</td>
<td>Terawatt hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCC</td>
<td>Urban consolidation center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2D</td>
<td>Vehicle to device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2G</td>
<td>Vehicle to grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2I</td>
<td>Vehicle to infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2N</td>
<td>Vehicle to network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2P</td>
<td>Vehicle to pedestrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2V</td>
<td>Vehicle to vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2X</td>
<td>Vehicle to everything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKT</td>
<td>Vehicle kilometres travelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>